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Abstract
Reproduction is a crucial process, required for bringing the next generation into the world.
In preparation for pregnancy, and throughout pregnancy itself, reproductive tissues recruit
specific populations of immune cells that are thought to contribute in a variety of ways to
successful reproduction. Pregnancy culminates in parturition, an inflammatory process
characterised by an influx of inflammatory cells into reproductive tissues. Effective healing
of reproductive tissues in the post-partum period is vital for continued reproductive
success, and it too is thought to involve specific populations of immune cells. For
leukocytes to effectively perform their functions in the reproductive system and elsewhere,
migration to the right place at the right time is crucial. Key regulators of leukocyte homing
are the chemokine family of chemoattractants and their G-protein coupled receptors. The
chemokine network is complex and controls migration of leukocytes from the Bone
Marrow (BM) into the blood and from the blood into tissues. Chemokines influence
leukocyte position within tissues, and orchestrate their departure. Very little is known
about the types of leukocytes present within reproductive tissues in the post-partum period,
or the chemokines and receptors that could be involved in their migration. Exploring these
processes is critical for an understanding of how tissues are repaired in readiness for
subsequent pregnancies.

In this thesis I have examined the leukocyte populations in reproductive and peripheral
tissues of mice during the post-partum period and compared them to those found in NonPregnant (NP) mice. This analysis has encompassed a range of myeloid cell types, and also
the complex populations of CD3+ cells that exist in reproductive tissues. I was also
interested in how these cells are instructed to enter reproductive tissues, and in particular
on the role of CC chemokine Receptor 2 (CCR2), a receptor associated with the
recruitment of monocytes and T cells into tissues. My work has clearly identified cells
expressing CCR2 both in reproductive tissues and elsewhere, and defined the impact of the
genetic deletion of this receptor on leukocyte populations during the post-partum period.
These experiments exploited a variety of standard techniques including histology,
quantitative Reverse Transcriptase-Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR), EnzymeLinked ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA) and Luminex, but they also required the
development of challenging multiparameter flow cytometry protocols that allowed the
simultaneous analysis, and definitive identification, of several leukocyte populations in
various tissues and at specific reproductive time-points.
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Chapter 3 describes detailed experiments that focussed on characterising the myeloid cell
populations across a variety of tissues in NP, 1 Day Post Partum (DPP) and 7DPP mice.
Most strikingly, this revealed a profound accumulation of several myeloid cell populations
in reproductive tissues at 1DPP, including inflammatory Ly6Chigh

(hi)

monocytes and

neutrophils. Moreover, many of these myeloid cells expressed active CCR2 and
remarkably CCR2 deletion was associated with a dramatic reduction in myeloid cell
abundance in the uterine horn one day after birth. Thus, CCR2 appeared to be required for
myeloid cell recruitment to the post-partum uterine horn.

Chapters 4 and 5 describe changes in CD3+ cell populations over the post-partum period.
Interestingly, the main finding from reproductive tissues was that the large majority of
CD3+ cells lacked expression of CD4 and CD8, and were thus termed CD3+ DoubleNegative (DN) cells. Three main CD3+ DN cell populations were described.
CD3+CD25+NK1.1+TCRβ+ DN cells, likely to be Natural Killer T (NKT) cells, which
were mainly found in reproductive tissues and blood. All tissues studied were found to
contain CD3+NK1.1-TCRβ+ DN cells, likely to be ‘true’ DN T cells and CD3+NK1.1TCRβ-TCRγδ+ DN cells, which were consistent with a γδ T cell phenotype. CD3+ DN
cells were also found to increase in number at 1DPP, compared to NP tissues, driven by an
increase in DN T cells. In contrast to myeloid cells CCR2 was not required for this change.
However, at 1DPP there was a CCR2-dependent increase in the proportion of CD3+ DN
cells in the blood.

Finally, in Chapter 6, hormonal influences on leukocyte populations in reproductive and
peripheral tissues were considered. This work had two major components: analysing sex
differences in myeloid and T cell populations and exploring the effect that lactation has on
these cell subsets over the post-partum period. Females were found to have an increased
proportion of eosinophils in their blood, whereas males had a higher proportion of
monocytes. I also found that female and male reproductive tissues, as well as peripheral
tissues, have very similar CD3+ DN cell populations, suggesting that these cells serve roles
in reproductive tissues that are not unique to one sex. Finally, CD3+ cell populations in
the post-partum period were found to be controlled to some extent by lactation.

Collectively, this work has significantly extended our understanding of leukocytes in
various tissues in the post-partum period, and revealed the importance of chemokines in
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the regulation of these cells. It has laid the groundwork for future investigations aimed at
dissecting the functions of these cells in reproductive tissues in the post-partum period.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
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Sexual reproduction is essential for the continuation of mammalian species and requires
the success of a myriad of biological processes. Ova and sperm must be produced and
matured; the ovum and sperm must meet in the fallopian tube; fertilisation needs to take
place; the blastocyst must implant into a receptive uterus; an effective placenta must grow
and support the conceptus; and the semi-allogeneic foetus must avoid maternal immune
attack during gestation. At the end of all of these hurdles, labour must proceed in a
coordinated manner and the mother’s reproductive tissues must heal so that the process can
begin again.

This project focuses on the leukocytes present in female reproductive tissues during postpartum remodelling, and the influence of chemokines, sex differences, and hormones on
these cells. There is surprisingly little data on the post-partum remodelling process. It
appears that in humans it is an extended process and that the uterus may never return to its
pre-pregnancy state. It begins with restoration of the luminal epithelium, followed by
regeneration of the endometrium and closes with repair of the myometrium. To understand
this progression, the other major inflammatory events in the reproductive process are
discussed during this introduction. Implantation of the blastocyst mimics the extravasation
process of leukocyte recruitment, in addition, inflammatory mediators are released to assist
in the erosion of maternal tissue and leukocytes such as uterine Natural Killer (uNK) cells
are mobilised to the uterus. The last trimester of pregnancy sees an increase in leukocyte
infiltration in preparation for labour, which is regarded as a large-scale inflammatory event
incorporating leukocyte recruitment, release of tissue modifying enzymes, and changes in
tissue composition. Inflammation induced pre-term birth is a major clinical problem and
this has led many to postulate that inflammation drives labour, whereas these changes may
act to initiate post-partum repair, rather than solely to trigger parturition. My project aims
to characterise leukocytes in reproductive tissues and analyse if cell populations differ in
the post-partum period from NP animals.

To model the reproductive process in humans, I have studied the reproductive process in
mice. Murine female reproductive processes are often used to model those in humans.
Dissecting biological pathways using transgenic mice has provided the field with a mine of
information. Their easy availability is a distinct advantage to scientific investigation
because obtaining primary human tissue can be difficult and recruiting informed subjects
can be time consuming. Reproduction in mice will be compared and contrasted with
normal human pregnancy. Though my research was conducted to a high ethical standard,
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mice could be manipulated in a way that would not be possible if carried out in humans.
There are many points of difference between the two species, however it is worth bearing
in mind that mice act only as a model of human physiology and it is accepted that they
cannot fully represent human biological functions. Animal models probe specific areas or
processes, and the relevance of any findings to similar or equivalent processes in humans
must be considered alongside limitations. A normal human pregnancy lasts around 40
weeks from the first day of the last menstrual cycle to parturition, whereas in mice
pregnancy lasts ~19 days. This could be regarded as a significant difference, however in
terms of experimental practicalities, it is a big advantage. Transgenic mice facilitate the
dissection of the mechanisms of reproduction, for example the use of a ‘Knock Out’ (KO)
mouse can provide information on the role of the missing gene. Using inbred mice
provides another benefit as genetic variation between subjects is eliminated, so underlying
biological processes can be examined with more limited subject numbers. Mouse mating
and pregnancy follow predictable patterns so tissue can be obtained at specific points
during reproduction. Very many similarities between humans and mice have been
identified and as long as limitations are borne in mind they can model aspects of human
reproduction effectively.

In the introduction to this thesis I will first describe reproductive processes. This will
include reproductive anatomy in humans and mice, and a discussion of their differences
and similarities. The processes of fertilisation, implantation, placentation, pregnancy,
labour and post-partum remodelling will then be broadly discussed. The next section shifts
focus and illustrates the development, activation and functions of the immune system,
specifically looking at leukocytes and provides a summary of the literature regarding the
enigmatic CD3+CD4-CD8- cell population that I examine in my thesis. The role of
chemokines in regulating leukocyte migration and localisation, which are key processes in
all immune responses, are also discussed. This section closes with further discussion of the
chemokine receptor CCR2 on monocytes and T cells. Finally, having discussed
reproductive and immune processes separately, I discuss the role of leukocytes in
reproductive processes including implantation, mid-late pregnancy, labour and the postpartum period. This section focuses on the changing populations of leukocytes present in
reproductive tissues at these times. Finally, the section concludes with a summary of
hormonal influences on immune processes, such as lactation in the post-partum period, the
effect of sex steroids on chemokines, sex differences in inflammation and the leukocyte
composition of the male reproductive tract.
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1.1. An overview of reproductive tissues and reproduction.
1.1.1. Anatomy of female reproductive tract in humans.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the anatomy of female reproductive tissues. Female humans have two
ovaries that sit within the pelvis either side of the uterus. They produce mature ova and
release hormones. Production of ova requires oogenesis, the process through which
gametes are produced, and is followed by the maturation of the oocyte and ovulation. At
birth, a baby girl already has all the germ cells for her lifetime (~2-4 million), although
only a tiny fraction of these will ever be released as mature ova. Usually, one oocyte is
released as part of each menstrual cycle, before which oocytes develop in follicles within
the ovary. Oocytes are nurtured by sex steroids secreted by granulosa cells until one
follicle dominates. This causes other follicles to degenerate, preventing release of the
oocyte they contain. During ovulation the follicle becomes so large that the surface of the
ovary protrudes and ruptures, releasing the oocyte. Ovulation occurs at day 14 of the
menstrual cycle and is accompanied by a spike in circulating levels of luteinising hormone
(LH), produced by the anterior pituitary in response to Gonadotrophin Releasing Hormone
(GnRH) secretion by the hypothalamus. The release of the ovum is assisted by the action
of enzymes including proteases such as Matrix MetalloProteinase-1 (MMP-1) and MMP-2
(Hulboy et al., 1997). When an oocyte is released it travels down the Fallopian tube and
the remains of the follicle become a body called the corpus luteum. In humans, the role of
the corpus luteum is to secrete hormones, primarily progesterone, to sustain a pregnancy
until the placenta is established. The production of a small amount of oestrogen also acts to
prevent further release of GnRH by the pituitary, thus turning off LH production.

As shown in Figure 1.1, a Fallopian tube is attached to each of the two top corners of the
uterus and the other end of the tube opens near to the ovary and has finger-like projections
termed fimbria that move in a sweeping motion to guide the oocyte into the Fallopian tube.
If successful fertilisation of the ovum occurs, it takes place along the Fallopian tube. The
lumen of the Fallopian tube is lined with a ciliated epithelium to aid the movement of the
zygote towards to uterus for implantation. Inappropriate implantation in the Fallopian tube
results in ectopic pregnancy.
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Figure 1.1. Anatomy of female reproductive tissue in humans.
Diagram cut away to show the path of an oocyte from the ovary, through the Fallopian tube and into the
uterus. The cervix and vagina separate the uterus from the external environment.

The uterus is a muscular structure that lies between the bladder and the pelvis. An adult
nulliparous uterus weighs 30-40grammes (g), whereas a parous uterus weighs around 70100g. It is anchored in the pelvis by connective tissue ligaments that provide stability. The
majority of the wall of the uterus is composed of the myometrium, which consists
primarily of smooth muscle cells as well as an extracellular matrix to support the cells,
blood vessels, fibroblasts and leukocytes. In the first half of pregnancy myocyte
hyperplasia is seen, where increasing numbers of smooth muscle cells are observed.
During the second half of pregnancy myocytes undergo hypertrophy and the cells increase
in size as the uterus grows during pregnancy (Shynlova et al., 2010). The uterine cavity is
lined by the endometrium, a glandular epithelium. In humans, the uterus is subject to a ~28
day menstrual cycle, which incorporates endometrial, endocrine and ovulatory changes.
The endometrium is comprised of a functional layer, which is lost during menstruation and
a vascular basal layer, which is maintained throughout the cycle. The thickness of the
endometrium is controlled by hormone production by the ovary, with endometrial
proliferation in response to oestrogen during the first half of the cycle and increased
secretory activity by the endometrium in response to progesterone during the second half
of the cycle. During the proliferation phase there is rapid growth of the epithelium in order
to re-cover the endometrium following menstruation. Once this is achieved the fibroblasts,
extracellular matrix and vascular component of the functional layer of the endometrium is
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replaced. During the secretory phase, the endometrium is characterised by oedema and the
formation of spiral arteries, and decidualisation takes place.

Decidualisation is the process where the fibroblasts of the endometrial stroma differentiate
to form large, granular cells with high metabolic activity. The decidua is formed so that
implantation can occur. As discussed in section 1.3.2, the leukocyte content changes,
inflammatory cytokines are produced and decidual cells provide nourishment for the
trophoblasts until they invade far enough to reach the uterine spiral arteries. Trophoblasts
digest these glycogen and lipid rich cells, as well as taking in their secretions. If
implantation does not occur during the cycle, the corpus luteum is broken down and
therefore the source of progresterone is withdrawn and ultimately the decidual layer is shed
as menstrual debris on the first 4-5 days of the menstrual cycle. Degradation of the
extracellular matrix of the endometrium is likely to be the first step in menstruation,
leading to loss of intergrity of endometrial blood vessels and the luminal epithelium. Blood
vessels within the endometrium first constrict and then dilate and blood flows first into the
stroma and once the epithelium has been degraded, into the uterine lumen. The destruction
of the extracellular matrix is achieved through increased activity of MMPs produced by
stromal cells and leukocytes such as neutrophils, as they act to aid the intense remodelling
of the epithelium and stroma during this time (Hulboy et al., 1997). Menstruation is an
inflammatory process and will be discussed in further detail in section 1.3.1.

The main body of the uterus is called the corpus, while the area between the Fallopian
tubes is the fundus and the opening of the uterus is called the cervix (Figure 1.1). The
cervix is a distinct area composed of firm and dense connective tissue that is around 4cm
long and separates the uterus from the vagina. The vagina is a tubular structure covered in
a squamous epithelium that connects the cervix with the external surface of the human
body, where the vagina opens onto the vulva.

1.1.2. Anatomy of female reproductive tract in mice.
As depicted in Figure 1.2, the murine female reproductive system has many distinctions
from that seen in humans. However clear parallels also exist. The significance of the
differences between the two species will be discussed throughout this section. The murine
ovary is fairly similar to that in the human. However, a major difference between humans
and mice is that mice release around 10-20 oocytes in each cycle, rather than the usual 1 in
humans. Visually, a mouse uterus is quite distinct from that of a human female; two uterine
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horns are present, which meet at the cervix (Figure 1.2). A feature of the mouse
reproductive process that differs significantly from humans is the fact that mice do not
exhibit menstruation, although mouse models have been devised to try to mimic this
process and these are discussed in section 1.3.1. Instead, in common with most other
mammals, they undergo the oestrous cycle.

Ovary
Fallopian
tube

Uterine wall

Cervix

Vagina

Figure 1.2. Anatomy of the female reproductive tract in mice.
Diagram showing the anatomy of the murine female reproductive system. The oocytes emerge from the
ovary and travel down the small, coiled Fallopian tube and then enter the lobes of the uterine horn that sit to
the right and left of the abdomen. As with humans, the vagina and cervix form the passage to the outside of
the body.

Mice usually ovulate during oestrus but several environmental factors can affect when this
phase occurs. The Whitten effect has been observed in mice and describes the process
where male pheromones induce and synchronise oestrus in females (Gangrade and
Dominic, 1984). This can easily be achieved in the lab by introducing bedding that a male
has slept in to a cage containing female mice. The Vandenbergh effect involves the
premature induction of oestrus in prepubertal mice stimulated by pheromones of a
dominant male mouse. One theory is that contact with male urine, which may contain
oestrogens, induces GnRH release by the pituitary in the females and thus, premature
ovulation (Guzzo et al., 2012). The mouse oestrous cycle generally lasts 4-5 days and is
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usually divided into four stages; proestrus, oestrus, metestrus and diestrus. During
proestrus the follicles that will ovulate are identifiable by their size and continue to grow
during oestrus. Endometrial thickness increases during proestrus in response to rising
estradiol until maximum development is reached during oestrus (Graham, 1966). During
metestrus, estradiol decreases and this is mirrored by a decrease in endometrial thickness
and vascularity. Progesterone is at its lowest during oestrus, rises during metestrus and
peaks during diestrus, when uterine thickness is at its lowest. The behaviour of immune
cells in this process will be discussed in section 1.3.1.

1.1.3. Anatomy of male reproductive tract.
The other important aspect of sexual reproduction required for fertilisation of the ovum is
of course the production and delivery of sperm by the male reproductive organs (Figure
1.3). In contrast with production of oocytes in the female, spermatogenesis does not begin
until puberty. Production of sperm begins in the testes, which are housed in the scrotum to
keep them 2°C lower than normal body temperature. The reasons for this are not fully
understood, but an increase in temperature may induce oxidative stress, impairing
spermatogenesis (Shiraishi et al., 2010). Spermatogenesis occurs in the seminiferous
tubules, which are tightly coiled inside the testes. Sertoli cells are responsible for
contributing to the microenvironment and allowing developing sperm to thrive. Sperm
develop in the walls of the tubules and migrate into the fluid-filled lumen. Attached to the
outside of the testis is the epididymis, where the tubules exit the testis. Sperm entering the
epididymis are not able to fertilise ova, indicating that they mature within this structure
(Jones, 1999). This structure ends in the smooth muscle-lined vas deferens, the main duct
between the testis and the seminal vesicle. The seminal vesicles are large glands, which
add the majority of the seminal fluid and join the vas deferens to create the ejaculatory
ducts, which pass through the prostate gland and join the urethra (Figure 1.3). Further
nutrients are added to the semen by the prostate gland.

Ejaculation, the process of releasing semen, is controlled by neurons and stimulation
results in coordinated contraction of the smooth muscle in the walls of the epididymis, vas
deferens, seminal vesicles, ejaculatory ducts and prostate. This results in semen containing
around 300 million sperm entering the urethra and through more muscular contractions,
being ejected from the end of the erect penis.
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The male reproductive anatomy of mice is considered to be similar to that of humans,
although in mice spermatogenesis occurs at 8°C below body temperature. Mice are often
used as a model for spermatogenesis, and KO mice are often used to tease apart the genes
that are important in the production and maturation of sperm (Pitetti et al., 2013, Kajiwara
et al., 2012).

Vas deferens

Bladder
Seminal
vesicle

Urethra

Prostate
Ejaculatory duct
Penis
Epididymis

Testis

Figure 1.3. Anatomy of male reproductive tissues in males.
Diagram showing a side-on view of the male reproductive tract. Only one testis, epididymis, vas deferens,
seminal vesicle and ejaculatory duct are seen, but in the body there is one on each side of the midline. When
sperm are released from the testis, they travel up the vas deferens, down through the ejaculatory duct and into
the urethra.

1.1.4. Fertilisation.
When sperm enter the uterus through the cervix, they make their way to the Fallopian tube.
When fertilisation occurs sperm proteins bind to receptors on the zona pellucida. This
triggers the acrosome reaction, which releases enzymes to digest the zona pellucida so the
sperm can reach the membrane. The first sperm to pass through the entire zona pellucida
and fuse with the plasma membrane of the ovum is the fertilising sperm. The DNA from
both sperm and ovum is replicated and mitotic divisions begin to occur. The conceptus
continues to travel down the Fallopian tube and, in humans, enters the uterus ~5 days
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following fertilisation. At this time the zygote is at the blastocyst stage, and is composed of
~100 cells, with an outer trophectoderm and an inner cell mass.

Implantation consists of three phases: apposition, adhesion and invasion. As discussed in
section 1.1.1, the endometrium becomes receptive through the process of decidualisation
that begins before implantation in the late secretory phase of the menstrual cycle.
Implantation completes the process. It has been hypothesised that inflammation is required
for implantation and the interplay between implantation and leukocytes will be discussed
in section 1.3.2. Briefly, the decidua supports the implantation of the blastocyst through
secretion of growth factors, chemokines and cytokines. Decidual leukocytes also act to
control trophoblast invasion. Another role of decidual cells is to provide an immunological
barrier for the foetus, discussed later in section 1.3.2 (Ramathal et al., 2010).

Only when trophectoderm cells, which constitute the outer layer of the blastocyst,
differentiate into trophoblast cells can the blastocyst implant in the endometrium. In
humans, implantation occurs around day 21 of the cycle, 7 days after ovulation, and
progesterone is maintained by the corpus luteum so the endometrium is receptive.
Implantation requires expression of adhesion molecules, cytokines and chemokines. Antiadhesive mucins such as MUC-1 are often found to be expressed on epithelial surfaces and
protect the lining from damage. MUC-1 has been found to be downregulated in many
mammalian species in the receptive phase of the cycle (Achache and Revel, 2006),
however in humans MUC-1 is present throughout the menstrual cycle (DeLoia et al.,
1998). Instead, it may be that MUC-1 is downregulated only in areas appropriate for
implantation (Figure 1.4). Blastocyst implantation exhibits some parallels to the way that
leukocytes exit the blood. Initially the blastocyst rolls along the surface due to adhesion
molecule interactions between the blastocyst and the epithelium. L-selectin is expressed on
the trophoblast surface and the carbohydrate ligands that bind this molecule are expressed
on the luminal epithelium (Dominguez et al., 2005). Locally expressed chemotactic
mediators also play a role in implantation. CCL2, CCL5 and CXCL8 are expressed by the
endometrium during implantation, causing an upregualtion in integrins, allowing firm
adhesion to the surface of the decidua (Figure 1.4)(Dominguez et al., 2005). Integrins are
expressed on both trophoblasts and the luminal epithelium (Achache and Revel, 2006).
Osteopontin and fibronectin are expressed by the decidualised endometrium and act as
ligands for integrin subunits α3 (CD49c), α5 (CD49e), α6 (CD49f), αV (CD51), β1 (CD29)
and β5 expressed by murine blastocysts (Chaen et al., 2012).
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Figure 1.4. Implantation of the blastocyst into the decidua (legend overleaf).

Figure 1.4. Implantation of the blastocyst into the decidua
Illustration of the stages in the implantation of the conceptus. A) Expression of MUC-1 prevents the
blastocyst implanting in a suboptimal area. B) Chemokines are thought to attract the blastocyst to the decidua
and upregulate integrins on the luminal epithelium. C) The blastocyst forms loose contact with the decidua
via L-selectin and rolls along the epithelium. D) Various integrin interactions are then formed, providing firm
contact with the epithelium. E) The blastocyst breaches the epithelium and invades the decidual stroma. F)
Trophoblasts differentiate forming cytotrophoblasts and syncytiotrophoblasts. They release MMPs,
degrading the decidua as they invade towards the spiral arteries.
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Implantation in humans results in the Inner Cell Mass (ICM) lying against the epithelium,
though this may be as a result of the ICM migrating rather than adhesion on this side of the
blastocyst (Dominguez et al., 2005). Contact triggers proliferation of trophoblast cells,
which penetrate the endometrium. Invading trophoblasts secrete many types of MMPs,
predominantly MMP-9, in order to assist remodelling of the maternal tissues (Hulboy et
al., 1997). Decidual cells and leukocytes also contribute MMPs targeting different
components of the extracellular matrix in a remodelling process which occurs throughout
pregnancy (Anacker et al., 2011). Implantation in mice involves some processes that differ
from human blastocyst implantation. Specifically, in mice the blastocyst homes within a
crypt formed by the endometrium, which allows it to implant deeper within the decidua.
Mouse blastocysts also implant in a different orientation to human blastocysts, with the
orientation of the inner cell mass away from the epithelium (Cha et al., 2012). Implantation
of the blastocyst provokes decidualisation in mice. Studies in mice have shown that
progesterone and oestrogen are required for implantation to occur (Ramathal et al., 2010).

1.1.5. Placentation.
The process of placentation is important for the health of the foetus.

If trophoblast

invasion is insufficient it can result in conditions such as preeclampsia and restricted foetal
growth. The blastocyst becomes buried in the endometrium and endometrial cells provide
the early nourishment for the embryo, as described in the previous section. Following
implantation at around 7 days post-conception, trophoblasts differentiate further into
cytotrophoblasts and large multinucleated syncytiotrophoblasts. Cytotrophoblasts can have
an invasive phenotype and erode maternal tissue to gain access to spiral arteries in the
maternal endometrium. These spiral arteries undergo remodelling themselves in order to
produce vessels with a wider lumen and less muscular walls. This may be in order to
regulate blood pressure into the placenta. Syncytiotrophoblasts surround the embryo and
are the only foetal cells that directly contact maternal cells. These trophoblasts recruit
leukocytes, which help to produce an inflammatory environment for placentation to occur
and are involved in the process of tolerance to the conceptus. This will be discussed in
detail in section 1.3.2. The process of placentation begins, and though the placenta is
established by 5 weeks after implantation, maternal blood does not flow into the placenta
until the end of the first trimester. The foetal portion of the placenta grows from the
trophoblast cells, with the chorionic plate being formed from the syncytiotrophoblasts
remaining near the embryo. Chorionic villi develop from trophoblast cells and project into
the endometrium, containing large networks of capillaries and surrounded by a pool of
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maternal blood. The high surface area and close proximity between the foetal and maternal
blood allows for efficient exchange of gases and nutrients.

While the process of placentation is taking place, the amniotic sac forms around the foetus,
providing a buffer and protection from external pressure. The foetus floats in the amniotic
fluid. As the foetus grows the umbilical cord and placenta become more developed and the
amniotic sac grows to fill the uterine lumen. During pregnancy both oestrogen and
progesterone continue to rise, stimulating uterine growth and inhibiting uterine
contractility (Greenstein and Wood, 2006). Human Chorionic Gonadotrophin (hCG) is
another hormone of pregnancy and is produced by syncytiotrophoblast cells during
endometrial invasion. This hormone allows the corpus luteum to persist during pregnancy
so that it can continue to produce oestrogen and progesterone. In humans the placenta takes
over sex steroid production around the second month of pregnancy, and oestrogen and
progesterone are synthesised in large quantities. These hormonal changes have an effect on
the leukocyte populations in the decidua and circulation: this is discussed further in section
1.3.3.

Umbilical cord
Foetal artery

Foetal vein
Chorionic villus
Maternal decidua
Spiral artery
Myometrium

Figure 1.5. Anatomy of an established placenta in humans.
Diagram showing the chorionic villi embedded in the decidua, allowing for a large surface area for nutrient,
gas and waste exchange. The foetal artery and foetal vein are connected to the foetus via the umbilical cord.
These then form tree-like branches into the chorinic villi that project into maternal tissue and are bathed in
maternal blood from the spiral arteries. Oxygenated blood is then carried back to the foetus via the umbilical
vein.

Mice have been a valuable model for studying processes such as placentation, however
there are important anatomical and physiological differences between the human and
mouse placenta (Rossant and Cross, 2001), as demonstrated in Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6. Anatomy of an established placenta in mice (legend overleaf).

Figure 1.6. Anatomy of an established placenta in mice.
Diagram to show the labyrinthine zone and other structures present in the established murine placenta. The
foetal blood supply enters the placenta via the umbilical cord and reaches the chorionic plate. Projections
branch into the decidua, forming a complex of chorionic trophoblasts, blood vessels and stroma. Maternal
blood flows from the spiral arteries, through the spongiotrophoblast layer and into the spaces in the
labyrinthine zone, allowing for exchange of nutrients and waste. Oxygenated blood is carried back to the
foetus via the umbilical vein.

During implantation in the mouse, which occurs at day 4.5 post-conception, the outer layer
of the blastocyst, the trophectoderm cells, differentiate to form the extra-embryonic
ectoderm and the ectoplacental cone (Rossant and Cross, 2001). After implantation, giant
trophoblast cells form around the embryo.

These cells show similarities to human

cytotrophoblast cells. The chorionic epithelium is then formed from the extra-embryonic
ectoderm and foetal blood vessels begin to arise from embryonic tissue (Rossant and
Cross, 2001). The trophoblasts branch to form the labyrinthine zone of the placenta, the
equivalent of the chorionic villi in human placentas. This zone provides a large surface
area

that

will

eventually provide

exchange

of

gases,

waste

and

nutrients.

Spongiotrophoblasts then develop between the giant trophoblast cells and the labyrinthine
zone and these cells comprise the majority of the junctional zone (Malassine et al., 2003).
The maternal blood supply must pass through the spongiotrophoblast layer in order to fill
the spaces in the labyrinthine zone to allow foetomaternal exchange (Rossant and Cross,
2001). The placenta is developed by halfway through murine gestation, which typically
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lasts between 19-21 days. The mouse placenta does not produce progesterone or oestrogen:
instead these hormones are released by the corpus luteum, which persists throughout
pregnancy due to the action of mouse placental lactogens (Malassine et al., 2003). A key
difference between human and mouse placentation is that trophoblast invasion into the
decidua is only superficial in mice whereas in humans trophoblasts invade deeply, reaching
the myometrial layer of the uterus (Erlebacher, 2013). In humans blood flow to the
placenta is much greater as decidual arterioles have larger lumens than murine decidual
arterioles.

1.1.6. Pregnancy.
During the last few weeks of pregnancy, smooth muscle cells are reorganised so they can
go from the quiescent pregnant state to be able to participate in powerful, coordinated
contractions. Oxytocin receptors are expressed in the myometrium in preparation for
labour. Coordinated induction of labour is important because parturition before completed
foetal development, known as pre-term labour, is a significant clinical problem. As a
result, several animal models for the initiation of labour have been considered. Mouse
models have pointed to progesterone withdrawal as an endocrine trigger for the initiation
of labour, although this is unlikely to be the case in humans as progesterone does not fall
until after delivery (Mitchell and Taggart, 2009). It should be noted at this point that labour
has been described as an inflammatory process in both pre-term and term birth (Thomson
et al., 1999, Osman et al., 2003). Infection is a major cause of pre-term birth, indicating
that inflammation may initiate labour. This will be discussed much more fully in section
1.3.4, however a brief discussion of the processes involved in parturition is included here.

1.1.7. The initiation of labour.
A major physiological change in the initiation of labour is the softening and ripening of the
cervix, allowing this dense structure to dilate sufficiently for birth to occur. This involves
enzymatic digestion of collagen, higher hyaluronan content, changes in proteoglycan
content and increased tissue hydration. Protein degradation allows for reorganisation of the
extracellular matrix for this drastic change in function. MMPs are thought to be the key
enzymes involved in this process and different members of this family are able to cleave
different components of the extracellular matrix. In many studies, MMPs have been found
to be substantially increased in the cervices of women in labour compared to NP women
(Hulboy et al., 1997). MMP-8 and MMP-9 concentrations increase in the cervix over the
course of cervical dilation in women and this has been linked to the presence of
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neutrophils, which release these enzymes from the granules (Winkler et al., 1999). The
gene encoding MMP-8 is also increased in expression in the cervix during ripening in mice
(Holt et al., 2011). Cervical ripening has been investigated because of its potential role in
regulating both term and pre-term birth. The process has been studied in mice where
collagen fibre packing in the cervix becomes sparse and more disorganised at term (Holt et
al., 2011). Cox-1 and Cox-2 mRNA is increased during cervical ripening. These enzymes
produce prostaglandins, which promote inflammatory responses (Holt et al., 2011).
Expression of the cytokines InterLeukin (IL)-6, Tumour Necrosis Factor (TNF)α, IL-1α is
also elevated during cervical ripening (Holt et al., 2011). Details of how leukocytes are
involved in the process of cervical ripening will be discussed in section 1.3.4.

1.1.8. Post-partum remodelling of the female reproductive tissues.
Following delivery of the baby and placenta, a woman faces the post-partum recovery
period. The trauma to the genital tract may lead to sexual dysfunction or anal or urinary
incontinence (Romano et al., 2010). During this time, vaginal lacerations that may have
occurred during delivery will also be repaired. The genital tract may never return to a prepregnant state but in humans active repair continues until around 6 months post-partum.
This is the amount of time taken for the extracellular matrix supporting the genital tract
cells to be fully restored (Romano et al., 2010).

Given the significant inflammatory insult of labour, it is remarkable that mice exhibit postpartum oestrus and are able to become pregnant again within 1 day of parturition (Bruce
and East, 1956) (Krackow, 1990). However, one study suggests uterine weight remains
elevated at 5DPP and the distribution of collagen bundles do not resemble that of
nulliparous uteri (Shimizu and Hokano, 1988), showing that the uterine horn has not yet
fully remodelled. Another study reported that uterine weight returns to pre-pregnant levels
by ~5DPP (Nilsen-Hamilton et al., 2003). The remodelling process following labour is
likely to persist during this time. In mice, apoptotic cells are numerous in the stromal and
epithelial compartments of the uterus in the first couple of days post-partum but few are
seen by 3DPP (Huang et al., 2012). Uterine cells also begin to proliferate to repair the
damaged lining: this begins in the stroma within 6hours (hrs) of birth, with increased
proliferation in the luminal epithelium in the next few days (Huang et al., 2012). In rats,
genes encoding MMP-2 and Membrane Type 1-MMP (MT1-MMP) are more highly
expressed at 18hrs and 36hrs post-partum, compared to late pregnancy, but expression tails
off at 5DPP (Manase et al., 2006). This is consistent with other observations described in
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this section, showing that in rodents, the early post-partum period is the most active in
terms of healing. In mice, MPO activity in the cervix is increased considerably from day
15 of pregnancy to 2-4hrs after birth, indicating that this neutrophil derived enzyme is
involved in repair following parturition, not cervical ripening before labour (Holt et al.,
2011, Timmons and Mahendroo, 2006) These data indicate that repair of the genital tract
requires an involvement of neutrophils. MPO is released by neutrophils and generates
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) during the initial phase of tissue remodelling. The
reversal of spiral artery remodelling appears not to be complete by 10DPP, as the radius
and thickness of arteries has still not reached a pre-pregnant state (van der Heijden et al.,
2009). These data suggest that the inflammatory nature of labour persists into the postpartum period and the secretion of leukocyte-derived mediators may be involved in postpartum remodelling. The presence and role of leukocytes in the post-partum period forms
the focus of this study and a discussion on the literature in this area can be found in section
1.3.5.

1.1.9. Summary
This section has outlined some major areas of interest in the reproductive process.
Leukocytes and their products are thought to play major roles in the progression through
these stages, and this warrants further discussion. In order to fully explain the overlap
between the reproductive and immune systems, in the next section I provide a general
description of immune processes and the role of leukocytes during inflammation.
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1.2. The immune system
The basics of reproductive biology have been introduced, and it is now pertinent to
consider another major biological system relevant to parturition: the immune system. As
alluded to earlier, labour and subsequent post-partum tissue remodelling are characterised
by a strong inflammatory response in reproductive tissues, and this observation is central to
the work presented in this thesis. Crosstalk between the immune system and reproductive
biology will be considered later: this section will provide a general overview of leukocyte
biology.

1.2.1. Leukocyte development.
The immune system is comprised of a diverse range of functionally distinct cell types that
collectively act as the body’s defence mechanism. Leukocytes, also known as white blood
cells, are the most important cells of the immune system and are classified according to
their ontogeny, surface phenotype and function. In reality, these cell types are plastic and
change their function and phenotype in response to various stimuli, however characterising
and subsetting these cells can be useful in gaining an understanding of cell function in a
snap-shot of time. Leukocytes mature in primary lymphoid organs, circulate in the blood,
and interact with other cells, pathogens and other microorganisms, and pathogen products.
The presentation of host and foreign antigens in secondary lymphoid organs and other
tissues is a key process in the induction of adaptive immune responses and the
development of immune memory. Specific leukocyte subsets are recruited from the blood
into tissues under homeostatic conditions and these migratory processes play a critical role
in immunosurveillance. Tissue damage and/or infection leads to inflammation, which is
characterised by the co-ordinated and sequential recruitment of large numbers of bloodborne leukocytes to tackle the infection and repair the damaged tissue. The Bone Marrow
(BM) and thymus are primary lymphoid organs, whereas spleen and lymph nodes are
secondary lymphoid organs. Most leukocytes are generated in the BM, which contains
haematopoietic stem cells that give rise to lymphoid stem cells, platelets, erythrocytes and
myeloid cells. Myeloid cells are derived from a granulocyte-monocyte common precursor,
and their development is controlled by a variety of cytokines, including Granulocyte
Colony-Stimulating Factor (GCSF) and Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor (MCSF).
Lymphoid stem cells give rise to lymphocytes, including T and B cells. B cells mature in
the BM and the spleen, whilst T cell precursors seed the thymus where they undergo
selection to create the mature T cell repertoire.
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1.2.2. Granulocytic cells.
Granulocytes are divided into three main subsets: neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils.
All three have granules containing substances important in specific inflammatory
responses. The production of neutrophils in the BM is controlled by GCSF and they are
released from the BM due to increased activity of the CXC chemokine Receptor 2
(CXCR2) and decreased activity of another chemokine receptor, CXCR4, that holds
immature neutrophils in the BM (Martin et al., 2003). Neutrophils in the blood are shortlived, as after executing their tasks in immune defence, they quickly undergo apoptosis.
Neutrophils have a half-life of only 6-8hrs and are the first cells to arrive at a site of
infection or tissue damage (Summers et al., 2010, Bugl et al., 2012). As circulating
neutrophils age they increase their expression of CXCR4 and home back to the BM
(Martin et al., 2003). Neutrophils constitute 50-70% of circulating leukocytes in humans
and are the largest single leukocyte population (Kindt et al., 2007).

Neutrophils

contribute

significantly to

innate

immunity by producing

potent

immunomodulatory factors such as cytokines and chemokines. Neutrophils are also highly
effective phagocytes, and play an important role in immune defense and the repair of
damaged tissues by eliminating pathogens and removing host cell debris. Cells that
perform this function efficiently are known as professional phagocytes. Neutrophils, along
with monocytes, macrophages and Dendritic Cells (DCs) would all be described in this
way. In DCs, phagocytosis involves the uptake and digestion of fragments such as cellular
debris or damaged cells, and peptide antigens are then processed and presented to naïve
helper T (Th) cells via the Class II Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) complex to
initiate adaptive immune responses (Kindt et al., 2007).

Many phagocytes contain

granules filled with enzymes such as MPO that generate ROS, which are deadly to both
invading and host cells. When damage occurs in the absence of infection, Pattern
Recognition Receptors (PRRs) detect damage-associated molecular patterns, such as DNA
and intracellular proteins leaking from cells during necrosis. During infection, PRRs
recognise pathogen-associated molecular patterns like LipoPolySaccharide (LPS), and
initiate an inflammatory cascade involving cell activation, and triggering the release of
classic pro-inflammatory cytokines including TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6, which in turn
activate other leukocytes. Activation also causes the release of inducible inflammatory
chemokines to attract other cells to the area (Steevels and Meyaard, 2011). Secretion of
these factors will also induce changes in nearby endothelial cells, increasing expression of
integrin molecules, promoting more immune cells to migrate to the affected area. Excess
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inflammation is deleterious to host tissue so the course of these changes must be carefully
controlled, neutrophils can cause particularly extensive damage if their activity and
longevity are not regulated (Soehnlein and Lindbom, 2010). Antibodies that have bound to
a pathogen may have their Fc region detected by an Fc receptor, such as CD16 or CD32.
Binding of Fc receptors causes cytoskeletal changes that result in phagocytosis, during
which the pathogen is enveloped by the phagocyte and fuses with the lysosome to be
degraded. Alternatively, Fc binding may result in Antibody Dependent Cellular
Cytotoxicity (ADCC), a function primarily associated with Natural Killer (NK) cells,
though macrophages and granulocytes are also capable of this process. During ADCC
proteins such as perforin and granzymes, are released triggering apoptosis in the target cell.

Eosinophils egress from the BM in a mature state but do not make up a large proportion of
cells in the blood. However during inflammation they are capable of infiltrating peripheral
tissues where their lifespan is increased (Rosenberg et al., 2013). Eosinophils are
classically associated with allergy and parasitic infections. The main mediators associated
with eosinophil migration, activation and survival are the cytokine IL-5 and ligands for the
chemokine receptor CCR3, such as CCL11. IL-5 is typically produced by Th2 cells,
though other cell types such as NK cells can also be the source of this cytokine (Rosenberg
et al., 2013). When activated, eosinophils degranulate, emptying their granule contents into
the surrounding environment. Granule proteins such as Major Basic Protein (MBP) can
exert anti-parasitic effects and activate other leukocytes such as neutrophils and mast cells
(Rosenberg et al., 2013). Eosinophils also exhibit some weak phagocytic activity, though
in comparison to other cell types this is not regarded as their main role in immunity.
Eosinophils also express MHC class I and MHC class II, as well as costimulatory
molecules and have been observed trafficking to secondary lymphoid organs, providing
evidence that they are able to modulate T cell responses (MacKenzie et al., 2001). Indeed,
antigen processing by eosinophils and presentation to CD4+ T cells has also been
demonstrated in vivo (MacKenzie et al., 2001). Many of the subtleties of eosinophil
function remain unknown and it is likely that a lot of their activities in inflammation are
still to be discovered (Rosenberg et al., 2013). The recruitment of eosinophils by
chemokines will be discussed in section 1.2.11.

Basophils are rare non-phagocytic granulocytes, representing less than 1% of leukocytes in
the blood. They are similar to mast cells, which enter the blood in an undifferentiated state
and only mature upon migrating to tissues. Both cell types express the high-affinity IgE
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receptor and participate in type I sensitivity reactions, releasing histamine, Th2 cytokines,
and leukotrienes (Kadena et al., 1997). Though these cells are of key importance in allergy,
they are not investigated in this thesis so will not be discussed further.

1.2.3. Monocytes and macrophages.
Monocytes are found in the blood and BM, and differentiate into macrophages upon entry
into tissues. Monocytes can also differentiate into DCs and other specialised cell types
such as osteoclasts, which are involved in homeostatic and pathogenic bone-destruction,
and microglia, which are brain-resident macrophages. Human monocyte subsets are
identified by expression of the antigens CD14 and CD16. CD14hiCD16- monocytes are
primarily involved in inflammation, while CD14+CD16+ monocytes exhibit more
homeostatic behaviour. In mice these two subsets are identified by differences in
expression of Ly6C and the chemokine receptors CCR2 and CX3C chemokine Receptor
(CX3CR1). Experimentally, anti-Ly6C antibodies are used to detect Ly6C. Gr1 antibody is
another antibody that is commonly used because it recognises Ly6C, however it also
detects Ly6G, the latter being restricted to neutrophils and other granulocytes. In humans
and mice, inflammatory monocytes express CCR2, while homeostatic monocytes carry the
CX3CR1 chemokine receptor. Human and mouse subsets do show some phenotypic
differences, although CD14hiCD16- monocytes are considered equivalent to inflammatory
Ly6ChiCCR2hiCX3CR1low

(lo)

monocytes and CD14+CD16+ monocytes in humans are

thought to share similarities to CX3CR1hiCCR2loLy6Clo monocytes in mice (Geissmann et
al., 2003).
In mice, monocytes emerge from the BM as Ly6Chi and lose this expression upon
maturation in the circulation, giving rise to Ly6Clo monocytes under steady state conditions
(Sunderkotter et al., 2004). Monocytes are released from the BM due to the action of
CCR2 (Serbina and Pamer, 2006)(described in section 1.2.11). While in the circulation,
changes in chemokine receptor expression occur, with CCR2 being reduced and CX3CR1
expression increasing. Monocytes have the ability to differentiate into macrophages and
DCs upon entry into tissues. Monocytes contribute to steady state turnover of tissue
resident macrophages and DCs as well as generation of cells that contribute to
inflammation and pathogen clearance. Strikingly, the two monocyte subsets exhibit
disparate homing and functional characteristics (Figure 1.7)(Geissmann et al., 2003),
(Sunderkotter et al., 2004). Ly6ChiCCR2hiCX3CR1lo monocytes are preferentially recruited
to

sites

of

inflammation

(Geissmann

et

al.,

2003)

and

infection,

whereas
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CX3CR1hiCCR2loLy6Clo monocytes are mostly restricted to blood and non-inflamed
tissues. These subsets were first defined in mice using adoptive transfer of monocytes from
CX3CR1+/gfp mice in which one CX3CR1 allele had been replaced with Green Fluorescent
Protein (GFP). In these mice, cells with expression of CX3CR1, which includes most
monocytes, are labelled with GFP and can therefore be tracked (Geissmann et al., 2003).
Upon transfer into mice with an inflamed peritoneum, GFPloGr1+ monocytes (equivalent to
Ly6Chi monocytes) quickly migrated to the site of inflammation and differentiated to
express CD11c, a marker for DCs (Geissmann et al., 2003). The GFPhiGr1- subset
(equivalent to Ly6Clo monocytes) were found to be longer lived and gave rise to resident
CD11c+ DCs in the liver lung and spleen (Geissmann et al., 2003). This subset is
characterised by its patrolling behaviour, crawling along the inside of blood vessels under
resting conditions (Auffray et al., 2007). The CX3CR1 receptor and the integrin complex
CD11a/CD18 were found to be crucial for this homeostatic surveillance movement. Fewer
crawling monocytes were observed in CX3CR1 KO mice, compared to the Wild Type
(WT), even though the number of Gr1- monocytes was equivalent between the genotypes
(Auffray et al., 2007). This suggested that the receptor plays a specific role in monocytes
patrolling the endothelium. Antibodies blocking CD11a and CD18 abolished patrolling
behaviour, indicating that moving along the vessel wall requires this integrin combination
(Auffray et al., 2007). Recent findings indicate that there are populations of both Ly6Clo
and Ly6Chi monocytes which reside in the spleen and are mobilised in response to
inflammation (Swirski et al., 2009). It is likely that this reservoir of monocytes is of
importance in the response to infection and tissue damage, and further investigation is
needed to characterise their role.

When monocytes migrate into tissues they can differentiate into macrophages.

This

transformation includes a large increase in size and the acquisition of new functions such
as increased phagocytosis and the ability to secrete an altered repertoire of cytokines and
other factors (Kindt et al., 2007). The precise phenotype of the macrophages that develop
from the infiltrating monocytes is profoundly influenced by the microenvironment and
health status of the tissue. Although development from haematopoietic stem cells has been
regarded as the sole pathway for macrophage development, progenitors in the yolk sac
have recently been shown to give rise to F4/80bright macrophages, indicating that there are
at least two lineages of macrophages (Schulz et al., 2012).
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Figure 1.7. Migration and differentiation of monocytes in mice.
Ly6Chi inflammatory monocytes emerge from the BM and either migrate into inflamed tissue and
differentiate into inflammatory macrophages and DCs, reside in the spleen or continue to circulate and lose
their expression of Ly6C and CCR2. These homeostatic Ly6CloCX3CR1 monocytes may return to the spleen
or patrol blood vessels where they may be recruited to normal tissue.

Macrophages participate in innate and acquired immune responses and their key functions
include cytokine production, phagocytosis, antigen processing and presentation. It is now
recognised that in some situations macrophages can proliferate within tissues (Murray and
Wynn, 2011). Macrophages can be found performing specialised roles in secondary
lymphoid organs; macrophages are highly effective as phagocytic cells and clear apoptotic
cells and debris, they are often seen as cellular guards due to their relatively long half life
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within tissues and their ability to promote inflammation without excess damage to the host
(Soehnlein and Lindbom, 2010). Threats to the tissue are detected in a number of ways,
including PRRs e.g. Toll-like receptors (TLRs), and Fc receptors, which detect opsonised
fragments of pathogens or dying cells. Other signals, such as the phagocytosis of apoptotic
neutrophils, stimulate macrophages to resolve inflammation by producing antiinflammatory cytokines and clearing debris (Soehnlein and Lindbom, 2010). Macrophages
also secrete signals that promote repair such as growth factors and lipid mediators called
resolvins (Soehnlein and Lindbom, 2010).
Macrophages are often described as being activated in different ways, termed ‘classical’
and ‘alternative’, and these different macrophage types have disparate functions.
Classically activated macrophages, also referred to as M1 macrophages, are involved in
defence against pathogens. Alternatively activated, or M2, macrophages contribute to
remodelling. Polarisation of these macrophages is similar to lymphocyte polarisation, with
M1 macrophages being generated from monocytes in response to InterFeroN γ (IFNγ)
while cytokines such as IL-4 and IL-13 induce M2 production (Mantovani et al., 2013).
These macrophages secrete and respond to different kinds of chemokines, notably in
humans CCL2 can induce polarisation to M2 macrophages (Roca et al., 2009). In reality,
macrophage polarisation is not a simple M1 vs M2 distinction and a whole range of
possible phenotypes exist depending on the signals these cells receive from their
environment and the requirements of the tissue.

1.2.4. T Lymphocytes and acquired immunity.
Lymphocytes are key cellular components of the adaptive immune system. The main
lymphocyte types are T cells, B cells and NK cells, however many subsets are included
within these broad categories. T cell precursors are generated in the BM and mature in the
thymus. B cells are also generated in the BM and begin their maturation here,

but then

migrate to the spleen where they differentiate into naïve, follicular or marginal zone B cells
(Pieper et al., 2013). B cells are central to humoral immunity and crucial for adaptive
immunity, and their antigen specific structures are antibodies.

Adaptive immunity is

reliant on antigen recognition and specificity. Lymphocytes as a whole have an incredibly
broad range of antigen receptors. The main feature which distinguishes T cells from other
cells is the T Cell Receptor (TCR). The TCR is a heterodimer and most cells express the α
and β chains, though 5% of T cells express the γδ combination. Each chain is composed of
a Variable (V), Joining (J) and a Constant region. There are also and Diversity (D)
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segments, which appear in the β and δ chains. During T cell development in the thymus,
functional receptors are produced through a process of gene rearrangement. In α and γ
chains the V and J segments are reorganised, whereas in β and δ chains the V, D and J
regions are rearranged. The diversity of the receptors is attributed to this process of gene
recombination. The α and β chains have three Complementarity Determining Regions
(CDRs), which are the most variable sites in the receptor. It was first thought that CDR3
engages the peptide, while CDR1 and CDR2 dock with the MHC, though variations on this
have now been reported (Borg et al., 2005).

T lymphocytes are categorised into two principal subsets: CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells
(Figure 1.8). CD4+ T cells act as Th cells and when activated secrete cytokines that
modulate and regulate other components of the immune system. CD8+ T cells are often
referred to cytotoxic T cells (Tc) and when activated by their TCR and coreceptors secrete
toxic granules to kill the target cell. DCs encounter antigen in the periphery, take it up and
process the peptide antigen for presentation to the T cell. DCs then home to secondary
lymphoid tissues where they position themselves in T cell areas in order to activate naïve T
cells. MHC class I presents peptide to the TCR on CD8+ cytotoxic T cells and whereas
MHC class II engages with the TCR on CD4+ helper T cells. A second signal is also
required. The second signal may either be stimulatory, such as when CD28 is engaged by
B7, alternatively the second signal may be delivered by engagement with CTLA-4, which
produces an inhibitory signal. Cytokine help from other CD4+ T cells also stimulates this
process. If both of these two signals are received there is rapid clonal expansion, supported
by IL-2, producing a population of memory and effector T cells with the same specificity.
Activated T cells then differentiate to create different types of effector cell with the same
antigen specificity.

When an activated CD8+ T cell counters infected or dysfunctional cells, Tc cells release
their granule contents as shown in Figure 1.8. Perforin, granzymes and granulysin act to
mediate cell killing. There are two main mechanisms proposed for perforin-mediated
granzyme entry to target cells. Perforin molecules may become inserted in the plasma
membrane of the target cell, forming pores, allowing granzymes to enter the cell via
passive diffusion. Alternatively, after a perforin pore has become embedded in the
membrane of the target cell, the membrane may pinch off, forming a vesicle inside the
target cell, containing granzymes from the cytotoxic synapse (Susanto et al., 2012).
Granzymes then exit the vesicle via perforin, delivering the enzymes to the cytosol.
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Granzymes act to induce apoptosis in the target cell via induction of caspases, initially
caspase 9, an initiator caspase is activated, which triggers the activity of effector caspases
such as caspase 3, 6 and 7 (Susanto et al., 2012). Effector caspases are responsible for
cleaving numerous proteins, which cause apoptosis of the target cell.

Figure 1.8. T cell activation following interaction with MHC complexes.
Diagram showing simplified effector functions of T cells upon antigen encounter. Professional Antigen
Presenting Cells (APCs) present peptide antigens such as fragments of pathogens to the TCR via MHC class
II. This interaction activates CD4+ T cells, causing them to polarise into different effector cell types with
potential to release cytokines to support the inflammatory response by inducing effector functions in other
cells. An infected cell may present foreign antigen to CD8+ T cells via MHC class I, inducing the cytotoxic
function of the T cell and causing the exocytosis of cell killing enzymes such as granzymes.

The thymus is the site where most T cells mature and gain CD4 and CD8 co-receptors
(Figure 1.9). When αβ T cells develop, progenitors progress through four ‘double negative’
(DN) cell stages. T cell precursors arrive at the thymus lacking CD4 and CD8 and most T
cells emerge from the thymus expressing either one of these receptors. Immature
thymocytes do not express TCR/CD3 complexes (Turka et al., 1992), thus the thymus
contains triple negative thymocyte subsets (CD3-CD4-CD8-)(Godfrey et al., 1993). This is
of note as identification of T cells using CD3 misses out some developing T cell subsets in
the thymus. Instead, the DN developmental stages are defined by the expression of the
markers CD44 (an adhesion molecule) and CD25 (IL2Rα)(D'Acquisto and Crompton,
2011, Carpenter and Bosselut, 2010, Kindt et al., 2007). DN1 cells are CD44+CD25-,
progressing to DN2 where cells are CD44+CD25+, followed by DN3 cells expressing
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CD44-CD25+, during the final DN T cell stage cells neither CD44 nor CD25 are
expressed. Following the four DN stages, thymocytes become CD4+CD8+ Double
Positive (DP) before the positive and negative selection processes ultimately leading to the
generation of Single Positive (SP) CD4+ or CD8+ T cells that leave the thymus and
circulate in the blood.
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Figure 1.9. Development of T cells in the thymus.
Diagram showing CD44, CD25, CD4, CD8 and FoxP3 distribution during T cell development in the thymus.
T cell precursors enter the thymus and enter stage DN1 where cells are CD44+CD25-, DN2 cells express
both so are CD44+CD25+. During stages DN2 and DN3 TCR rearrangement occurs, during the process of
rearrangement the decision is made about the fate of which TCR subunits will be expressed. Therefore, γδ T
cells are generated between DN2 and DN3 and remain unchanged until their release. Continuing αβ T cells
progress to DN3 when CD44 expression is downregulated, while CD25 expression is maintained, making
DN3 cells CD44-CD25+, whereas DN4 cells lack both receptors. Thymocytes emerge from this stage with
neither CD44 or CD25 but gain both CD4 and CD8 coreceptors, making them DP. From this stage either
CD4 or CD8 is downregulated, producing SP cells, which migrate from the thymus into the circulation.
Regulatory T cells (Tregs) are generated from SP CD4+ T cells entering the circulation. Naïve Tregs have
high CD25 expression and low FoxP3 expression, upon activation their FoxP3 expression increases.
Activated CD4+ T cells may have some CD25 and FoxP3 expression, making identification of Tregs
challenging. Also CD4+ T cells may polarise towards a Treg phenotype. Adapted from (Kindt et al., 2007)
and (Sakaguchi et al., 2010).

Between DN2 and DN3 γδ T cells arise as TCR rearrangement begins. In order for mature
αβTCR+ CD4+ or CD8+ T cells to be produced cells must undergo positive selection in
order that cells that do not respond to self-MHC molecules undergo apoptosis. Then
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negative selection eliminates cells that bind self-MHC molecules with high affinity, a
process which prevents autoimmune responses (Kindt et al., 2007, D'Acquisto and
Crompton, 2011).
T cells carrying TCR-γδ are able to recognise some mycobacterial compounds not detected
by αβ T cells (Kabelitz, 2011). Another distinction is that many γδ T cells migrate to the
skin, gut, lungs and uterus, compared with naïve αβ T cells, which predominantly home to
the lymphoid tissues (Vantourout and Hayday, 2013). Homing of γδ T cells to these sites is
likely to be linked with the finding that γδ T cells in murine skin were found to express a
single TCR repertoire, as were γδ T cells found in the uterus and vagina (Itohara et al.,
1990). It seems that these subsets found at barrier sites are specialised to respond to
particular threats posed by those environments. Cells bearing TCR-γδ are also thought to
participate earlier in the immune response than αβ T cells (Vantourout and Hayday, 2013).
In addition, γδ T cells are thought to be a crucial source of IL-17 during defence against a
range of pathogens and against tumours (Sutton et al., 2012).

Our understanding of T cell subsets and their roles has evolved and become more complex
over time and our description of cells as fitting into discrete categories is unlikely to reflect
the plastic nature of these cells. After activation and clonal expansion, naïve T cells
differentiate into a variety of different effector cell types. For many years it was considered
that there were only two types of Th cell generated after CD4+ T cell activation, namely
Th1 and Th2 types. Th1 cells were regarded as pro-inflammatory and involved in infection
by viruses and bacteria, whereas Th2 cells participated in allergy and clearance of parasitic
infections. Th1 cells are able to secrete cytokines such as IFNγ, TNFα and IL-12, whereas
IL-4, IL-13 and IL-5 are classic Th2 cytokines. This two helper T cell view is far too
simplistic and was challenged by the discovery of a number of other cell types, including
Th17 cells that secrete IL-17 and IL-23 and have been associated with control of bacterial
infections and some autoimmune diseases. The way in which the antigen presenting DC
was activated contributes to how the T cell will be polarised. In fact, Th1, Th2 and Th17
cells represent extreme phenotypes and in reality much T cell plasticity exists.

Additional T helper cells that can be generated after naïve CD4+ T cell activation include
T Follicular Helper (TFH) cells.

These cells express CXCR5, the receptor for the

chemokine CXCL13, which allows them to position themselves in CXCL13-rich follicles
in secondary lymphoid organs (Fazilleau et al., 2009). Here they interact with activated B
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cells presenting antigen in MHC class II, and support these B cells as they enter the
germinal centre reaction as described below.

Another cell type which changed the conventional view of T cells was the discovery of
regulatory T cells (Sakaguchi et al., 2010). These cells have been shown to suppress
inflammation, protect against autoimmunity and will described in section 1.3.2 in their role
of promoting tolerance to a semi-allogeneic foetus during pregnancy. Many different kinds
of regulatory/suppressor cell have been identified since, such as Th3, Tr1 and CD3+CD4CD8- cells, but the properties of CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Tregs have been the most widely
studied. The development of CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Tregs is also displayed in Figure 1.9,
naïve Tregs of this kind express FoxP3 and CD25 upon exit from the thymus and
activation of these cells leads to a further upregulation of FoxP3. There may also be other
developmental pathways such as polarisation of activated CD4+ T cells towards this
phenotype. Upon an encounter with an antigen, activation of these cells leads to creation of
a tolerogenic cytokine environment, which regulates immune responses. Inadequate Treg
responses have been linked to autoimmune diseases, allergy and transplant rejection
(Schmetterer et al., 2012). Tregs produce cytokines such as IL-10, TGFβ and IL-35 and
downregulate effector T cell responses through molecules such as CTLA-4 (Schmetterer et
al., 2012). Tregs can also kill effector T cells via a granzyme/perforin dependent
mechanism (Cao et al., 2007) and they may induce apoptosis through Fas/FasL interactions
(Strauss et al., 2009). CD25 is the α chain of the IL-2 receptor, and this receptor mediates
another mechanism by which Tregs exert their regulatory influences. As CD25 is
expressed at such high levels on Tregs the binding of IL-2 to its receptor deprives other
cells of a cytokine that is crucial for T cell activation and survival (Pandiyan et al., 2007).

1.2.5. B cell activation.
B cells have a key role in the inflammatory response. During maturation in the BM,
rearrangement of the genes for both the light and heavy immunoglobulin chains occurs. In
the BM self-reactive B cells are selected against to make sure self-tolerance is maintained.
On leaving the BM B cells express IgM but the cells are not mature naive B cells until they
express IgD and IgM on their cell membrane (Kindt et al., 2007). A subset of B cells found
in humans and mice, B1 cells, express IgM and have low expression of IgD. B1 B cells
only constitute a small proportion of circulating B cells but are numerous in the pleural and
peritoneal cavities (Kindt et al., 2007). The marginal zone is located in the spleen, forming
the border between the red and white pulp. The marginal zone contains specialised B cells,
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which are partially activated, as well as macrophages and DCs. As blood flows from the
marginal sinus marginal zone B cells are exposed to antigens in the blood and they provide
a rapid humoral response to any challenges (Muppidi et al., 2011). Marginal zone B cells
are IgMhiCD21+CD1d+, which distinguishes them from follicular B cells and are
positioned in the marginal zone by stimulation of the cannabinoid receptor CB2 (Muppidi
et al., 2011) and through the action of CXCR5 and Sphingosine-1-Phosphate Receptor 1
(S1PR1)(Cinamon et al., 2008, Arnon et al., 2013). Marginal zone B cells participate early
in the adaptive response and following activation, form short-lived plasma cells, which
secrete antibodies.

B cells also reside in follicles in the white pulp, these are known as follicular B cells and
have a IgMhiIgDhiCD23+ phenotype. When a B cell encounters an antigen, often presented
on follicular DCs, then the B cell becomes activated but also internalises and processes the
antigen, presenting it in the context of MHC class II. B cells then come into contact with
TFH cells that have migrated to the edge of the B cell follicle from the T cell area. These
cells engage the B cells via their TCR, CD40L and CD28 interacting with MHC class II,
CD40 and B7 on the B cell (Kindt et al., 2007). The TFH cell then secretes cytokines that
promote B cell proliferation and together they contribute to the initiation of the germinal
centre reaction. Within the germinal centre B cells proliferate, differentiate, develop the
ability to produce higher affinity antibodies, and class switch their antibodies. Activated B
cells begin in the dark zone of the germinal centre and proliferating B cells (centroblasts)
undergo somatic hypermutation in order to create specific, high affinity antibodies, this is
essential in producing a specific, efficient immune response. Centroblasts proliferate to
produce centrocytes then migrate to the light zone where they stop proliferating and
undergo class switching to produce a range of immunoglobulins dependent on the cytokine
milieu. Before exiting the light zone the centrocytes mature into either antibody generating
plasma cells or long-lived memory cells, preserving the B cell specificity for further
encounters with the antigen.

1.2.6. NK and NKT cells.
Natural Killer (NK cells) are classified as lymphocytes but unlike B cells and T cells
straddle both innate and adaptive immunity. NK cells play a complementary role with Tc
cells and though they share many similarities, there are some important distinctions. Tc
cells target cells which present antigens via MHC class I. As a result many infected or
tumour cells downregulate their MHC class I in order to escape recognition (Topham and
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Hewitt, 2009). NK cells target cells that have no MHC class I or express it at low levels,
resulting in cell killing and production of large amounts of cytokines such as IFNγ. NK
receptors such as NKG2D recognise stress-induced ligands on cells, such as MICA and
MICB in humans, and Rae1 and H60 in mice (Raulet, 2003). NKG2D ligands are
upregulated on the surface of tumour cells and infected cells, allowing them to be detected
by NK cells (Raulet, 2003). In addition, NK cells kill in a perforin/granzyme dependent
way, exocytosing their granules to induce apoptosis in target cells. They also target cells
through ADCC, recognising opsonised infected cells using the Fc receptor CD16 and
release their cytoxic granules, killing the infected cell. CD56dimCD16+ NK cells, which
form the majority of circulating NK cells are also responsible for secreting cytokines and
chemokines when they come into contact with a target cell eg. IFN-γ, TNF-α, CCL2,
CCL3, CCL4, CCL5, CXCL8 and CXCL10 (Fauriat et al., 2010). As can be seen from this
profile, these cells play a key role in the initiation of inflammation and the secretion of so
many chemokines attracts a broad range of cells to the site.

A large population of specialised NK cells are found in the decidua during pregnancy.
These cells, called uterine NK (uNK) cells are characterised in humans as CD56brightCD16. NK activity has also been associated with recurrent miscarriage. Patients with high preconceptional NK activity experience a much higher rate of miscarriage than those with
normal NK activity (Aoki et al., 1995). They initiate spiral artery remodelling and are
thought to promote implantation and maintain gestation (Lash et al., 2010). uNK cells and
their role in their reproductive process will be discussed further in section 1.3.2.

Natural Killer T (NKT) cells are an NK-related subset which exhibit similar features to T
cells, but develop differently to conventional T lymphocytes. Depending on their TCR
specificity, some DP thymocytes react to CD1d in the thymus, inducing differentiation into
CD4+ or CD4-CD8- DN NKT cells (Gapin et al., 2001). NKT cells express a lipid-specific
T cell receptor, which recognises antigens presented by the MHC-like molecule CD1d.
NKT cells express a range of markers including the NK marker NK1.1 in mice/CD161 in
humans and T cell markers such as the TCR and CD3 (Brennan et al., 2013). There are
broadly two categories of NKT cells, type 1 classical invariant NKT (iNKT) cells whose
TCRα chain is resistant to gene rearrangement, and type 2 diverse NKT cells whose TCR
is variable. Type 2 NKT cells have not been well characterised and their role in health and
disease has yet to be determined. The frequency of NKT cells in human blood is highly
variable, however there is a large reservoir of NKT cells in the liver (Brennan et al., 2013).
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There is an ongoing search for ligands which can be presented to iNKTs; one antigen, αGalactosylCeramide (αGalCer), derived from a marine sponge, produces a strong
biological response when presented by CD1d (Bendelac et al., 2007), however the
significance of this is strongly debated as contact with marine sponges by most land
mammals is minimal. An alternative explanation is that the sponge sample may have been
contaminated, and that αGalCer is in fact a microbial ligand, which humans might come
into contact with more readily (Bendelac et al., 2007). Physiological glycolipid ligands
have also been sought after and isoGlobotrihexosylceramide (iGb3) has been suggested,
however it only appears capable of activating iNKT cells in mice, not humans (Sanderson
et al., 2013).

Though their TCR is restricted, the ability of iNKT cells to recognise antigens means that
they straddle adaptive and innate immunity. CD1d is expressed by many cell types
including DCs, macrophages, granulocytes and B cells (Brennan et al., 2013), indicating
that iNKT cells may interact with many leukocyte subsets and therefore may have a
contributory role in different types of immune responses. If the TCR signal received is
weak, iNKT cells can still be activated by pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-12
(Brennan et al., 2013). Upon activation iNKT cells produce large quantities of cytokines,
the profile of which depends largely on the phenotype of the cell. Three subtypes of iNKT
cells have been proposed but there are probably more to be characterised. The main
population of iNKT cells found in the liver and spleen is Th1-like iNKT cells which have
been described as NK1.1+, they may be CD4+ or DN and produce IFNγ in response to IL12 (Watarai et al., 2012, Brennan et al., 2013). In the lungs and intestine, the main subset
found is Th2-like iNKTs. These are mainly CD4+ and respond to IL-25, and as their name
suggests when activated they rapidly produce Th2 related cytokines such as IL-4, IL-10
and IL-13(Watarai et al., 2012, Brennan et al., 2013). Finally, Th17-like iNKT cells have
also been described, these tend to be CD4-, respond to IL-23 and produce IL-17 and IL-22
and have been found in lymph nodes, lungs and skin(Watarai et al., 2012, Brennan et al.,
2013).

1.2.7. CD3+ CD4- CD8- cells: DN T cells and other CD3+ non-T cells.
Surprisingly, the predominant population of lymphocytes reported to be present in the NP
murine female genital tract are CD3+CD4-CD8- T cells, referred to in many studies as
double-negative (DN) T cells. Cells within this population have been found to express the
αβ T cell receptor and low levels of B220, and the majority are CD25+ (Johansson and
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Lycke, 2003). These cells are distributed throughout the genital tract mucosa, in the uterus
and cervix. When infected intravaginally with Chlamydia trachomatis, these cells were
found to decrease as a proportion of total uterine lymphocytes, while the number of SP
CD4+ or CD8+ T cells increased in the reproductive tissue (Johansson and Lycke, 2003).
This study also found that the CD3+CD4-CD8- population was characterised by an
inability to proliferate. It also used DO11.10 TCR-Transgenic (Tg) mice which have a
TCR, which is specific for chicken derived OVAlbumin (OVA), expressed by virtually all
CD4+ T cells. OVA is then used in vitro to test antigen specific stimulation of CD4+ T
cells. When mouse uterine lymphocytes were co-cultured with splenocytes and had the
effect reducing proliferation when treated with anti-CD3 and OVA, suggesting that uterine
lymphocytes have regulatory functions (Johansson and Lycke, 2003). When studied at day
4 of pregnancy, numbers of CD3+B220lo uterine lymphocytes cells remained unchanged
compared to NP controls. However, further investigation is required to ascertain if these
cells are involved in mediating tolerance during early pregnancy (Johansson and Lycke,
2003).

This population has also been detected in the NP human endometrium, although they
appear only to make up between 1.9-4.2% of CD3+ cells (Flynn et al., 2000). Interestingly,
these cells were significantly increased as a percentage of CD3+ cells in the late secretory,
compared to the late proliferative phase of the menstrual cycle (Flynn et al., 2000). This
might suggest that these cells play a role in remodelling during menstruation. Some of
these cells were found to be TCRγδ+, but these only made up ~1.7% of CD3+ cells. In
human pregnancy, 90% of CD3+ cells in the decidual tissue of pre-term deliveries were
CD4-CD8- cells (Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013). In term labouring decidual samples, these
DN cells constituted around 30% of the CD3+ cell population but these appeared almost
absent in term non-labouring deliveries (Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013). In this study, they
identified these cells as memory-like DN T cells. The results are fascinating but difficult to
interpret given the range of percentages quoted for uterine CD3+ DN cells in different
studies. Does the DN T cell population decrease at term, compared to NP animals or does
the DN T cell content of the uterus increase during pregnancy? A related cell population,
CD3+CD4-CD8- iNKT cells have also been identified in the peripheral blood and decidua
during early human pregnancy (Boyson et al., 2002), it is likely that if DN T cells are
defined in the literature simply by CD3+CD4-CD8- that this population will include iNKT
cells.
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DN T cells have been reported in other circumstances and their study may provide an
insight into their role in the reproductive tract. The percentage of CD3+TCRαβ+CD4CD8- cells in the normal mouse kidney has been reported as 23%, with the liver containing
22%, the spleen with 5% and the blood only 3% (Ascon et al., 2008). The number of these
cells in the kidney were found to be significantly decreased 24hrs after ischaemia
reperfusion injury, compared to sham operated mice (Ascon et al., 2008). DN T cells have
a regulatory phenotype in some circumstances. They appear to be protective against type 1
diabetes in NOD mice (Duncan et al., 2010), inhibit EAE in Lewis rats (Lider et al., 1991)
and infusion of syngeneic regulatory CD3+TCRαβ+CD4-CD8- cells into mice
permanently induces cardiac xenograft survival (Chen et al., 2003). Adoptive transfer of
DN T cells suppresses the in vivo proliferation and cytokine production of xenoreactive
CD4+ T cells, hinting at a mechanism for prolonged graft survival (Chen et al., 2005).
During Listeria monocytogenes infection, DN T cells have been shown to express CCL2,
suggesting they may play a role in the recruitment of monocytes, monocyte-derived
macrophages and other CCR2+ cells during infection (Kadena et al., 1997).

Conversely, DN T cells have been described as being involved in autoimmune processes.
Of particular interest, TCR-αβ+ DN T cells are increased in the blood of children with
Behcet’s disease, an autoimmune disorder where genital ulcers are a defining characteristic
(Ling et al., 2007). DN T cells have been found to be doubled from 5% to 10% in the blood
of patients with SLE and are major producers of IL-17 in the disease (Crispin et al., 2008).
The percentage of TCR-αβ+ DN T cells in the spleen, liver and lymph nodes increases
after the onset of autoimmune disease in MRL-lpr/lpr mice (Masuda et al., 1991). The
percentage of TCR-αβ+ DN T cells in the blood of patients with autoimmune
lymphoproliferative syndrome is increased to 10% and the expression of the marker B220
is increased on these cells (Bleesing et al., 2001). Myasthenia gravis patients also present
with significantly more DN T cells in their blood compared with healthy controls
(Reinhardt and Melms, 2000).

Diverse origins have been reported for DN T cells. There are different views on whether
DN T cells are thymus dependent in their maturation, and thymocytes go through distinct
stages of CD4/CD8 negativity during their development (D'Acquisto and Crompton,
2011). Myasthenia gravis patients with thymic lymphofollicular hyperplasia that undergo
thymectomy see the elevated DN T cell levels in their blood return to the level of healthy
controls, suggesting thymic involvement in DN T cell production (Reinhardt and Melms,
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2000). Thymus-independent development of DN T cells has also been described
(Johansson and Lycke, 2003, Ford et al., 2006).

There has been some limited characterisation of the surface immunophenotype of DN T
cells. CD25, the IL2R chain, is reported to be expressed by DN T cells in several papers
(Lee et al., 2011a, Fischer et al., 2005, Takeuchi et al., 1992, Lider et al., 1991, Mixter et
al., 1999, Utting et al., 2000, Voelkl et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2000, Duncan et al., 2010),
including on DN T cells in the uterine horn (Johansson and Lycke, 2003). Surprisingly,
B220, which is predominantly viewed as a B cell marker, has been described on DN T
cells (Ascon et al., 2008, Zhang et al., 2006, Bakir et al., 2006, Bleesing et al., 2001,
Koyasu, 1994, Mixter et al., 1999), including those in the reproductive tract (Johansson
and Lycke, 2003). The MRL/lpr mouse model of Systemic Lupus Erythromatoses (SLE)
has a mutation that results in the accumulation of B220+ DN T cells due to the lpr
mutation in the Fas receptor (Le Gall et al., 2012). B220 may only be expressed on a
population of DN T cells because the extent of B220 expression is varied and has not been
seen in all cases (Lee et al., 2011a). CXCR5 is also found on DN T cells and these cells
migrate in response to CXCL13, the chemokine ligand for this receptor (Ansel et al., 1999,
Lee et al., 2005, Lee et al., 2006), although one study only demonstrated very low levels of
expression (Huang et al., 2010). Like B220, CXCR5 is typically viewed as a marker of B
cells and directs cells to B cell follicles in secondary lymphoid tissues (Carlsen et al.,
2002). However, CXCR5 is also expressed on some migratory dermal DCs (Wu and
Hwang, 2002) and on T cell subsets that have follicle-homing properties, including TFH
cells and follicular regulatory T cells which also express PD-1 (Sage et al., 2012, Slight et
al., 2013). The level of CXCR5 expression by DN T cells has been disputed and other
chemokine receptors have been described on human DN T cells, including CCR4, CCR5,
CCR7, CXCR3, and CXCR4 (Huang et al., 2010). Negative regulators of T cell function
have been described on DN T cells. Peripheral DN T cells (TCRαβ+CD3+CD4-CD8NK1.1-) have been shown to express CTLA-4 and down-regulate co-stimulatory molecules
on DCs in a CTLA-4 dependent manner (Gao et al., 2011). However this has been
contradicted in other studies, where no CTLA-4 expression was seen (Voelkl et al., 2011,
Duncan et al., 2010). Another negative regulator of T cell function is PD-1, a receptor that
is responsible for inhibiting T cell signalling and is associated with immune regulation
(Lee et al., 2011a, Dinesh et al., 2010). PD-1, similar to CTLA-4 is involved in tolerance
and counteracts the co-stimulatory signals of CD28 (Fife and Pauken, 2011). Tregs have
been described as expressing PD-L1, a ligand for PD-1 and that this is reported to be
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critical for tolerance at the foetomaternal interface (Habicht et al., 2007). DN thymocytes
express PD-1 and overexpression of PD-1 results in impaired maturation of these cells in
the thymus (Keir et al., 2005).

The CD3+ DN cell population is likely a heterogenous mixture of cell types. In order to
identify DN T cells amongst CD3+ DN cells, TCR expression has often been examined. In
the literature human DN T cells have been reported to express predominantly TCR-αβ
(Levitsky et al., 1991, Masuda et al., 1991, Mixter et al., 1999, Takeuchi et al., 1992,
Voelkl et al., 2011, Ascon et al., 2008, Bakir et al., 2006, Fischer et al., 2005, Huang et al.,
2010) but TCR-γδ expression has also been found (Huang et al., 2010, Masuda et al., 1991,
Bakir et al., 2006, Fischer et al., 2005).

NK1.1 is a marker used to distinguish NK cells and NKT cells in mice (Godfrey et al.,
2004). NK cells in the thymus have been demonstrated to be able to develop from thymic
DN1 cells (Vargas et al., 2011). NKT cells as with CD3+ DN T cells, can be described as
CD3+CD4-CD8-. NKT cells, defined as NK1.1+TCRαβ+ display characteristics of T cells
and NK cells and this phenotype describes several subsets (Godfrey et al., 2004). NK1.1
has been recorded on CD3+ DN cells (Levitsky et al., 1991, Ford et al., 2006) but only a
low proportion of uterine DN T cells have been reported to express NK1.1 (Johansson and
Lycke, 2003).

This disparate collection of markers tell us surprisingly little about DN T cells as a whole
as it seems that the precise surface immunophenotype of these cells varies in different
situations in different tissues and that CD3+CD4-CD8- describes various populations of
cells with different functions.

1.2.8. Chemokines: key regulators of leukocyte migration.
In the sections above I have introduced many of the important cellular players of the
immune system. In this next section, I discuss the chemotactic cytokines, or chemokines,
small (8-10kDa) secreted proteins involved in orchestrating leukocyte migration.
Leukocyte homing is of fundamental importance in the immune system because leukocytes
must get to the right place at the right time in order to carry out their functions effectively.
Moreover, much of the work in the Results chapters of this thesis examines the expression
of chemokine receptors, most notably CCR2.
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Chemokines are related in terms of their sequence and function and are formally named
according to the precise positioning of cysteine residues towards the N-terminus of the
mature protein that form disulphide bridges to maintain the structure of the protein. There
are four families: C, CC, CXC and CX3C (Figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10. Representation of chemokine structural families.
Chemokine families determined by the placement of cysteine residues C, other residues denoted as X. N
terminus marked N and C terminus marked C. A) C chemokine, with only one disulphide bridge. B) CC
chemokines, with two disulphide bridges with no other residues between. C) CXC chemokines, one amino
acid separates the two cysteines. D) CX3C chemokine, which has a distinctive structure, not only in the
amino acids which separate the cysteines in the protein but the long C terminus projects into the cell
membrane so the chemokine is tethered. A mucin-like domain is also present.

The CXC chemokine

CXCL16 is also produced as a tethered protein and has a structure similar to CX3CL1.

The families of chemokine receptors and their ligands are shown in Table 1.1. C
chemokines have one disulphide bridge joining a cysteine residue towards the C terminus
with a cysteine residue towards the N terminus. CC chemokines have two disulphide
bridges, from cysteine residues side by side, shown in Figure 1.10B. In CXC chemokines
these cysteine residues are separated by another amino acid. Finally the single CX3C
chemokine CX3CL1 has these bridges separated by three other amino acids.

This

chemokine is also of interest as its C terminal is tethered to cell membranes and includes a
mucin-like stalk domain. A similar structure is also seen with CXCL16. The N terminal
domain, along with other determinants in the body of the chemokine, is seen as an
important receptor binding domain for many chemokines (Allen et al., 2007). The N
terminus has also been shown to be crucial for receptor activation, and the action of
enzymes such as MMPs on the N terminus have been shown to modify the activity of
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certain chemokines (Allen et al., 2007). Several MMPs have been shown to cleave CCL2,
CCL8 and CCL13, and MMP-2 has been shown to specifically digest CCL7 (McQuibban
et al., 2002). Removing residues from the N terminus of CCL2 removes the ability of the
chemokine to activate its receptor, but its receptor binding properties are retained, thereby
creating an antagonist for CCR2 (McQuibban et al., 2002). Truncated CCL13 also acts as a
potent antagonist of CCR2 and CCR3, with an affinity similar to the full-length version but
unable to induce chemotaxis like full length CCL13 (McQuibban et al., 2002).

Chemokines play a critical role in directing the migration and positioning of leukocytes
during homeostasis, infection and inflammation. Chemokines deliver their signals by
binding and activating G protein coupled chemokine receptors.

These receptors are

usually Gαi linked and binding can trigger actin-dependent changes involved in the
mechanics of cell movement (Cotton and Claing, 2009). The ability of chemokine
receptors to signal is dependent of the presence of the ‘DRY domain’ in the second
intracellular loop of the seven transmembrane receptor. The ‘DRY domain’ in humans is
typically represented in chemokine receptors as the amino acid sequence DRYLAIV
(aspartic acid, arginine, tyrosine, leucine, alanine, isoleucine and valine) or subtle variants
thereof. Due to the structural similarities within families, some chemokine receptors bind
more than one chemokine, although usually only to chemokines within a single subfamily.

Chemokines are often described as being homeostatic and inflammatory, though these
distinctions are under constant review as many chemokines classified as homeostatic may
have inflammatory functions and vice versa. Homeostatic chemokines are constitutively
expressed and control leukocyte homing under resting conditions, whereas inflammatory
chemokines are produced in response to an inflammatory stimulus or infection.
Homeostatic chemokines can identify specific target organs. For example, CCL19 and
CCL21 attract CCR7-expressing T cells and DCs to the paracortex of the LN in order to
orchestrate T cell priming. CCR9 and its ligand CCL25, is involved in gut-homing, and
similarly CCR4 and CCR10 are implicated in migration of leukocytes to skin (Sheridan
and Lefrancois, 2011). In contrast, inflammatory chemokines are induced transiently, often
to very high levels, and usually in response to infection, tissue damage or innate immune
cell activation. These chemokines include CCL2 to CCL13, and CXCL1 to CXCL11
(Graham, 2009).
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C
XCR1
XCL1
XCL2

CX3CR1
CX3CL1

CCX-CKR
CCL19
CCL21
CCL25

CXCR7
CXCL11
CXCL12

D6
CCL2
CCL11
hCCL3L1 CCL13
CCL4
CCL14
CCL5
CCL17
CCL7
CCL22
CCL8

CCL2
CCL7
CCL8
CCL11
CCL13
CCL14
CCL16
CCL17

DARC
CXCL1
CXCL5
CXCL6
CXCL7
CXCL8
CXCL9
CXCL11
CXCL13

Table 1.1 Chemokine receptors and chemokine ligands.
A) CC chemokine receptors and their binding chemokines. B) CXC chemokine receptors and their binding
chemokines. C) XCR1, the C chemokine receptor and its ligands; CX3CR1 and its ligand and the decoy
receptors CCX-CKR, CXCR7, D6 and Duffy Antigen Receptor for Chemokines (DARC) with their
chemokine ligands. Chemokines found only in humans are denoted by the prefix h; chemokines found only
in mice are denoted by the prefix. Adapted from (Allen et al., 2007, Comerford and Nibbs, 2005).
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Chemokines often require support from GlycosAminoGlycans (GAGs), which immobilise
them on the endothelium and other cellular surfaces. On blood vessel endothelial cells, this
immobilisation promotes the migration of blood cells into the tissue that the signal
originates from (Allen et al., 2007), and prevents chemokines from being washed away in
the blood. Interruption of GAG binding impairs leukocyte recruitment to sites of
inflammation (Proudfoot et al., 2003). The recruitment of leukocytes to sites of infection
and inflammation is a critical aspect of immune defence, tissue repair and remodelling.
The migration of cells across the endothelium is a multistep process and has many
elements resembling blastocyst implantation, covered in section 1.1.3. (Dominguez et al.,
2005). The first step of rolling involves loose contact with selectins, which act to slow the
leukocyte. Inflammation upregulates E-selectin and P-selectin on the endothelial surface,
and the process of rolling increases the proximity of the cell with the endothelium and may
bring it in contact with a chemokine presented on the endothelium. The action of the
chemokine on the leukocyte expressing the appropriate receptor may result in a change in
the distribution and conformation of integrins on a cell and increase the possibility of the
leukocyte forming firm integrin-mediated contact with Ig superfamily Cell Adhesion
Molecules (ICAMs) the endothelium. Finally, the leukocyte squeezes between two
endothelial cells through, amongst other things, contact between CD31 (PE-CAM-1) on
both the leukocyte and the endothelium. Other integrins such as CD11/CD18 bind to JAM1, a tight junction protein, which ensures that endothelial integrity is maintained (Kindt et
al., 2007).

Remarkably, leukocytes have even been observed migrating through

endothelial cells (Feng et al., 1998).

Neutrophils interact with the endothelium by expressing L-selectin (CD62L) and PSelectin Glycoprotein Ligand-1 (PSGL-1). When stimulated, neutrophils express the
integrins CD11a/CD18 and CD11b/CD18, which form firm contact with ICAM-1
(CD54)(Kindt et al., 2007). The inflamed endothelium also expresses Vascular Cell
Adhesion Molecule-1 (VCAM-1, CD106), which binds Very Late Antigen-4 (VLA-4,
CD49d/CD29), an integrin found on cells such as monocytes, lymphocytes and
eosinophils. Naive T cells express L-selectin (CD62L), CCR7 and CD11a/CD18, which
mediate their extravasation through high endothelial venules in lymph nodes (Nijkamp et
al., 2011).
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1.2.9. Chemokine receptor regulation.
The activity of a chemokine receptor on the surface of a cell is controlled in part by a
process of desensitisation. The availability of a receptor is carefully controlled in order to
regulate the signal. When chemokines bind to receptors, a series of conformational changes
occur in the receptor structure allowing phosphorylation of the activated, agonist-bound
receptor by G-protein coupled Receptor Kinases (GRKs). The action of GRKs increases
the binding affinity for the protein arrestin, which prolongs desensitisation and promotes
endocytosis of the chemokine-bound receptor. This involves the plasma membrane of the
cell pinching off inside the cell to form a vesicle with the agonist on the inside of the
compartment. The receptor can then be cycled back to the surface or the vesicle may fuse
with the lysosome and be degraded. The removal of receptors from the cell surface causes
desensitisation because there are fewer receptors to respond to the chemokine signal. There
are many variables that affect the process of desensitisation by endocytosis, and the same
receptor may exhibit different desensitisation profiles depending on the agonist
encountered. When studying chemokine receptors, it is important to remember that some
receptors constitutively recycle regardless of activation state, some will recycle quickly,
whereas binding of some receptors by certain agonists causes more prolonged loss of cell
surface receptors.

1.2.10. Chemokine receptors as scavengers.
In addition to conventional chemokine receptors that signal into cells when bound by
chemokine, there are a group of receptors that appear incapable of signalling. These
receptors are characterised by marked alterations in their DRYLAIV motif. Such receptors
are described as atypical chemokine receptors and include D6, CCX-CKR, CXCR7 and
Duffy Antigen Receptor for Chemokines (DARC). These molecules can act as scavenger
receptors (Allen et al., 2007), removing chemokines from the extracellular environment
thereby modulating leukocyte migration by controlling chemokine availability. DARC is
one of the few chemokine receptors capable of binding chemokines from more than one
family and is predominantly expressed on erythrocytes and blood vessel endothelial cells
(Graham, 2009, Rot and von Andrian, 2004). It has been proposed that DARC on
erythrocytes acts as a chemokine sink during inflammatory conditions and a chemokine
reservoir when chemokine levels are falling (Fukuma et al., 2003, Hansell et al., 2011a). In
this way it may act to buffer chemokines in the blood to prevent desensitisation chemokine
receptors on circulating leukocytes and therefore interfering with appropriate leukocyte
extravasation. DARC on endothelial cells has been implicated in the basolateral to apical
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transcytosis of chemokines in vivo and in vitro (Pruenster et al., 2009) for the presentation
to leukocytes in the blood. As indicated in Table 1.1C, CCX-CKR binds three homeostatic
chemokines, namely CCL19, CCL21 and CCL25, and can act as a scavenger receptor for
these molecules (Comerford et al., 2006). This receptor has been detected in spleen and
lymph nodes, non-lymphoid tissues such as brain, testis and placenta, and leukocytes such
as DCs and T cells (Gosling et al., 2000, Townson and Nibbs, 2002). CCX-CKR appears to
promote DC homing to lymph nodes and its over-expression and deletion impairs thymus
development, demonstrating that decoy receptors can play key roles in immunology
without the capacity to signal (Heinzel et al., 2007, Bunting et al., 2013). CXCR7 appears
to have a developmental function and is expressed in the spleen, kidney, testis, ovary and
placenta (Sanchez-Martin et al., 2013, Graham, 2009). Lots of variation is seen in the
expression data for CXCR7 on peripheral blood cells due to differences in experimental
technique (Sanchez-Martin et al., 2013). CXCR7 protein has been noted on activated DCs,
memory B cells which differentiate into plasma cells, monocytes, NK cells and basophils
in peripheral blood (Infantino et al., 2006). CXCR7 mRNA and protein show that
expression of CXCR7 in placental tissue is increased at term, compared to early pregnancy
(Tripathi et al., 2009). CXCR7 is also associated with tumours and drives tumour growth
in mouse models of breast and lung cancer (Miao et al., 2007). In human disease,
immunohistochemistry has shown CXCR7 to be localised on tumour associated
vasculature (Miao et al., 2007).

The decoy receptor, D6 binds and internalises a range of CC chemokines and degrades
them following internalisation. D6 is expressed in tissues that act as an environmental
barrier such as skin, gut, lung and placenta and is thought to protect against exaggerated
inflammatory responses at these sites. This ability of D6 to internalise and degrade
inflammatory chemokines may also contribute to the resolution of inflammation. D6 has
been shown to limit cutaneous inflammation when 12-O-TetradecanoylPhorbol-13-Acetate
(TPA) is painted on the skin, due to effective clearance of chemokines by the receptor
(Jamieson et al., 2005). When TPA is used as an agent to induce inflammation-driven
tumours following an application of the mutagen 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene
(DMBA), D6 KO mice develop a higher number of tumours per mouse and a higher
percentage of mice exhibit tumours, compared to WT mice (Nibbs et al., 2007). D6 may
have a key a role in preventing inflammation mediated foetal loss: pregnant D6 KO
females injected with LPS showed a higher rate of abortion than WT females and this
effect was abrogated when antibodies blocking CCL3, CCL4, CCL2 and CCL5 were also
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administered (Martinez de la Torre et al., 2007). D6 is expressed on the apical face on
syncytiotrophoblasts which invade the maternal decidua during implantation and
placentation and has been hypothesised to be involved in tolerance to the foetus during
pregnancy (Garlanda et al., 2008). Circulating D6-binding chemokines have been shown to
be reduced during pregnancy, which may contribute towards a less inflammatory, more
tolerogenic environment during pregnancy (Madigan et al., 2010). D6 has also been shown
to promote the survival of embryos transferred into allogeneic pseudopregnant hosts, as
transfers of D6 KO foetuses resulted in an increased percentage with abnormal
development and resorption plaques in allogeneic mice, compared to syngeneic mice
(Madigan et al., 2010). Though these four receptors are considered professional
scavengers, deletion of signalling chemokine receptors also results in increased circulating
chemokine protein, compared to WT animals, showing that signalling chemokine receptors
also fulfil this function (Cardona et al., 2008).

1.2.11. Chemokine receptor expression on leukocytes.
I have explained some of the basics of chemokine biology, and will now broadly describe
the chemokine receptor profiles of different leukocyte subtypes. The chemokine receptors
that a cell expresses determine its homing characteristics and this migratory profile is
crucial for a leukocyte to deliver its function at appropriate the time and place. As briefly
mentioned in section 1.2.3, subtypes of monocytes and macrophages are defined by the
chemokine receptors CCR2 and CX3CR1. CCR2 plays a key role in migration of
monocytes and other cells such as T cells, NK cells and DCs. Ligands for CCR2 in humans
and mice include CCL2, CCL3 (Hansell et al., 2011b), CCL7 (Luster, 1998). There are
some differences, CCL12 is a ligand for CCR2 in mice but does not exist in humans and
human CCL8 binds human CCR2 but mouse CCL8 does not bind to mouse CCR2, instead
acting as a CCR8 ligand (Islam et al., 2011). CCL2, the major ligand for CCR2, attracts
monocytes in vitro (Carr et al., 1994) and is important for release of these cells from the
BM into the circulation (Serbina and Pamer, 2006), and may be involved in infiltration of
monocytes to sites of inflammation (Kuziel et al., 1997) and infection (Kurihara et al.,
1997). CX3CR1 is also involved in migration of monocytes into tissues under homeostatic
conditions. CX3CR1 is required on monocytes patrolling along blood vessels and is
required for the rapid invasion of Gr1- monocytes into tissues following damage or
infection (Auffray et al., 2007). CX3CL1 is the sole ligand for CX3CR1 and is tethered to
cell membranes by a mucin domain, although the chemokine can be cleaved by the enzyme
A Disintegrin And Metalloproteinase 17 (ADAM-17)(Tsou et al., 2001). Activation of the
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receptor in response to the shed ligand CX3CL1 causes chemotaxis and adhesion of
monocytes to cells which present tethered CX3CL1 on their surface (Bazan et al., 1997,
Imai et al., 1997, Geissmann et al., 2003). Chemokine receptors are often restricted to
particular cell types in order that a chemokine only attracts the cell type required. The
chemokine receptors CCR2 and CX3CR1 define two separate monocyte subsets in mice
along with the marker Ly6C. Monocytes also emigrate from the BM in response to low
circulating levels of TLR4 ligand, and this release is reduced in CCL2-/- and CCR2-/- mice
compared with WT animals (Shi et al., 2011).

Neutrophils are another leukocyte subset released from the BM due to the action of
chemokines (Bugl et al., 2012). Before neutrophils are released from the BM they express
moderate levels of CXCR4. Stromal cells within the BM constitutively produce the
CXCR4 ligand CXCL12, and its interaction with CXCR4 on neutrophils promotes their
retention in the BM. As neutrophils mature, CXCR4 expression decreases and therefore the
CXCL12 signal to the cell is reduced and neutrophils can be released from the BM
(Summers et al., 2010, Martin et al., 2003). Neutrophils are often the first inflammatory
cells to reach a site of damage and they generate chemokines to attract other inflammatory
cells (Nathan, 2006). Neutrophils act as part of the innate immune system and activated
neutrophils have respiratory burst and degranulation as their two main weapons for dealing
with tissue infection. Neutrophils express CXCR2 and it plays a key role in their
recruitment into tissues. Moreover, antagonising this receptor is effective at reducing
inflammation-driven tumorigenesis in mice (Jamieson et al., 2012). While neutrophils are
circulating in the blood, CXCR2 activity promotes adhesion of neutrophils to the
endothelium and lack of CXCR2 prevents neutrophil infiltration into tissues (Smith et al.,
2004). Human neutrophils also express CXCR1 (Kimura, 1999), a receptor similar to
CXCR2 in that both bind CXCL8 (IL-8) in humans and CXCL6, although CXCR2 also
binds CXCL1, 2, 3, 5 and 7.

Other types of receptor also mediate neutrophil chemotaxis such as the high affinity
Formyl Peptide Receptor (FPR), which recognises N-formyl-L-Methionyl-L-LeucylPhenylalanine (fMLP)(Selvatici et al., 2006). fMLP is thought to derive from bacterial
proteins and this exogenous chemoattractant provokes infiltration of neutrophils across this
gradient (Selvatici et al., 2006). LeukoTriene B4 (LTB4) is an inflammatory mediator
which also triggers chemotaxis through BLT1, its receptor (Kim and Luster, 2007). During
inflammation, eicosanoids are produced from phospholipids through the action of
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phospholipases, this produces arachidonic acid, from which prostaglandins and
leukotrienes arise. BLT1 is present on many leukocyte subsets such as granulocytes,
monocytes, T cells and B cells, the broad expression of this receptor indicates that the
function of this mediator is to attract many subsets of leukocytes to site of inflammation
simultaneously (Kim and Luster, 2007). Another proinflammatory mediator C5a, a protein
of the complement system, is found in a broad range of inflammatory situations and is a
potent chemoattractant for neutrophils and macrophages through the C5aR receptor (Monk
et al., 2007). This receptor may also trigger chemotaxis in other myeloid cells and
lymphocytes (Monk et al., 2007).

Chemokine receptors on eosinophils have been investigated as potential therapeutic targets
in diseases such as asthma. Asthma is characterised by eosinophil accumulation in airway
walls and the release of eosinophilic granules can cause tissue damage and exacerbate
disease pathology. Typically, eosinophils are described as expressing CCR1 and CCR3 and
respond strongly to CCL11 (Hoger et al., 1996). CCR1 expression is more variable than
that of CCR3 and its function on eosinophils has not been investigated as fully as CCR3
(Elsner et al., 2005). CCR3 is widely expressed on eosinophils and is a key regulator of
eosinophil trafficking into tissues during allergic inflammation, as such it is seen as a
potential therapeutic target in diseases such as athsma (Catley et al., 2011).

CCR7 and its ligands CCL21 and CCL19 are associated with homing to secondary
lymphoid organs. Naive T cells circulate between the blood, secondary lymphoid organs
and lymphatics in order to search for antigen. Both Naive T cells and DCs express CCR7
so these cell types co-localise in the paracortex of lymph nodes, allowing priming of T
cells (Moschovakis and Forster, 2012, Bromley et al., 2008). TFH cells downregulate CCR7
and upregulate CXCR5. CXCR5 is activated by the chemokine CXCL13 produced in B
cell follicles, and these cells then migrate to lymph node follicles rich in B cells in order to
support antibody production. CXCR5 is essential for the homing of naïve B cells to B cell
follicles, and plays a role in directing cell migration during the embryonic development of
lymph nodes and Peyer’s patches. The role of CXCR5 on CD3+ DN cells was discussed
in section 1.2.7. Immature DCs express surface CCR1 and CCR5 but these receptors are
downregulated following activation with a stimulus such as LPS and CCR7 is then
upregulated to promote migration to secondary lymphoid organs (Sallusto et al., 1998).
DCs constitutively migrate to draining lymph nodes via afferent lymphatics in order to
present antigens to maintain peripheral tolerance but during inflammation DCs rapidly
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mobilise to draining lymph nodes, and both processes are CCR7-mediated (Forster et al.,
2012). DC presentation of antigen in secondary lymphoid organs is responsible for
induction of tolerance and other immune responses and the orchestration of this process by
chemokines is key to its success.

After their generation from naïve T cells, effector T cells downregulate CCR7 and
upregulate pro-inflammatory chemokine receptors such as CCR5 and CXCR3 to allow
them to migrate to inflamed tissues to participate in clearance of pathogenic or damaged
cells (Nijkamp et al., 2011). Memory T cells can be divided by their expression of CCR7;
effector memory T cells have no expression of CCR7 and are able to circulate through
peripheral tissues and rapidly display their effector functions upon contact with an antigen,
whereas central memory T cells express CCR7 and traffic through lymphoid organs where
they can expand to produce a population of effector cells (Nijkamp et al., 2011). CXCR4 is
another receptor involved in the positioning of T cells in secondary lymphoid organs, its
ligand CXCL12 is expressed in T cell areas and germinal centres (Bromley et al., 2008).
Memory T cells may also carry receptors in order to allow them to home back to the site of
their activation. This has been demonstrated in the gut, a mucosal site where T cells
constantly come into contact with antigen and a site where tolerance to harmless antigens
is crucial. Antigen-specific Treg cells induced by repeated feeding of OVA to mice, in
addition to effector T cells induced after oral immunisation, home back to the small
intestine using CCR9 and the integrin complex α4β7 (Cassani et al., 2011).

The chemokine receptors expressed by effector T cells depend on the polarisation of the
cell. Th1 cells tend to express CCR5, CXCR3 and CXCR6, Th2 cells have a contrasting
profile of receptors such as CCR3, CCR4 and CCR8 and CCR6 is associated with Th17
cells (Bromley et al., 2008). A strong role for T cell migration in response to stimulation of
CCR5, CXCR3 and CXCR6 has been demonstrated in inflammation, including in synovial
fluid of patients with psoriatic and rheumatoid arthritis and samples from inflamed livers
(Kim et al., 2001, Cripps et al., 2012). As expected Th2 cells recruited to sites of allergy
express CCR3, CCR4 and CCR8 and these receptors have been proposed as targets for
drug development in order to reduce the recruitment of Th2 cells to allergic reactions
(Lloyd and Rankin, 2003). Chemokine mediated recruitment of T cells is crucial for them
to display their effector functions at the site of inflammation. The role of CCR2 on T cells
will be more fully discussed in section 1.2.12.
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Further complexity is encountered when NK and NKT cells are considered. Different NK
cell subsets respond to different chemokines. CXCR6 has been reported to be highly
expressed on both NK and NKT cells (Kim et al., 2001, Matloubian et al., 2000,
Berahovich et al., 2006). CXCR6 has been reported to be critical for survival and effector
function of memory NK cells during viral infection (Paust et al., 2010). In humans
CD16+CD56+ NK cells migrate in response to CX3CL1 and CXCL8 in vitro, whereas
around 10% of CD16- CD56+ NK cells migrate in response to CCL4 (Campbell et al.,
2001). In contrast, around 70% of NKT cells mobilised in response to CCL4 and a large
population also responded to CCL2 (Campbell et al., 2001). The same study confirmed
these findings by identifying the receptors expressed by these subtypes; CD16+CD56+ NK
cells expressed high levels of CX3CR1 with CXCR1, CXCR4 and some CXCR2, CD16CD56+ NK cells expressed high levels of CXCR3 and CXCR4 with varying levels of
CCR5 and CCR7, finally NKT cells expressed several receptors with high expression of
CCR5 and CXCR4, and varying levels of CCR1, CCR2, CCR6 and CXCR3 expression
(Campbell et al., 2001, Krackow, 1990). Interestingly, this study showed that only CD16CD56+ NK cells and NKT cells expressed CXCR6 (Steevels and Meyaard, 2011). These
data were somewhat supported by another study demonstrating expression of CXCR3 and
CXCR4 on both CD16+CD56+ and CD16-CD56+ cells, with varying levels of other
chemokine receptors including CXCR6 (Berahovich et al., 2006).

This brief discussion of chemokine receptor expression and function on specific leukocyte
subsets highlights the complexity of the signals involved in leukocyte migration.
Investigation of the chemokine receptor CCR2 forms a key part of this thesis and in the
next section, a fuller introduction to the function of this molecule will be given.

1.2.12. Role of CCR2 on leukocytes during inflammation.
CCR2, which is regarded as the key receptor involved in monocyte trafficking during
inflammation is likely to be of importance in leukocyte trafficking to post-partum
reproductive tissues. A few studies are presented in this section to give an insight into the
interplay of different cell types that may express this receptor. Various animal models of
inflammation have been studied to attempt to tease apart the role of CCR2 on leukocytes
but this section will focus specifically on monocytes and T cells. In the Collagen-Induced
Arthritis (CIA) model in mice, CCR2 blockade using anti-CCR2 antibodies during the
initiation phase provides some protection against disease, whereas blockade during the
maintenance phase causes aggravation of arthritis (Bruhl et al., 2004). The opposing
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effects were explained by the differing roles on monocytes and T cells, with blockade
during initiation affecting the migration of CCR2+ monocytes acting as APCs and
blockade during disease maintenance affecting migration of Tregs (Bruhl et al., 2004). On
human T cells, CCR2 is often co-expressed with CCR5 on highly differentiated effector
memory T cells, which produce a broad range of cytokines and have the ability to migrate
in response to several inflammatory chemokines (Zhang et al., 2010). CCR2 signals
preferentially on fully differentiated CD4+ T cells in assays of chemotaxis and Ca 2+ flux
(Rabin et al., 1999). The role of CCR2 on mononuclear cells has also been explored in
Experimental Autoimmune Encephalitis (EAE), a mouse model of multiple sclerosis.
Specific protocols vary, but mice are immunised with an antigen such as Myelin
Oligodendrocyte Glycoprotein (MOG) with an adjuvant like Complete Freund’s Adjuvant
(CFA), and this induces the process of EAE. Some studies have shown that CCR2 KO
mice are protected from developing EAE (Fife et al., 2000, Izikson et al., 2000). Whether
CCR2 is required on T cells in this model has been a subject for debate. Adoptive transfer
techniques have revealed that lack of disease has been shown not to be due to deletion of
CCR2 on T cells but due to lack of migration by infiltrating host mononuclear cells. For
example, CCR2 KO mice recipients of WT MOG35-55 specific CD4+ T cells are unable
to develop EAE, and showed no mononuclear cell infiltrate in their central nervous system
(Fife et al., 2000). These data suggest that CCR2 expression is not required on pathogenic
T cells but is required for inflammatory cell recruitment to the central nervous system, this
is consistent with data showing that CCR2 is required for the presence of monocytes in the
circulation (Serbina and Pamer, 2006). Lack of mononuclear cell infiltrate in CCR2 KO
mice has been confirmed, however MOG35-55-specific T cell proliferation and IFNγ
production are decreased in CCR2 null mice, which might suggest CCR2 deletion does
affect T cells (Izikson et al., 2000). These data demonstrate the difficulty in identifying
mechanisms for chemokine related processes and also how interdependent leukocyte
populations are.

The interplay between CCR2 driven monocyte accumulation and recruitment of T cells has
also been studied in models of infection. In a model of intravaginal Herpes simplex virus-2
infection, CCR2 KO mice were not able to control primary infection and exhibited an
almost complete lack of recruitment of monocytes to the genital mucosa (Iijima et al.,
2011). However, CD4 and CD8 T cell numbers were found to be comparable between WT
and CCR2 KO mice (Iijima et al., 2011). Lack of CCR2 resulted in reduced accumulation
of inflammatory monocyte derived APCs in the genital mucosa, and diminishing
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restimulation and cytokine production from CD4+ T cells. These studies demonstrate that
CCR2 not only acts on both monocytes and T cells but that monocytes and T cells act
interdependently in models of infection and inflammation.

1.2.13. Summary
This section has covered some of the relevant principles of leukocyte biology, including
their development, activation, migration and participation in inflammatory responses. A
particular focus has been placed on monocytes/macrophages and T cells, as investigation
of these populations forms the bulk of my thesis. I also described a subset of CD3+ cells,
known frequently in the literature as DN T cells. These cells have been shown to form a
large proportion of T cells in the female reproductive tract in NP mice, and in some
circumstances, in humans. This poorly defined population of cells is examined extensively
in my work. Finally, Chemokines play indispensible roles in constitutive homeostatic
leukocyte homing as well as inducible inflammatory migration of all leukocyte
populations. This project focuses on the role of CCR2 on leukocytes in the post-partum
period, and previous studies have shown that CCR2 is expressed on subsets of T cells as
well as monocytes and macrophages.
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1.3: The involvement of immune cells in the reproductive process
Some of the topics discussed above have begun to describe the overlap between
reproductive and immunological processes in humans and mice. This section will set out
the crossover between the sections, beginning with the role of leukocytes during the
menstrual cycle, pregnancy and the post-partum period. This will then be extended with a
discussion of how lactation may affect leukocytes in the post-partum period and a
summary of the influence of sex steroids on CCR2 binding chemokines. Finally, sex
differences in inflammation and a summary of leukocytes associated with the reproductive
tract will close the section. This section aims to explain the context for my work in the
post-partum period and to give an account of leukocyte functions at other inflammatory
time-points in the reproductive process.

1.3.1. Immune cells in human menstruation and the murine oestrous cycle.
Menstruation is an inflammatory process which requires extensive tissue remodelling
(Salamonsen, 1998). As discussed in section 1.1.1, during the first half of the menstrual
cycle, known as the proliferative phase, oestrogen is the dominant ovarian hormone and it
increases over this time. This stage of the cycle is characterised by regeneration of the
endometrium. During this phase few leukocytes are found in the tissue, though some
macrophages, mast cells and B cells are present (Thiruchelvam et al., 2013, Salamonsen
and Woolley, 1999). Following ovulation, oestrogen declines and progesterone dominates,
inducing the secretory phase, when more leukocytes enter the endometrium (Thiruchelvam
et al., 2013). One study measuring leukocytes in the human endometrium by flow
cytometry, showed a doubling of CD45+ leukocytes as a percentage of total cells, from
38.9% in the late proliferative phase to 79.1% in the late secretory phase (Flynn et al.,
2000). This dramatic increase is indicative of the preparation for menstruation, which is
considered to be an inflammatory event. Macrophages and uNK cells increase as a
percentage of endometrial cells during this stage (Kamat and Isaacson, 1987). In another
study, NK cells were found to be increased as a proportion of CD45+ cells and in absolute
numbers from the late proliferative to the late secretory phase (Flynn et al., 2000). CD3+
cells as a whole were found to be constant in terms of number throughout the cycle,
however CD8+ T cells decreased as a percentage of CD3+ cells from the late proliferative
to the late secretory phase and CD3+CD4-CD8- cells were increased over this period
(Flynn et al., 2000). CD8+ T cells were dominant in the endometrium, although a large
population of CD4+ T cells was also present throughout the cycle. An older study which
used chloroacetate esterase to stain granulocytes found that they were rarely present in the
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human endometrium in the proliferative phase but were more numerous in the midsecretory phase and most abundant in the menstrual phase (Poropatich et al., 1987),
showing that along with other leukocytes, granulocytes may play a significant role in tissue
remodelling.

One of the main ways in which leukocytes contribute to endometrial remodelling is
through the production of MMPs. MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-3, MMP-10 and MMP-11 are
all produced by the stroma, but MMP-9 is synthesised by neutrophils and macrophages
(Salamonsen and Woolley, 1999), as discussed above, these cells are most numerous in the
secretory phase before menstruation. The withdrawal of progesterone in the late secretory
phase has been implicated in the increased production of MMPs (Salamonsen et al., 1997),
but this is probably one of many factors involved in the release of these proteases.
Phagocytosis of endometrial debris and production of pro-inflammatory cytokines are also
key functions of leukocytes such as macrophages, which assist endometrial remodelling
(Croy et al., 2003).

Though mice do not exhibit menstruation they provide a useful model for examining
leukocytes in reproductive tissues. As discussed in section 1.1.4, human endometrial
stromal cells differentiate into decidual cells before implantation of the blastocyst, whereas
in mice, decidualisation occurs upon blastocyst contact. If implantation does not occur, this
specialised tissue must be cleared; in mice, because there is no decidualised tissue to be
shed, there is no menstruation. The oestrous cycle is described in section 1.1.2 and the
hormonal changes are similar to those in the menstrual cycle. As well as studying the
natural cycle present in mice, they have also been used in models of menstruation, where
the decidualisation and shedding process is mimicked. The first step in human
menstruation is the decline in progesterone and this is recreated in mice. The mouse model
was first proposed by Finn and Pope (Finn and Pope, 1984) who demonstrated that mice
could be ovariectomised and treated with oestrogen and progesterone, then receive an
intrauterine injection of oil to initiate decidualisation. Following this, progesterone is
removed, provoking endometrial breakdown modelling human menstruation. This has been
refined (Brasted et al., 2003) and used to probe the process of menstruation with greater
ease, without the need to acquire human samples. One study found that endometrial
leukocytes were increased in number within 12hrs of progesterone withdrawal and
appeared to continue to increase until the tissue is so fragmented that they can no longer be
supported (Brasted et al., 2003). Macrophages have been identified in areas of endometrial
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breakdown (Brasted et al., 2003) and neutrophils may play a key role in endometrial repair
as antibody depletion of neutrophils has been shown to result in delayed endometrial repair
following withdrawal of progesterone (Kaitu'u-Lino et al., 2007). Similarly, in another
study using flow cytometry, uterine granulocyte numbers identified as Gr1+F4/80- cells
peaked after 24hrs of progesterone withdrawal and are significantly reduced again at 72hrs
after progesterone withdrawal, the time-point when bleeding had stopped. It was also
shown that these cells formed the vast majority of CD45+ cells at 24hrs and 72hrs
(Menning et al., 2012). In the same study, Gr1-F4/80+ macrophages in the uterus were
found to be highest at the time of progesterone withdrawal and declined until 72hrs. These
cells formed the second largest CD45+ population following progesterone withdrawal
(Menning et al., 2012). CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells and CD19+ B cells were slightly
increased in number at the time of progesterone withdrawal but did not constitute a large
proportion of CD45+ cells in the uterine horn (Menning et al., 2012). Expression of several
genes encoding MMPs was increased dramatically following progesterone withdrawal,
with expression of MMP-1, MMP-3, MMP-9 and MMP-10 peaking at 24hrs following
removal of the progesterone-secreting implant, and MMP-2 and MMP-11 highest at 48hrs.
When the natural mouse oestrous cycle was studied, no obvious parallels with the human
menstrual cycle were found, presumably as menstruation is a far more destructive process.
However, macrophages, lymphocytes and granulocyte are present in the uterine horn of the
mouse at all stages of the oestrous cycle but changes in overall numbers do not appear to
correlate directly with the changes in oestrogen or progesterone levels (De and Wood,
1990, Wood et al., 2007, Kyaw et al., 1998). Though macrophage numbers do not change,
during diestrus macrophages are uniformly distributed in the endometrium and
myometrium, whereas during proestrus and oestrus macrophages are concentrated in the
subepithelial stroma (De and Wood, 1990, Wood et al., 2007). This may support a role for
macrophages in the remodelling of the endometrium as uterine thickness is lost following
the oestrous phase, reaching its minimum thickness in diestrus (Wood et al., 2007).

In summary, it appears that during the menstrual cycle, leukocytes are most abundant in
the secretory phase of the cycle and immediately before menstruation. This may be in
preparation for implantation as well as to drive endometrial breakdown if no pregnancy
occurs. The main leukocyte subsets associated with endometrial breakdown are
macrophages and neutrophils, and production of MMPs appears to be central to their
function during this time.
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1.3.2. Immune cells in implantation and early pregnancy.
As discussed in section 1.1.3, successful implantation is required for a sustained
pregnancy. Trophoblast invasion and development of the placenta require remodelling of
the endometrium, and leukocytes play a key role in this process. In preparation for
implantation in humans the endometrium undergoes decidualisation and the leukocyte
content of the decidua is distinct from that of the NP endometrium with over 70% of
leukocytes being uNK cells (Loke et al., 1995). Their phenotype is described as
CD56brightCD16-CD62L+ and they are at their highest in early pregnancy (Bulmer et al.,
2010, Croy et al., 2003). NK activity has also been associated with recurrent miscarriage.
Patients with high pre-conceptional NK activity experienced a much higher rate of
miscarriage than those with normal NK activity (Aoki et al., 1995). uNK cells initiate
spiral artery remodelling and are thought to promote implantation and maintain gestation
(Lash et al., 2010). NK cells (CD3-CD56+) decrease in peripheral blood during pregnancy,
perhaps suggesting recruitment from the blood to the decidua (Martinez-Garcia et al.,
2011). uNK cells might be expected to kill the invading trophoblasts that they contact:
however the Killer Inhibitory Receptors (KIRs) on uNK cells recognise the nonconventional Human Leukocyte Antigens (HLAs) trophoblasts express and NK cell
cytotoxicity is inhibited. An in vitro study showed that when decidual uNK cells were
cultured with K-562 cells expressing HLA-G, normally expressed by invasive trophoblasts,
cytokine production was suppressed, compared to uNK cells cultured with cells not
expressing HLA-G (Rieger et al., 2002). NKG2A, a Killer cell Inhibitory Receptor (KIR)
which engages HLA-G is upregulated when uNK cells are cultured with DCs. uNK cells
promote trophoblast invasion in a number of ways, including the secretion of proangiogenic factors such as Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) and Placental
Growth Factor (PGF)(Burke et al., 2010, Hanna et al., 2006). As well as trophoblasts and
decidual cells, uNK cells secrete MMPs, and have been found to secrete almost all known
MMPs during pregnancy, showing another likely role that these cells play during
remodelling (Anacker et al., 2011). Another major function of uNK cells is the modulation
of DC responses at the foetomaternal interface. NK cells are able to direct immature DC
lysis via signals received through the NKp30 receptor and to a lesser extent through the
NKp46 and NKG2D receptors (Ferlazzo et al., 2002). DCs have been described in the
decidua but their ability to stimulate T cell responses appears impaired (Laskarin et al.,
2007). Also, interaction with non-conventional HLA molecules on trophoblast cells may
also act to produce a tolerogenic DC response (Laskarin et al., 2007). DCs secrete
cytokines and in turn induce uNK proliferation. Trophoblasts express CD1d, the MHC-like
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receptor responsible for antigen presentation to iNKT cells (Boyson et al., 2002). In early
pregnancy, compared to peripheral blood, decidual iNKT cells are around 10 fold higher as
a proportion of CD3+ cells. Further to this, human decidual iNKT cells have been found to
exhibit a Th-1-like phenotype in vitro (Boyson et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.11. uNK interactions during early pregnancy.
(A) uNK cells promote trophoblast invasion through secretion of cytokines, MMPs and growth factors. (B)
uNK cells initiate spiral artery remodelling through secretion of cytokines, MMPs and growth factors. (C)
Interaction with HLA-G by KIRs such as NKG2A. (D) Cytokine crosstalk between DCs and uNK cells
promotes tolerogenic phenotypes in both cell types, for example DCs induce higher NKG2A expression on
uNK cells (Laskarin et al., 2007). (E) Potential for immature DC lysis by NK cells, mediated by NKp30.

Macrophages have also been observed at the site of implantation (Kabawat et al., 1985).
Although M1 and M2 types represent extreme ends of a continuum of macrophage
function, many have associated M2 macrophages with early pregnancy due to their role in
supporting angiogenesis and tissue remodelling (Jensen et al., 2012). M2 macrophages are
abundant at the foetomaternal interface and secrete immunosuppressive cytokines such as
IL-10 and TGF-β, promoting tolerance (Svensson et al., 2011, Nagamatsu and Schust,
2010). M2 macrophages appear to predominate during the first trimester of pregnancy
(Cupurdija et al., 2004), although the true phenotype of decidual macrophages has been a
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matter of debate. Some reports have shown that maternal decidual macrophages are more
diverse, rather than purely being M2 macrophages, indicating that remodelling in early
pregnancy requires a range of macrophage subtypes (Svensson et al., 2011, Houser et al.,
2011). In humans withdrawal of progesterone with RU486 during early pregnancy causes
an influx of CD68+ monocytes into decidual tissue from 12hrs after administration
(Critchley et al., 1996). In vitro studies have also shown that trophoblast cells induce the
migration of monocytes after 48hrs in a two chamber culture system (Fest et al., 2007).
This supports the idea that trophoblasts secrete chemotactic factors early in pregnancy to
recruit leukocytes that in turn can support the erosion of maternal tissues during
implanation.

As the conceptus is semi-allogeneic, maintenance of pregnancy requires evading the
maternal immunological defences. This requires a paradoxical approach to immunity, with
a balancing act between defence against pathogens and tolerance to the foetus. If infection
occurs, pre-term labour could be triggered and if paternal antigens are rejected the
pregnancy will be lost. Recurrent pregnancy loss is a devastating clinical condition and
women with this condition often have immune abnormalities (Lee et al., 2012). Different
subsets of regulatory T cells have been described as being involved in tolerance at the
foetomaternal interface and these cells are crucial for the maintenance of pregnancy in the
first trimester. Women with recurrent pregnancy loss have been reported to have an
increased percentage of Th17 cells compared to controls and a decreased percentage of
regulatory CD4+FoxP3+ T cells in their circulation (Lee et al., 2011b). This would suggest
these women had a less suppressive and more pathogenic response to implantation.
Interestingly, contact with seminal fluid induces an expansion of CD4+CD25+ T cells as a
percentage of CD4+ T cells in secondary lymphoid organs, compared to mice mated
without contact with semen (Robertson et al., 2009, Zenclussen et al., 2010). This indicates
an important tolerogenic mechanism provoked by paternal antigens begins even before
implantation.

A

study

examining

decidual

tissues

from

women

found

that

CD4+CD25brightFoxP3+ cells were localised at the foetomaternal interface and when
decidual or peripheral CD45+ cells were stimulated with umbilical cord cells from the
foetus, decidual CD4+CD25+ cells reduced their proliferation to a greater extent than
peripheral CD4+CD25+ cells (Tilburgs et al., 2008). As described throughout this section,
the leukocyte content of the decidua in early pregnancy is distinct from that in peripheral
blood. This is also supported by the fact that CD4+ T cells form ~38% of lymphocytes in
peripheral blood but in the decidua only ~6% of lymphocytes are CD4+ T cells (Sasaki et
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al., 2004). Of these CD4+ T cells, ~22% were of the CD4+CD25+ T cell phenotype in the
decidua, whereas in blood ~9% are CD4+CD25+ T cells (Sasaki et al., 2004). These early
pregnancy CD4+CD25+ T cells were co-cultured with CD4+CD25- T cells and APCs and
stimulated with anti-CD3 antibodies to induce proliferation of CD4+CD25- T cells, and
both peripheral and decidual CD4+CD25+ T cells suppressed proliferation in a dosedependent manner (Sasaki et al., 2004). Another study in humans found that CD4+CD25+
T cells were higher in terms of number in the first trimester decidua than in the blood
(Mjosberg et al., 2010). Impressively, in an adoptive transfer model, donor lymphocytes
were pooled and the CD25+ cells were depleted and injected into athymic nude mice to
produce mice lacking in CD4+CD25+ T cells (Aluvihare et al., 2004). This was found to
result in pregnancy failure in mice carrying semi-allogeneic foetuses, but not in those
carrying syngeneic pups (Aluvihare et al., 2004). Therapeutic interventions with these cells
have also been investigated in mice: the mating combination CBAxDBA/2 is particularly
abortion-prone and this high abortion rate has been successfully reduced with an infusion
of CD4+CD25+ T cells from BALB/c mated pregnant CBA mice into 0-2 gestational day
pregnant mice (Zenclussen et al., 2005).

Implantation and early pregnancy are fascinating from the point of view of paradoxical
immunity. The semi-allogeneic conceptus must be tolerated but invading pathogens must
be fought off in order to maintain the pregnancy. The early phase of implantation could be
seen as pro-inflammatory, as there is a release of MMPs and a recruitment of leukocytes.
However, given that the main leukocyte subsets associated with early pregnancy are uNK
cells, M2 macrophages and CD4+CD25+ T cells, the picture is clearly more complex than
this and a tolerogenic pro-remodelling state is achieved.

1.3.3. Immune cells in mid-late pregnancy.
Following the inflammatory implantation phase, there appears to be a quiescent phase
during the second trimester where tolerance to the foetus is maintained. It is technically
difficult to study this phase in humans so mouse studies have been invaluable in providing
an insight into uterine leukocyte populations.

In mice there is conflicting evidence about the macrophage populations in the uterine horn
during this phase of pregnancy. It was found that F4/80 expression, a marker expressed on
macrophages, was decreased on day 18 of pregnancy, compared with NP controls(Menzies
et al., 2012). This is contrary to older reports showing that high numbers of macrophages
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are detected using immunohistochemistry in the murine uterine horn, particularly during
late pregnancy but numbers appear to be elevated from as early as day 6 onwards (Kyaw et
al., 1998, De and Wood, 1991). A three-fold increase in the proportion of macrophages in
the uterine horn has been seen on pregnancy day 15 compared with the NP uterine horn
(Mackler et al., 1999). In both rats and humans inflammatory monocyte subsets are
decreased as a proportion of total monocytes in peripheral blood in the 2nd-3rd trimesters of
pregnancy versus NP, however total monocytes remain fairly constant as a proportion of
leukocytes throughout pregnancy (Melgert et al., 2012, Luppi et al., 2002a, Fernekorn et
al., 2007). Conversely, granulocytes increase as a proportion of leukocytes compared to NP
from 2nd trimester onwards (Luppi et al., 2002a, Luppi et al., 2002b, Fernekorn et al.,
2007). In mice, the endocytic activity of macrophages has been measured in the uterine
horn during pregnancy using an intravenous injection of horseradish peroxidise (Stewart
and Mitchell, 1992). Although most endocytic activity was observed by decidual cells
nearest to trophoblasts, CD11b+ cells thought to be macrophages also endocytosed
horseradish peroxidise in the myometrium (Stewart and Mitchell, 1992). Endocytic activity
was increased at gestational day 17, compared to gestational day 13, perhaps indicating
that pregnancy moves towards a more inflammatory state during the last trimester (Stewart
and Mitchell, 1992). This is supported by the idea that peripheral monocytes become
progressively activated in the second half of pregnancy, as they show increased expression
of CD11a, CD64 and CD54 (Luppi et al., 2002a). CD11a (LFA-1), an integrin, and its
glycoprotein ligand CD54 (ICAM-1) are involved in leukocyte adhesion and migration
from blood vessels and CD64 is an Fc receptor.

There are also systemic changes in T cell populations associated with pregnancy.
Immunohistochemical analysis of myometrial tissue from pregnant and NP women has
also revealed a difference in the T cell subsets present. The density of CD4+ cells is
increased in pregnant women compared to NP controls whereas density of CD8+ cells was
found not to be significantly different between the two groups (Ivanisevic et al., 2010).
Total blood lymphocytes progressively decrease during human pregnancy and have been
found to be significantly lower in all three trimesters of pregnancy compared with the
blood of NP women (Luppi et al., 2002a, Luppi et al., 2002b). T cells are comprised of
specialised subsets that also appear to change in proportion during the reproductive
process. In a small study of pregnant women, during the first half of pregnancy CD4+ T
cells predominate in the peripheral blood, whereas in the second half of pregnancy CD8+ T
cells are the main T cell population (Hoger et al., 1996).
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As CD4+CD25+ T cells appear to be so important in the maintenance of the foetus
throughout pregnancy, they have been the focus of many studies. In mice, CD4+CD25+ T
cells from mid-gestation pregnant mice have been shown to down-regulate CD4+ T cell
proliferation in response to paternal antigens, providing more evidence for a regulatory
function of these cells during pregnancy (Zhao et al., 2007). The percentage of
CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells increases with gestation in spleen, inguinal lymph nodes,
iliac lymph nodes and blood in mice (Aluvihare et al., 2004). This is contrary to reports
from humans (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2011, Godfrey et al., 1993) and mice (Zhao et al.,
2007) measuring CD4+CD25+ Tregs, showing that these cells decrease in the 2nd and 3rd
trimesters in the blood compared to the first. One report suggests that the increase in
CD4+CD25+ T cells as a proportion of CD4+ T cells in spleen and non-draining lymph
nodes is seen in allogeneically but not syngeneically mated mice (Zhao et al., 2007). The
proliferation of these cells in various tissues indicates that this important facet of tolerance
is systemic and not an effect local to the uterus. CD4+CD25+ T cells make up a higher
percentage of T cells in the blood, spleen and lymph nodes of pregnant mice carrying semiallogeneic foetuses compared to those with syngeneic pups (Zhao et al., 2007).

During gestation it appears that uterine leukocytes reflect a move towards a more proinflammatory state towards the end of pregnancy. Although numbers of uNK cells reduce
during pregnancy, CD4+CD25+ T cells continue to be of importance. Though conflicting
data exist as to the presence of macrophages, other myeloid cells such as granulocytes
increase towards the end of pregnancy and peripheral monocytes appear to become
activated to a greater degree, which may indicate a preparation for labour at term.

1.3.4. Immune cells in labouring females.
In the uterus during the final phase of pregnancy there is a more inflammatory environment
than is seen during mid pregnancy. A study from our group used expression of the gene
encoding F4/80 to indicate that macrophages in the uterine horn are significantly increased
in labour compared with day 18 of pregnancy in WT mice (Menzies, 2010, Menzies et al.,
2012). In humans, CD68+ macrophages increase dramatically in both the upper and lower
segments in the myometrium at term during labour compared to before labour (Thomson et
al., 1999). This study also showed that in sections of myometrium, neutrophils (identified
by neutrophil elastase) increased dramatically in labour, compared with non-labouring
term samples (Thomson et al., 1999). Interestingly, when the decidua was studied, no
increase in CD45+ cells, CD68+ macrophages or neutrophils was seen in labour (Osman et
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al., 2003), compared to non-labouring women, suggesting that the inflammatory influx is
restricted to the contracting myometrium. A recent study using flow cytometry found that
leukocytes were increased in density in the term decidua regardless of the presence of
labour, compared to pre-term samples where infection was not a factor in delivery
(Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013). This study found that monocytes, as a proportion of CD45+
cells, increased in the decidua at term compared to pre-term, whereas granulocytes were
decreased as a proportion of CD45+ cells at term compared to pre-term, and were further
reduced in term labouring samples (Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013).

In humans, CD3+ T cells increase dramatically in the lower segment of the myometrium
during labour, compared to before labour (Thomson et al., 1999). In the decidua, results
are mixed as in one study, CD3+ T cells remain constant through all three trimesters in the
decidua (Williams et al., 2009), whereas in another there does appear to be an increase in
decidual CD3+ T cells between the first and third trimesters (Haller et al., 1993). This
result is supported by a recent study which found that CD3+ T cells are dramatically higher
as a proportion of CD45+ cells in term, compared to deciduas from pre-term women
(Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013). Even more strikingly, there is a further increase in CD3+ cells
in labouring samples, which revealed that CD3+ T cells constitute over 50% of leukocytes
in labour (Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013). This study went on to review the T cell subsets with
the CD3+ gate and found that in pre-term decidual samples CD3+CD4-CD8- constituted
nearly 90% of CD3+ cells and only a small proportion of CD3+ cells were CD4+ and
CD8+. In non-labouring term decidual samples CD4+ T cells dominated, making up nearly
70% of CD3+ cells, ~25% were CD8+ T cells, with the remainder being CD3+CD4-CD8(Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013). Finally, in term labouring samples ~50% of CD3+ cells are
CD4+, with around 20% CD8+ T cells and nearly 30% being CD3+CD4-CD8- (GomezLopez et al., 2013). In this study they found that some CD3+CD4-CD8- cells in the
decidua expressed CD45RO and the study proposed that these cells were memory-like DN
T cells. Another study in humans found that, as a proportion of CD3+ cells, around 30%
were CD3+CD4-CD8- immediately post-partum in the deciduas of women with a
completed normal term pregnancy (Tilburgs et al., 2009). Although around 40-50% of
these cells were found to express TCR-γδ, many also expressed antigens associated with
NK/NKT cells such as CD56, KIRs and CD94, the receptor which recognises HLA-E,
indicating many of these cells may be NKT cells (Tilburgs et al., 2009).
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In mice, activated T cells (defined as CD3+CD69+) are increased in the decidua in LPSinduced pre-term birth, compared to decidual tissue from normal deliveries (Li et al.,
2012). LPS-induced pre-term birth is a mouse model that attempts to mirror some of the
aspects of pre-term birth following bacterial infection. The number of T cells in the lymph
nodes draining the uterus (the para-aortic lymph nodes (PALN)) is constant during
pregnancy in syngeneically mated mice (CBAxCBA), with a small dip in percentage and
then a subsequent rise at day 19 of pregnancy. This also seems to be echoed in the skindraining brachial lymph nodes (Carter et al., 1983). This study also showed a massive
increase in B cells in the PALN. Allogeneically mated mice (CBAxC57) showed constant
levels of T cells in the PALN until around day 15 when a large fall in percentage was seen,
which continued to day 19 of pregnancy. This was a local fall because this was not as
exaggerated in the brachial nodes (Carter et al., 1983). This might indicate a systemic
response in syngeneically, but not allogeneically, mated mice. This was confirmed in a
separate study, showing a similar time-course over pregnancy and finding that in
allogeneically mated mice, changes in T cell populations appeared not to be systemic
(Newport and Carter, 1983).

When comparing CD56+ NK cells across the three trimesters, several studies have
described a fall in decidual uNK cells in the third trimester (Williams et al., 2009, Haller et
al., 1993). Though many uNK cells die in situ, the remainder appear to be shed with the
placenta (Delgado et al., 1996). Activated NK cells identified as DX5+CD69+ are
increased in the decidua following LPS-induced pre-term birth in mice, compared to the
decidua from a normal delivery (Kaitu'u-Lino et al., 2007). Interestingly, when NKT cells
are considered, there seems to be an increase in decidual CD3+CD161+ NKT cells in the
third, compared to the first, trimester (Williams et al., 2009). There may be a role for iNKT
cells in inflammation induced pre-term birth. When LPS is administered intraperitoneally
on gestational day 15, Jα18 KO mice, which lack iNKT cells, were partially protected from
pre-term birth, exhibiting a reduced pre-term birth delivery rate and a decreased pup
mortality rate (Li et al., 2012). When cultured, Jα18 KO decidual cells showed reduced
IFNγ and IL-12 in their supernatant (Li et al., 2012), supporting another study suggesting
that decidual iNKT cells can be Th-1 skewed and participate in pregnancy loss (Boyson et
al., 2008, Ito et al., 2000).
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Table 1.2. Leukocytes in the uterus during labour.
It appears that the main site of inflammation in the uterus is the myometrium, which displays increases in
macrophages, neutrophils and T cells. Though CD45+ cells increase in the decidua at term, this does not
seem to be specific to labour. T cells in the decidua are increased with term and labour, attributed to CD4+ T
cells and CD3+CD4-CD8- cells. Decidual uNK cells are shed with normal term labour, however there may
be a role for activated NK and NKT cells in inflammation-driven labour.

Several studies have attempted to find the cellular components involved in cervical
ripening. In humans, one study showed a large increase in CD68+ macrophages and
neutrophil elastase-positive neutrophils in the cervix of labouring women, compared to
non-labouring subjects at term (Zenclussen et al., 2005). However, a similar study found
no difference in CD11b/CD18+ macrophages or neutrophils identified by the MCA 149
antibody between labouring and non-labouring cervix (Bokstrom et al., 1997). Since this
study was completed, more selective markers are now available and newer studies may be
more reliable, especially if a technique such as flow cytometry is used.

Mouse studies have reported conflicting results on the proportions of macrophages found
in the cervix at term. One study using histology observed an increase in F4/80+
macrophages between day 15 and day 18 (Mackler et al., 1999), however another found
that F4/80+ macrophages remained constant between days 15 and 18.75 (Timmons and
Mahendroo, 2006). However this has since been confirmed as macrophages were measured
by flow cytometry and they remained constant as a percentage of live cells from the cervix
between day 15 and day 18.75 of gestation (Timmons et al., 2009). There is also a dramatic
increase in expression of Ym1, a gene associated with an eosinophil chemoattractant
released by alternatively activated macrophages during cervical ripening (Holt et al.,
2011).
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Neutrophils have often been implicated in cervical ripening. However evidence from
mouse models has disputed this (Timmons et al., 2009, Timmons and Mahendroo, 2006).
One study using cytospin preparations found that the number of cervical neutrophils
between day 15 and day 18.75 of pregnancy remained constant, as did the number of
eosinophils (Timmons and Mahendroo, 2006). When the cervix was examined using flow
cytometry, neutrophils increase significantly as a percentage of cervical cells 2-4hrs postpartum, compared to day 15 of pregnancy (Timmons et al., 2009). In the same study,
monocytes were elevated as a percentage of cervical cells from day 18.75 and remained as
such during labour and 2-4hrs post-partum. Eosinophils also peaked during labour,
suggesting that there is a large infiltration of these cells before neutrophils reach the cervix
(Timmons et al., 2009). Further to this, MPO, the neutrophil-generated enzyme postulated
to produce ROS during cervical ripening, was not found to be active in the cervix of
pregnant mice (Timmons and Mahendroo, 2006). These data potentially indicate that
neutrophils are not required for the process of cervical ripening and that this role may be
fulfilled by monocytes, perhaps with some contribution by eosinophils.

One study in mice compared different forms of pre-term birth and found that the
percentages of monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils and eosinophils in the cervix were
dependent on the method used to induce labour (Holt et al., 2011). When progesterone is
withdrawn using the antagonist RU486, monocytes and eosinophils increased significantly
in the cervix, whereas in LPS-induced labour neutrophils were the cell type that was
increased significantly compared with gestational day 15 (Holt et al., 2011). One model of
pre-term labour involves treating NP mice with implants releasing estradiol and
progesterone for 17 days to mimic the hormonal conditions of pregnancy. The capsule
releasing progesterone is then removed, producing a fall in progesterone similar to that
preceding labour in the mouse. Using this model, there was a significant increase in both
F4/80+ macrophages and Ly6B(7/4)+ neutrophils in the cervix on days 18 and 19 of
treatment in the group which had undergone removal of progesterone (Yellon et al.,
2009a). This method has been used by several investigators, and a role for neutrophils in
inflammation-driven pre-term birth is supported. After intrauterine LPS administration,
histology has shown that Ly6B+ neutrophils are greatly increased in density in the murine
cervix (Yellon et al., 2009b). This is supported by a study that found an infiltration of
F4/80+ macrophages and Gr1+ neutrophils into the cervix in LPS which induced preterm
delivery, but not in normal term delivery (Gonzalez et al., 2011).
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Table 1.3. Leukocytes involved in cervical ripening.
The cells involved in cervical ripening are dependent on how labour is initiated. In term labour, neutrophils
and macrophages appear to remain constant in the cervix, though macrophages may skew towards an M2
phenotype. It seems that monocytes and eosinophils are the cells that increase in the cervix during term
labour and labour induced by progesterone antagonism. Inflammation-induced cervical ripening appears to
result in a strong increase in the numbers of neutrophils.

1.3.5. Immune cells in post-partum females.
The contribution of macrophages to post-partum tissue remodelling remains a subject for
debate. An influx of monocytes and monocyte-derived macrophages into the uterine horn
in the post-partum period would suggest a vital role in the remodelling process after birth,
but few studies have examined the presence of leukocyte subsets in the uterine horn or
cervix at more than one time-point post-partum and those that have lacked the most current
methods, such as flow cytometry. A study in mice from 1992 used CD11b/CD18 (Mac-1)
to identify macrophages and neutrophils, and suggested that the uterine epithelium is
repaired by 4DPP. They found that neither macrophages nor neutrophils were involved in
endocytosing debris or repair of the uterus as very few had internalised HorseRadish
Peroxidase (HRP), which had been injected intravenously to model the capacity of the cells
to take up debris (Stewart and Mitchell, 1992). These findings were contradicted two years
later using F4/80, a more selective macrophage marker than CD11b/CD18 (Brandon,
1994). The endometrium and myometrium were found to contain large numbers of F4/80+
cells at post-partum time-points between 1 day and 3 months, with numbers particularly
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high at earlier time points (Brandon, 1994). Another histological study in mice normalised
F4/80+ macrophages to NP levels and found they were significantly increased in the
uterine horn at 1DPP, compared with NP controls. However in the cervix macrophages
were decreased compared to immediately post-partum, perhaps suggesting that
macrophages are involved in cervical ripening and not repair (Mackler et al., 1999).
Another recent study in rats using flow cytometry showed macrophages to be significantly
decreased as a percentage of CD45+ cells at 2-6hrs post-partum in the myometrium,
compared with gestational day 18 and labour (Shynlova et al., 2012). In the same study,
monocytes and neutrophils were found to be significantly increased in proportion at 2-6hrs
post-partum compared to gestational days 15 and 18 in the myometrium (Shynlova et al.,
2012). Neutrophils have also been found to increase in the cervix from labour to 2-4hrs
post-partum (Timmons et al., 2009). However, a different study looking at cell morphology
in cervical cytospin preparations found no real change in neutrophils comparing 18.75 of
pregnancy to 2-4hrs post-partum.

However, at 2-4hrs post-partum, eosinophils were

significantly increased in number compared with gestational day 18.75 (Timmons and
Mahendroo, 2006). This contradicts another study that reported that Siglec-F+ eosinophils
were at their highest in the cervix during labour and appear to decrease at 2-4hrs postpartum (Timmons et al., 2009).

One particular feature of post-partum repair of the uterus is the presence of detachment
sites. Detachment sites have been observed in many mammalian species including rabbit
(Bull, 1949), dog (Orfanou et al., 2009), hamster (Orsini, 1957), bank vole (NerquayeTetteh and Clarke, 1990) and mouse (Brandon, 1994). The detachment wound appears to
correspond with the site of implantation and is where the terminal arteries fed the placenta
(Brandon, 1994, Orsini, 1957). The detachment site in the mouse has been described to
remain for as long as three months and to not overlap with detachment sites from
subsequent pregnancies (Brandon, 1994). However, in the bank vole, old detachment sites
have been observed to overlap with fresh sites after multiple pregnancies, suggesting that
detachment sites may only prevent implantation in recently used sites on the uterine horn
(Nerquaye-Tetteh and Clarke, 1990). Another functional role of detachment sites may be to
promote spacing of implanting blastocysts along the length of the uterine horn, as
decidualisation seems not to occur in areas with detachment sites, leading to evenly spaced
decidualised areas suitable for implantation (Brandon, 1990). In mice, the detachment
wound has been described with large numbers of F4/80+ cells at 2DPP and 3DPP and
these decline as the detachment wound heals (Brandon, 1994). These wounds become
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structures called post-partum nodules by 5DPP, which diminish in size over time but
persist until at least 3 months post-partum. Nodules appear to consist primarily of
macrophages, and although F4/80 staining decreases over time, these data provided
tentative evidence that macrophages may be the primary cell type involved in the repair of
the detachment site (Brandon, 1994).

Very little data are available on the behaviour of T cells in the post-partum period,
however available data suggest that, as with labour, there seems to be a T cell response in
secondary lymphoid organs in the post-partum period. Two studies have found in mice
mated syngeneically (CBAxCBA) the percentage of total cells which were T cells
increased in both the PALN and brachial lymph nodes during the post-partum period
(Carter et al., 1983, Newport and Carter, 1983). In allogeneically mated mice (CBAxC57),
T cells remained fairly constant in both the PALN and brachial nodes between around 26DPP, perhaps suggesting that T cells are not involved in the resolution of inflammation in
the post-partum period in allogeneically mated mice. This might indicate that in
allogeneically mated mice, cells such as Tregs achieve a greater degree of systemic
tolerance to the foetus. In cows, a decrease in percentage of T cells in peripheral blood
mononuclear cells is observed during pregnancy, which is then followed by a subsequent
increase in the proportion of T cells in the post-partum period (Kimura, 1999).

It is generally accepted that uNK cells are not a feature of the post-partum uterus (Delgado
et al., 1996, Kokubu et al., 2005).

Not only are very few uNK cells found in the

endometrium and myometrium at 1-9DPP in mice, these cells were not involved in
endocytosis as indicated by their inability to internalise previously-injected HRP (Stewart
and Mitchell, 1992).

In the post-partum period macrophages appear to be increased in the endometrium and
myometrium in the early post-partum period and particularly concentrated in detachment
sites. Monocytes and neutrophils are also increased in the early post-partum period in the
uterus. In the cervix, early in the post-partum period macrophages seem to be decreased
and whereas reports on granulocytes are conflicting. The role of T cells in the post-partum
period is not well defined and needs closer study. The difficulty in analysing these studies
and others during the reproductive process is the variation in the markers used, and the few
time-points that have been examined. This emphasises the need for investigation of
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leukocytes in the post-partum period, using up to date techniques, comparing several cell
types, and analysing at more than one post-partum time-point.

1.3.6. The effect of lactation on immune cells in post-partum females.
In humans prolactin increases during pregnancy, along with estradiol and progesterone
(Martinez-Garcia et al., 2011, Hill et al., 1999). Prolactin is also secreted by decidual cells
and has been implicated as a factor in implantation (Dunn et al., 2003). Prolactin levels in
the blood of mice that retain their litters are significantly higher compared to NP control
animals and mice which have had their litters removed. This suggests that lactation
produces a hormonal state which is distinct from post-partum mice without pups (Ratkay et
al., 2000). In humans, prolactin falls after birth as the placenta, which stimulates the
production of prolactin is removed, and only if suckling by the infant occurs, does
prolactin subsequently rise due to the release of oxytocin (Hill et al., 1999). Lactation and
prolactin are associated with many autoimmune conditions including rheumatoid arthritis
and can act to produce a post-partum flare in these conditions (Shelly et al., 2012).

Prolactin is especially important in the development of T cells in the thymus. Prolactin
receptor is highly expressed on thymocytes in mice and rats, as well as cells in the BM and
spleen (Gagnerault et al., 1993). In the spleen, macrophages express high levels of
prolactin receptor (Gagnerault et al., 1993). In the same study, CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T
cells in the spleen expressed low levels of prolactin receptor, though prolactin receptor
expression by CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells in culture increased when cells were
stimulated with Con A (Gagnerault et al., 1993). Prolactin induces CD25 expression on
DN thymocytes, allowing them to mature further (Carreno et al., 2005). In culture, when
young rat thymocytes are treated with prolactin, addition of the hormone negatively
regulates the proportion of DN T cells (Carreno et al., 2005). Increasing concentrations of
prolactin reduce the proportion of DN T cells, whereas antibodies against prolactin or
prolactin receptor increase the proportion of DN thymocytes in culture (Carreno et al.,
2005). Interestingly, if CD25 is blocked but prolactin is added, the proportion of DN T
cells increases because IL2-induced maturation cannot occur, showing that prolactin is
upstream of CD25 (Carreno et al., 2005). Conversely, if prolactin receptor is blocked but
IL-2 is added, the DN T cell proportion decreases because the signal to mature is
downstream of the block of prolactin receptor (Carreno et al., 2005). IL-2 production by T
cells in culture has been shown to be markedly reduced on addition of prolactin (ChavezRueda et al., 2005). DN T cells have not been studied directly in lactating and non88

lactating mice in the post-partum period but as many as a third of CD3+ T cells are not
described as CD4+ T cells or CD8+ T cells in the spleens of lactating mice in a range of
strains (Wei et al., 2011). This may indicate a reservoir of CD3+ DN cells in the spleen
during the post-partum period.

1.3.7. Hormonal control of chemokines.
This section highlights the effects of hormones and the reproductive process on CCR2 and
its ligands, as these molecules form part of my investigations. The role of oestrogen,
progesterone and prolactin in the regulation of chemokines may reveal a link between the
hormonal environment and leukocyte homing to gestational tissues. In this project various
reproductive states are investigated, which will be influenced by the differing hormonal
environment. Previous studies into the effects of hormones on chemokines indicate that sex
steroids will impact the production of chemokines in both reproductive and peripheral
tissues.

CCL2 was not detected in the uteri of ovariectomised mice but was increased in response
to treatment with both progesterone and oestrogen (Wood et al., 1999). Circulating CCL3
is increased in post-menopausal women compared to pre-menopausal women, but CCL2 is
not significantly changed (Abu-Taha et al., 2009). This finding is extended in mice by
using ovariectomy as a model for menopause.

Performing ovariectomy increases

circulating CCL2 and CCL3 and this can be reversed by treating ovariectomised mice with
estradiol (Abu-Taha et al., 2009). CCL2 production by LPS-stimulated macrophages has
been shown to be suppressed by estradiol (Frazier-Jessen and Kovacs, 1995, Osman et al.,
2003). When splenocytes were taken from oestrogen-treated or placebo-treated animals
and stimulated with Con A, the amount of CCL2 protein in the supernatant increased over
3 fold in the oestrogen-treated group compared to the placebo-treated mice, an effect which
was further enhanced when IFNγ was also included in the culture (Lengi et al., 2007).

In humans, estradiol peaks just before ovulation, whereas progesterone peaks towards the
end of the cycle, its withdrawal triggering menses (Greenstein and Wood, 2006). In the
human endometrium, CCL2 is high during the proliferative phase and low during the
secretory phase (Jones et al., 1997). In humans CCL7 mRNA is at its highest during the
early and mid secretory phases (Jones et al., 2004). As discussed in section 1.3.1.,
menstruation can be modelled in mice by treating with estradiol and progesterone,
provoking decidualisation with an intrauterine injection of oil and removing the
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progesterone implant (Menning et al., 2012). CCR2 mRNA increases following
progesterone withdrawal, peaking at 48hrs after the implant is removed. Expression of
CCL2 and CCL3 both peak at 24hrs post-withdrawal and mRNA levels then drop
significantly (Menning et al., 2012).

In pregnancy, estradiol and progesterone increase during the second half of pregnancy and
fall after parturition (Greenstein and Wood, 2006). Previous studies have also shown that
CCL2 mRNA is present in the uterine horn during pregnancy in the mouse and the
presence of this chemokine at day 18 has been confirmed by experiments in our lab
(Menzies et al., 2012, Wood et al., 1999, Kyaw et al., 1998). CCL2 was expressed
throughout pregnancy with peaks after mating, at implantation, and during the second half
of pregnancy (Wood et al., 1999). Results from our lab have shown that the receptor CCR2
and both CCL2 and CCL3 were increased during labour compared to gestational day 18
(Menzies et al., 2012). CCL2 mRNA is higher in the myometrium and gestational
membranes of labouring women compared to pregnant quiescent subjects (Esplin et al.,
2005). Due to its high expression during labour, CCL2 has been suggested as a target for
therapeutic intervention for pre-term labour (Shynlova et al., 2008). It is not surprising that
CCL2 is found to be expressed in reproductive tissues at major inflammatory time-points
such as implantation, the end of pregnancy, and labour.

Estradiol and progesterone inhibit milk production by suppressing prolactin receptor
expression, and although prolactin initially falls after birth, its release is promoted by the
suckling reflex and increases during the early post-partum period (Greenstein and Wood,
2006). Regression analysis in mice has shown CCL3, but not CCL2, protein in plasma
predicts lactation performance, suggesting a possible interplay between hormones and
circulating chemokines in the post-partum period (Wei et al., 2011). In rats, prolactin has
been shown to cause regression of the corpus luteum by induction of CCL2 in the corpus
luteum, followed by an infiltration of monocytes/macrophages into this body of cells
(Bowen et al., 1996).

Levels of CCR2-binding chemokines in the post-partum period are of special interest
throughout the project. In mice, CCL3 and CCL2 protein has been found to be increased at
2-6hrs post-partum in murine myometrium, compared with gestational day 15 in normal
term birth (Shynlova et al., 2012). A study in rats charts mRNA and protein levels of
CCL2 in the myometrium throughout pregnancy, continuing up until 4DPP, with both
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measures being at their highest towards labour and dropping off sharply at 1DPP and 4DPP
(Shynlova et al., 2008). In mice, CCL2 protein in the cervix measured by ELISA was
demonstrated to be significantly increased at 2-4hrs post-partum compared to gestational
days 15 and 18.75 (Timmons and Mahendroo, 2006).

In summary, although circulating CCL2 and CCL3 appear to increase following
ovariectomy, when mice are treated with oestrogen and progesterone CCL2 is increased,
indicating that the effect of these hormones on chemokine production differs in
reproductive tissues. This relationship is supported by observations that during the
proliferative phase, when oestrogen dominates, CCL2 expression is high in the uterus. A
key observation is that CCL2 expression peaks in the uterus during menstruation,
implantation, the end of pregnancy, labour and the early post-partum period, linking the
major inflammatory events in the uterus with CCL2 induction.

1.3.8. Sex differences in inflammation.
As discussed above, hormones can have striking effects on the immune system, and sex
differences form another dimension of this issue. Sex differences in immune-driven
diseases have been well documented. Gene expression of IFNγ is increased and IL-4 is
decreased in the spleens of females, compared with males (De Leon-Nava et al., 2009). In
the same study macrophages identified by flow cytometry were also decreased in female
spleens, compared with males (De Leon-Nava et al., 2009). In a different study, twice as
much IFNγ was produced by female cultured splenocytes, compared to males, and in
females plasma estradiol levels were found to correlate with splenocyte IFNγ production
(Aloisi et al., 2001). These data suggest that there are sex differences in spleen
composition but also in the cytokine milieu. In other compartments, such as the peritoneal
cavity, F4/80+ cells, CD3+ cells and CD19+ cells were all increased in numbers in females
compared to males (Scotland et al., 2011). Expression of CCR2 and CX3CR1 has been
found to be sex-specific in the peritoneal cavity. Resident peritoneal cells displayed
increased CCR2 gene expression in females compared to males, however CX3CR1 is more
highly expressed in males than females in peritoneal cells (Scotland et al., 2011). Sex
differences in populations of T cells have also been observed; pertinent to this project, DN
T cells have been found to constitute a significantly higher percentage of CD3+ T cells in
male blood compared to females in Rhesus macaques (Qiu et al., 2008). These cellular and
molecular differences between males and females may give some insight into why female
inflammatory responses are often seen as exaggerated, compared to males.
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A wide range of inflammatory diseases display sex differences, including asthma (Melgert
et al., 2010, Melgert and Postma, 2009), rheumatoid arthritis (Linos et al., 1980, van
Vollenhoven, 2009), SLE (Weckerle and Niewold, 2011, Petri, 2002) and multiple
sclerosis (Ramagopalan et al., 2010, Greer and McCombe, 2011), which all show increased
prevalence and severity in female patients. Though this sex difference is undoubtedly due
to myriad environmental factors, sex steroids have often been the focus of research into
this phenomenon.

1.3.9. Leukocytes in male reproductive tissues.
Male reproductive tissues have not been examined in detail for their leukocyte content, and
they have often been regarded as an immune privileged environment (Witkin et al., 1996).
The main APC in the human penile urethral epithelium is the macrophage, and large
numbers of CD8+ T cells and CD4+ T cells have also been recorded (Anderson et al.,
2011). In the mouse epididymis, macrophages are reported to be the largest APC subset
present, and though T cells have been identified, only very few cells of a CD4+ or CD8+
phenotype were found (Nashan et al., 1989). After vasectomy, large increases in
macrophages and T cells have been noted in the epididymis (Nashan et al., 1990). Sections
stained with haematoxylin and eosin have also been used to confirm that the rat vas
deferens contains an increased number of leukocytes following vasectomy, compared with
the vas deferens of non-vasectomised rats (Lavers et al., 2006). However, despite these
observations, very little data exists on the cellular components of the epididymis and other
sections of the male reproductive tract, especially using techniques such as flow cytometry.
To my knowledge, no direct comparison of leukocytes in male and female reproductive
tissues has been performed, and this is an area that merits further attention.
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1.4. Summary and aims
Labour is seen as an inflammatory event. However, this inflammation may be generated as
a means of repairing the female reproductive tract after parturition. One of the key
objectives of my thesis was to analyse the leukocyte populations in reproductive and
peripheral tissues in post-partum female mice, and compare this to NP mice. Myeloid cells
and T cells were the leukocyte populations of principal interest and hormonal influences
were also examined. The preceding Introduction aimed to give a background to these
elements of research, and to clearly mark out the need for investigation in these areas of
reproductive immunology. In addition, due to the chemokine receptor focus of one of the
research labs where I undertook my studies, I was interested in the expression and function
of CCR2 during leukocyte migration into reproductive tissues, particularly during the postpartum tissue remodelling period. This was based on the known key role that CCR2 plays
in regulating monocyte trafficking but also on interesting anecdotal observations made by
technical staff at our animal facility. Their experience was that although CCR2 KO female
mice could deliver initial pregnancies satisfactorily, subsequent pregnancies were
challenging for these animals and pups were regularly found dead or assistance had to be
given to the animals during labour. This led to speculation that CCR2 may play a role in
the successful remodelling of female reproductive tissues after the primary pregnancy that
might be compromised by CCR2 loss. Effective healing of reproductive tissues following
parturition or miscarriage is incredibly important for continued reproductive health, but it
is startling that such little work has been completed with a focus on the post-partum
cellular infiltrate.

This project aimed to catalogue the leukocytes in reproductive and specific peripheral
tissues before and after pregnancy and to characterise their surface phenotype. Throughout
this project particular emphasis was placed on the role of CCR2 and its chemokine ligands.
Chapter 3 deals specifically with myeloid cells, namely monocytes, macrophages,
eosinophils and neutrophils, and examines the role that CCR2 plays on these cells in NP
and post-partum females.

Technically challenging flow cytometry techniques were

developed to allow the successful completion of this study, and these techniques were
invaluable for subsequent work. Chapter 4 aimed to characterise the CD3+ cell populations
present in reproductive tissues and other organs in NP and post-partum mice, including
CD3+CD4+ T cells, CD3+CD8+ T cells and CD3+ DN cells. CCR2 expression was also
explored on these cells, and the importance of CCR2 in the trafficking of these cells
specifically examined. Chapter 5 aimed to develop the study of CD3+ DN cells, by
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defining the cellular constituents of this population using a further panel of discrimatory
cell surface markers. This work was restricted to NP and 1DPP females. Chapter 6 aimed
to address the role of hormones in regulating these cells, specifically addressing the effect
of lactation and sex differences in leukocyte populations.

The major hypotheses for Chapter 3 were:


There is a large influx of myeloid cells, particularly monocytes/macrophages
present at 1DPP in reproductive tissues, compared to NP animals.



This inflammatory infiltrate is cleared by 7DPP.



CCR2 plays a key role in the recruitment of these cells.



Reproductive tissues and peripheral tissues differ in their myeloid cell composition.

The findings in Chapter 3 were built on in Chapter 4, where the following hypotheses were
examined:


CD3+ cells constitute a major leukocyte population in post-partum reproductive
tissues.



CCR2 is active on these cells.



CCR2 plays a role in the recruitment of these cells.



Reproductive tissues and peripheral tissues differ in their CD3+ cell composition.

Chapter 5 describes work phenotyping CD3+ DN cells in female reproductive tissues and
elsewhere and investigates the following hypotheses:


CD3+ DN cells are a mixed population of cells that includes a subpopulation of
NKT cells.



The majority of CD3+ DN cells express a TCR on their surface.



The cellular composition of the CD3+ DN population differs between NP and
1DPP animals.



There is a distinct population of CD3+ DN cells that dominates in reproductive
tissues.

Finally Chapter 6 addresses hypotheses relating to the effect of hormones and sex on these
leukocytes, specifically:
 Monocyte populations differ between males and females.
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 CD3+ DN cell populations display sex differences in reproductive and peripheral
tissues.
 Lactation affects CD3+ cell populations in post-partum mice.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
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2.1. Mice
C57Bl/6 mice and CCR2 KO mice on a C57Bl/6 background were bred and maintained
under specific pathogen free (SPF) conditions in the Central Research Facility, University
of Glasgow. CX3CR1gfp/gfp mice on a C57Bl/6 background (a kind gift of Calum Bain)
were bred and maintained under SPF conditions at the Veterinary Research Facility,
University of Glasgow. Mice were housed in individually ventilated cages, except where
indicated, where mice were housed in conventional cages. Apart from ex-breeders, all mice
were used between 8-16 weeks of age. Ex-breeders were defined as mice previously
designated for breeding with a maximum age of 1 year and were killed a minimum of 3
weeks following their final litter to allow pups to be weaned. C57Bl/6 mice were also
purchased from Harlan UK at 7 weeks of age and were housed under SPF conditions at the
Central Research Facility. These mice were used between 8-12 weeks of age. All
procedures were performed in accordance with the Animals Scientific Procedures Act
(1986) and licensed by the United Kingdom Home Office.
2.2. Histology

2.2.1. Mating of mice for histology.
WT females (8-16 weeks of age) were set up with males using a timed mating strategy,
putting pairs together for between 2-24hrs. Females were checked for pregnancy ~day 15
and if pregnant housed singly. Mice were allowed to give birth, and the day (between hrs
of 08.30-16.30) of first observation of the litter was counted as 0DPP.

2.2.2. Dissection of uterine horn from post-partum and ex-breeders.
WT ex-breeders and post-partum mothers were killed by exposure to a rising concentration
of CO2 on 1DPP and 7DPP. Uterine horns were dissected out, all fat and connective tissue
was removed, and tissue was stored in 10% formalin (Sigma) for at least 24hrs.
2.2.3. Processing of tissues for histology.
Tissues were placed in plastic cassettes and processed using a Leica Histokinette
(maintained by Jim Reilly, Institute of Infection, Immunity & Inflammation, University of
Glasgow) on an overnight programme from neutral buffered formalin (10%, 30mins)
through graded alcohols (70%, 1hr; 90%, 1hr; 95%, 1hr; 100%, 1hr; 100%, 2hrs; 100%
2.5hrs) to xylene (3 buckets; 1hr, 1hr, 1.5hrs) to molten paraffin wax (2 buckets; 4hrs,
5hrs).
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2.2.4. Embedding tissues in paraffin.
Embedding was performed on a Tissue Tek embedding centre (maintained by Jim Reilly,
Institute of Infection, Immunity & Inflammation, University of Glasgow). Molten wax was
poured into moulds and uterine horn samples were orientated to provide a transverse
section of the uterine wall on cutting. Wax hardens around the plastic cassettes and makes
up the finished block, allowing blocks to be easily cut.
2.2.5. Cutting sections and mounting slides.
Sections 5μm thick were cut using a microtome, floated onto water at 40°C to smooth out
creases and a glass slide placed underneath so the paraffin section adhered to the slide as
the section was lifted out of the water. Slides were then allowed to dry out. Sections were
cut and mounted by Jim Reilly (Institute of Infection, Immunity & Inflammation,
University of Glasgow).
2.2.6. Staining of uterine horn sections.
Slides were heated in an oven at 60°C for 35mins. Sections were de-dewaxed and taken to
tap water using the following method: Xylene (3mins x2), ethanol (100%, 3mins x2; 90%,
3mins x2; 70%, 3mins x2) then running tap water (3mins x2). Firstly slides were stained
with Harris haematoxylin for 2mins then washed with running water for 3mins.
Background was reduced by dipping twice in 1% acid/alcohol, a quick rinse in running tap
water followed by 30seconds (s) in Scott’s tap water substitute and a final rinse in running
water. Slides were then stained with 1% eosin for 2mins and excess stain was washed off
with running tap water. Sections were then dehydrated with ethanol (70%, 30s; 90%, 1min;
100%, 3mins x2) and xylene (3mins x2). A coverslip was then mounted over the tissue
from xylene with DPX mountant. Staining of uterine horn sections was carried out by Jim
Reilly (Institute of Infection, Immunity & Inflammation, University of Glasgow).
2.3. qRT-PCR
2.3.1. Dissection of detachment sites from ex-breeders
WT, CCR2 KO, and CX3CR1gfp/gfp female ex-breeder mice were killed by exposure to a
rising concentration of CO2 and the uterine horn and cervix were dissected out and all fat
and connective tissue was removed. The uterine horn was then opened using spring bow
scissors and tissue cut either side of the detachment sites. Detachment sites were compared
to the rest of the tissue, which contained no detachment sites, and cervix. Tissues were kept
in RNA later (Qiagen) overnight, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°.
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2.3.2. Mating of mice for qRT-PCR analysis.
Mice were mated as in 2.2.1. Mice were allowed to give birth to their litter and first
observation of the litter was counted as 0DPP. Non-lactating mice were either mice that
had cannibalised their pups by 1DPP or had had their pups removed by 1DPP.
2.3.3. Dissection of reproductive tissues for qRT-PCR analysis.
Mothers were killed by exposure to a rising concentration of CO2 on 1DPP, 4DPP and
7DPP. Uterine horn and cervix were dissected out and all fat and connective tissue was
removed. Tissues were kept in RNA later (Qiagen) overnight, snap frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at -80°C. The uterine horn tissue varied in size over the time course
studied so the tissue was cut into sections to allow more efficient processing, for analysis
the mean of all the sections was taken per mouse (NP; 3 sections, 1DPP; 4 sections, 4DPP;
2 sections, 7DPP; 1 section). NP samples were produced and processed by Fiona Menzies
and Abdul Khan (Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Glasgow) and re-analysed for
this project.
2.3.4. Isolation of mRNA.
Uterine horn, detachment sites and cervix samples were taken for qRT-PCR analysis of
leukocyte markers (Table 2.1 in blue), selected chemokines (Table 2.1 in green) and their
receptors (Table 2.1 in yellow) and of the endogenous control GlycerAldehyde 3Phosphate DeHydrogenase (GAPDH, Table 2.1 in orange). RNA was extracted in a
laboratory fume hood using the following method. First, samples were homogenised in
1millilitre (ml) Trizol (Invitrogen) using a sterile plastic homogeniser tip (Camlab) and
incubated for 5mins at room temperature to allow dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes.
Next, each sample received 0.2ml chloroform and was shaken vigorously for 15s and
incubated at room temperature for a further 3mins. Samples were then centrifuged at 13000
revolutions per minute (rpm) for 15mins at 4°C. The aqueous phase was removed using a
pastette, added to 0.5ml isopropanol (VWR) to precipitate the RNA, and incubated at room
temperature for 10mins. The samples were centrifuged for 10mins at 13000rpm at 4°C.
The isopropanol was then decanted to leave a white pellet which was washed with 1ml of
75% ethanol. Samples were then stored at -80°C.
2.3.5. Solubilisation of mRNA.
Samples were centrifuged at 10000rpm for 5mins at 4°C and the ethanol wash was gently
poured off and the pellet left to air dry. Water treated with DiEthylPyroCarbonate (DEPC)
to inactivate RNases was added to each sample (15-30μl) depending on the size of the
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pellet. Samples were then vortexed, quickly spun down and incubated at 65°C for 5mins
on a heating block. This step was repeated and RNA was then kept on ice and quantified
using a Nanodrop by placing 1µl of the sample on the platform and recording the
concentration and checking for acceptable purity using 260nm/280nm ratio where 100%
purity was 2.00.
2.3.6. DNase treatment of mRNA.
RNA was DNase treated with a DNA Free Kit (Ambion). RNA was combined with 10X
DNase buffer, DNase I and an appropriate amount of DEPC treated water to a total volume
of 25μl. Samples were then incubated at 37°C for 30mins in the OMN-E thermocycler.
DNase Inactivation Reagent was then added to each tube, which was mixed and incubated
for 2mins at room temperature. Tubes were then centrifuged at 13000rpm for 1min to
pellet the DNase Inactivation Reagent and the supernatant transferred to a new tube.
Samples were then stored at -80°C.
2.3.7. Synthesis of cDNA from mRNA
Synthesis of cDNA was achieved using a high capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit
(ABI) with superasin (Ambion). Appropriate amounts of 10X Reverse Transcriptase (RT)
Buffer, 25X deoxyNucleotideTriPhosphates (dNTPs), 10X Random Primers, Multiscribe
reverse transcriptase, Superasin and Nuclease free water were mixed with DNase-treated
RNA. A ‘no Reverse Transcriptase’ (no RT) control was also produced. Tubes were then
briefly centrifuged and incubated for 10mins at 25°C, 120mins at 37°C and 5s at 85°C on a
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) express machine. Following this, cDNA was stored at 20°C.
2.3.8. Quantitative PCR
Taqman 96 well plates were set up with 10.25μl DEPC treated water, 12.5μl taqman 2X
Master Mix (containing polymerase, primers and an internal reference dye, ABI), 1.25μl
20X target probe (ABI) and 1μl cDNA. Samples were run in duplicate and results
expressed relative to expression of GAPDH from samples diluted 1/10 in DEPC treated
water. Plate controls were used to ensure consistency between plates. Delta CT (threshold
cycle) values were calculated by CTtarget-CTGAPDH, finally results were expressed as
100x2ΔCT in order to express the difference in cycles to cross the threshold as a percentage.
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2.4. Flow cytometry: 7 colours
2.4.1. Mating of mice for flow cytometric analysis
WT and CCR2 KO female mice were taken either as NP or set up with C57BL/6 WT
males using a timed mating strategy. Mice were bred in-house and housed in individually
ventilated cages. To improve the success rate of the timed matings, the amount of time
mice were paired for was increased to between 2-4 days. To improve the accuracy of time
of birth, given increased pairing time, a camera system was optimised.

2.4.2. Set up of camera system to monitor labour
When pregnancy was verified, mice were transferred to a filter top cage (Figure 2.1A)
containing Vetbed fleece bedding (Henry Schein Animal Health), minimal nesting material
consisting of autoclaved white paper and a red shelter (VetTech) (Figure 2.1B). Two
C160IR (RF Concepts) cameras with night vision settings were set up to film the nesting
material, where mice gave birth (Figure 2.1C). Footage was recorded on an Avermedia
SEB5116H Digital Video Recorder (DVR, RF Concepts) and was able to be viewed
remotely. The day (between the hours of 00.00-23.59) of first observation of a litter was
taken to be 0DPP. Post-partum mice were taken at either 1DPP or 7DPP and were killed by
exposure to a rising concentration of CO2. Non-lactating mice were either mice sacrificed
at 7DPP that had cannibalised their pups by 1DPP or had had their pups removed by 1DPP.

2.4.3. Dissection of mice for flow cytometric analysis.
Blood

was

withdrawn

by

cardiac

puncture

with

a

syringe

flushed

with

EthyleneDiamineTetraAcetic acid, (EDTA, Sigma) and a combination of the spleen,
PALN, femurs, thymus, uterine horn and cervix were dissected out. Care was taken to
remove fat and connective tissue. In males, vas deferens/epididymis, prostate gland and
penis were removed as well as blood, spleen and PALN.

2.4.4. Optimisation of digestion protocol for reproductive tissues.
Uterine horn, regardless of total number of detachment sites, and cervix were minced with
scissors and.digested with shaking for 30mins at 37°C. Uterine horn and cervix received
7ml and 3ml respectively of either: (1) Hank's Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS)/Ca2+/Mg2+
(Sigma) containing 0.028 Wunsch units (WU)/ml Liberase Blendzyme 3 (Roche) and 30
μg/ml DNase I (Roche) (2) HBSS/Ca2+/Mg2+, with 200 U/ml hyaluronidase (Sigma), 1
mg/ml collagenase type IV (Seromed), 0.2 mg/ml DNase I (2500 KunitzU/mg; Sigma) and
1 mg/ml Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)/fractionV (Sigma) or for 30 minutes (mins) at
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37°C with shaking. Digested tissues were then mashed using the plunger of a 2ml syringe
to pass the cells through a cell strainer to obtain a single cell suspension in complete
Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI, Invitrogen) containing penicillin
(100ug/ml, Invitrogen) and streptomycin (100μg/ml, Invitrogen), L-glutamine (2mM,
Invitrogen) and heat inactivated foetal calf serum (10%, Invitrogen).
2.4.5. Digestion of reproductive tissues for flow cytometry.
Uterine horn, cervix, penis, vas deferens/epididymis and prostate gland were minced with
scissors in order to facilitate breakdown of the tissue and digested. Uterine horn and cervix
received 7ml and 3ml respectively of HBSS/Ca2+/Mg2+ containing 0.026 WU/ml Liberase
Blendzyme medium thermolysin (Roche) and 50 μg/ml DNase I (Roche) for 40 mins at
37°C with shaking. Each uterine horn was treated identically, regardless of the size of
tissue or the number of detachment sites. Tissues were then mashed using the plunger of a
2ml syringe to pass the cells through a cell strainer to obtain a single cell suspension in
complete RPMI containing penicillin (100u/ml) and streptomycin (100μg/ml), L-glutamine
(2mM) and heat inactivated foetal calf serum (10%). Cells were then centrifuged a 400xg
for 5 mins at 4°C and resuspended in complete RPMI.

2.4.6. Preparation of thymus for flow cytometry.
The thymus was minced with scissors and digested with 1mg/ml Collagenase D (Roche) in
HBSS (Sigma) at 37°C with shaking for 45min. This preparation was then mashed through
a cell strainer using the plunger of a 2ml syringe to obtain a single cell suspension in
complete RPMI, washed twice and resuspended in complete RPMI.

2.4.7. Preparation of other tissues for flow cytometry.
Femurs were cut at each end and flushed out with 1ml complete RPMI using a syringe.
Spleens and PALN were minced with scissors. Spleen, PALN and BM samples were
mashed using the plunger of a 2ml syringe to pass the cells through a cell strainer to obtain
a single cell suspension in complete RPMI. Cells were then centrifuged at 400xg for 5min
at 4°C. For spleen only, the pellet was disrupted and cells were treated with red blood cell
lysis buffer (Sigma) for 1 minute. All samples were then washed twice with complete
RPMI at 400xg for 5 mins at 4°C.
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2.4.8. Preparation of blood for flow cytometry.
Blood cells were incubated 1:9 with 0.8% NH4Cl with 0.1mM EDTA (Stem Cell Tech) on
ice for 10 mins to lyse red blood cells and washed twice with complete RPMI.

2.4.9. Chemokine uptake assay.
Cells were counted using a haemacytometer, pipetted into polypropylene 96-well plates at
106 cells per well and then incubated with fluorescent chemokine (Almac Sciences, human
CCL2-AF647) at a final concentration of 25nM in complete RPMI containing 4-(2HydroxyEthyl)-1-PiperazineEthaneSulfonic acid (HEPES, 20mM) at 37°C for 65mins.

2.4.10. Competition assay.
As for 2.4.9 except where indicated, uterine and spleen cell suspensions were split; all
receiving fluorescent CCL2-AF647 (Almac Sciences, 1/200 dilution, 25nM) and half
receiving unlabelled murine CCL2 (Peprotech, 250nM) or unlabelled murine CCL22
(Peprotech, 250nM). In figures, competition is denoted by the abbreviation ‘comp’.

2.4.11. Staining for flow cytometry.
Cells were washed and pre-treated with Fc-block (BD, CD16/32 mAb; 1/100 dilution) in
Fluorescence Assisted Cell Sorting (FACS) buffer [PBS (Gibco) containing EDTA
(Sigma), fetal calf serum, NaH3 (Sigma)] for 15mins at 4°C and then washed with FACS
buffer. Cells were stained for 15 mins at 4°C with antibodies (Tables 2.2-2.7) and washed
twice with FACS buffer. Finally, cells were treated with 7-AminoActinomycin D (BD, 7AAD, Viaprobe) for 10 mins to identify dead cells and passed through nitex into a FACS
tube before being analysed.

2.4.12. Preparation of beads for compensation.
Anti-mouse Ig κ/negative control CompBeads (BD) were vortexed and one drop of each
was added to 100μl FACS buffer in a FACS tube. Antibodies were diluted to their
appropriate concentration and 20μl were added to the beads and incubated for 15-30mins at
4°C. FACS buffer (2ml) was then added and beads centrifuged at 400xg for 5min at 4°C.
The FACS buffer was then removed, the beads vortexed and 400μl fresh FACS buffer
added.
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2.4.13. Data acquisition.
Data was acquired on a MACS Quant flow cytometer, the cell suspensions were analysed
for their fluorescence, size and granularity. The fluorophores coupled to the antibodies
which stain the cells are excited by the lasers in the machine and emit fluorescence at
specific wavelengths which is measured by the cytometer. The combinations of
fluorescence picked up by the channels allow the experimenter to discover the possible
identity of the cell type as illustrated in Figure 2.2A.

Figure 2.2B shows how Forward SCatter (FSC) and Side SCatter (SSC) are measured by
the flow cytometer. FSC is proportional to cell size. The detector in the cytometer is placed
to collect light diffracted in the forward direction. SSC is a measure of cell granularity.
The detector is placed at approx 90° and measures reflected light when there is a change in
refractive index.
Fluorescence minus one (FMO) controls were used to define non-specific background
staining, and cells were gated to eliminate this. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.2C.
FMO controls contained all of the antibodies in a particular stain except the one being
studied, this provided a background control that took into account the fluorescence spilling
over from other channels. Fluorescence spillover is minimised using a process called
compensation.
For example fluorophore A emits light which crosses over with the light emitted by
fluorophore B, therefore light from fluorophore B spills over into the channel for
fluorophore A and light from fluorophore A spills over into the channel for fluorophore B.
This crossover has to be compensated for using single colours. So each fluorophore would
be tested in every channel and the spillover subtracted from the channels other than its
own.

The machine was compensated using beads stained with the same antibodies as the cell
samples. For compensation, first stained beads were run and compensation was altered for
each channel. This protocol was optimised to provide staining, high cell retrieval, and a
high proportion of cell viability. Voltages for FSC and SSC were kept the same for every
experiment, as changing the voltages would result in altered profiles making consistent
gating more difficult. Then 7-AAD stained cells were run in the place of stained beads and
the compensation changed when appropriate.
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After all of the controls were run and compensation adjusted test samples were run. In
order to display the number of cells retrieved from reproductive tissues, for these samples
all of the stained cells were run through the machine. For peripheral tissues where accurate
counts were more easily obtained, representative aliquots were run and total cell numbers
calculated from this.

2.4.14. Data analysis.
All cells were gated sequentially for live cells first with a physical gate, then for 7-AAD
negative cells, then for CD45+ cells to identify leukocytes. Results were analysed using
FlowJo 7.5 software.

2.5. Luminex

2.5.1. Sample preparation.
Mice were mated as in 2.2.1 or 2.4.1. Mice were killed and blood was taken as in 2.4.3.
Blood was centrifuged at 1500xg for 10 mins and plasma was removed and stored at -80°C
until use. Luminex was performed in order to quantify CCL2 and CCL3 in mouse plasma,
unfortunately due to kit availability two different kits were used to assay the samples: A
base kit with CCL2 and CCL3 beads (Life Technologies) and a Milliplex xMAP kit
(Millipore). Samples were run in duplicate or triplicate. Each group was split across both
plates to reduce error in the quantification between the two plates, the results from each
group were analysed by t-test. With each group the results were found to be consistent
across both methods and quantification equally reliable.

2.5.2. xMAP CCL2 + CCL3 quantification.
All reagents were allowed to warm to room temperature before use. The filter plate was
pre-wet by pipetting 200μl of wash buffer into each well, then sealed and incubated at
room temperature for 10mins on a plate shaker. The wash buffer was then removed by
vacuum manifold and the excess was blotted from the bottom of the plate. Standards and
Controls (25μl) were then added and Assay Buffer was added to sample wells. Serum
matrix (25μl) was also added to wells and 25μl of sample (diluted 1:1 with Assay Buffer)
in the appropriate wells. Beads were sonicated and vortexed and 25μl were added to each
well. The plate was then sealed and covered with an opaque plate cover and incubated for
2hrs at room temperature after which, fluid was removed by vacuum manifold. The plate
was washed twice with 200μl and wash buffer removed by vacuum, with excess blotted
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from the bottom. Detection Antibodies (25μl) were added to each well, the plate was then
sealed, covered with an opaque plate cover and incubated on a plate shaker for 1hr at room
temperature. Streptavidin-Phycoerythrin (25μl) was then added to each well containing
detection antibodies. The plate was then sealed again, covered with an opaque plate cover
and incubated at room temperature on a plate shaker for 30mins. All contents were then
gently removed by vacuum. The plate was washed again twice with 200μl of Wash Buffer
by vacuum filtration, with excess blotted from the bottom of the plate. Sheath fluid (150μl)
was then added to wells and beads were resuspended on a plate shaker for 5mins. The plate
was then read using a Luminex 200 machine.

2.5.3. Life technologies CCL2 + CCL3 quantification.
All reagents were allowed to warm to room temperature before use. The filter plate wells
were pre-wet by adding 200μl of Working Wash Solution to each well. The plate was then
incubated for 15-30s at room temperature. Liquid was then aspirated from the plate using
the vacuum manifold, with excess being removed from the bottom by blotting with clean
paper towels. Beads were vortexed then sonicated and 25μl of diluted beads were added to
each well. Beads were then washed by adding 200μl of Working Wash Solution to the
wells and allowed to soak for 15-30s. The filter plate was then placed on the vacuum
manifold to aspirate the liquid. The bottom of the plate was blotted to remove the excess
liquid and the wash step repeated. Incubation Buffer (50μl) was then added to each well.
Standard dilutions (100μl) were added to wells designated for the standard curve. Assay
Diluent (50μl) was then added to each of the sample wells, followed by 50μl of sample.
The plate was then covered with an aluminium wrapped plate cover and incubated for 2hrs
at room temperature on an orbital shaker to keep beads suspended during incubation. The
liquid was then removed by vacuum manifold and excess blotted away. Working Wash
Solution (200μl) was then added to the wells and the beads allowed to soak for 15-30s
before being aspirated by vacuum manifold. This wash step was repeated and the bottom
of the plate blotted thoroughly. Biotinylated Detector Antibody (100μl) was added to each
well and incubated for 1hr at room temperature on an orbital shaker to keep beads
suspended. After incubation liquid was aspirated, washed twice and the filter plate blotted.
Streptavidin-RPE (100μl) was added to each well and the plate incubated for 30mins at
room temperature on an orbital shaker to keep beads suspended throughout incubation.
Liquid was then removed by vacuum manifold and blotted with paper towels. Working
Wash Solution (200μl) was added to the wells, the beads allowed to soak for 15-30s,
aspirated by vacuum manifold and the bottom of the plate blotted, beads were washed
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three times in total. Working Wash Solution (100μl) was added to each well and the plate
placed on an orbital shaker for 2-3mins. The plate was then read using a Luminex 200
machine. Chris Hansell assisted in running some of the samples (Institute of Infection,
Immunity & Inflammation, University of Glasgow).

2.6. ELISA

2.6.1. Quantification of prolactin.
All reagents and samples were brought to room temperature. Samples were run in
duplicate. Each standard (100μl) and diluted sample (100μl) was added to the appropriate
wells. The plate was covered and incubated for 2.5hrs at room temperature with gentle
shaking. After incubation the liquid was removed. Wash Solution (300μl) was added to
each well and then discarded. This wash step was repeated 3 times and after the last wash
the plate wash inverted and blotted with clean paper towels. Biotinylated Antibody (100μl)
was added for each well and incubated for 1hr at room temperature with gentle shaking.
The solution was then removed and the plate was washed 4 times with Wash Solution
(300μl), inverted and blotted. Streptavidin solution (100μl) was added to the plate and
incubated for 45mins at room temperature with gentle shaking. Following incubation the
liquid was discarded, and the plate was washed 4 times with 300μl Wash Solution, inverted
and blotted. Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) One Step Substrate Reagent (100μl) was then
added to each well and incubated for 30mins at room temperature in the dark with shaking.
Finally 50μl Stop Solution was added to the wells. The plate was read immediately at
450nm on a Magellan Sunrise plate reader. Data was analysed using Magellan 6 software
with the calibration curve provided by the protein standards.

2.7. Flow cytometry: four colours

2.7.1. Dissection.
Mice were killed as in section 2.4.3 and blood and spleen removed.

2.7.2. Preparation of tissues for flow cytometry.
The spleens was minced with scissors and digested with 1mg/ml Collagenase D (Roche) in
HBSS at 37°C with shaking for 45min. They were then mashed using the plunger of a 2ml
syringe to pass the cells through a cell strainer to obtain a single cell suspension in
complete RPMI. Splenocytes were then centrifuged at 400xg for 5min at 4°C. The pellet
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was disrupted and cells were treated with red blood cell lysis buffer for 1 minute, then
washed twice with complete RPMI. Blood was prepared as in section 2.4.8.

2.7.3. Chemokine uptake assay.
Cells were counted using a haemocytometer and pipetted into polypropylene 96-well plates
at 106 cells per well and then incubated with fluorescent chemokine (Almac Sciences,
CCL2-AF647 1/200 dilution) in complete RPMI containing HEPES (20mM) at 37°C for
100mins.

2.7.4. Staining for flow cytometry.
Cells were stained as in section 2.4.11. with the antibodies listed in Table 2.8. Isotype
controls were used to define non-specific background staining, and cells were gated to
eliminate this. Finally, cells were treated with 7-AAD (BD) for 10 mins to identify dead
cells during the subsequent analysis and passed through nitex before being analysed using
a FACS Calibur flow cytometer. A protocol was optimised to provide good staining, high
cell retrieval, and a high proportion of cell viability. Results were analysed using FlowJo
7.5 software.

2.8. Statistical analysis

2.8.1. Programs.
All statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5. Outliers were excluded
where appropriate using a Grubbs’ test, with the equation:
G = (outlier – mean)
standard deviation
If G is larger than the critical value based on the n number for significance at the level of
p=0.05, then the outlier may be rejected. Outliers could also be rejected due to procedural
errors in collecting the data or included depending on the distribution of the data. Critical
values for n numbers up to 20 are found in Table 2.9.

Without outlier exclusion the variability of some samples made the entire data set
impossible to analyse. Where the standard deviation of the group is large, outliers are
unlikely to be detected, which means that the rest of the samples in the group must be
fairly close together. With a small sample size excluding data points was not ideal,
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however the judgement was made that the extreme nature of some data points was
detracting from the analysis of the rest of the values. Figure 2.3 illustrates some examples
of outlier exclusion.

2.8.2. Data presentation.
Where possible, normality was checked using the D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus
normality test. For normally distributed data mean±Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) was
the appropriate form of data expression (Figure 2.4A), whereas median + interquartile
range (IQR) was used for skewed data (Figure 2.4B). In some cases data points were
shown without descriptive error bars when this did not detract from data interpretation
(Figure 2.4C).

2.8.3. Comparing 2 groups.
If the data passed the normality test and no pairing was seen, an unpaired Student’s t-test
was used to analyse the data (Figure 2.5A). If the data were normal but the variances were
significantly different, a Welch’s correction was used to account for this on the appropriate
data sets (Figure 2.5B). If the data passed the normality test and pairing was seen, a paired
Student’s t-test was needed (Figure 2.5C).

2.8.4. Comparing 3 or more groups.
For statistical analysis on one level of normally distributed data with equal variances with
no repeated measures normal data were analysed by one way ANalysis Of VAriance
(ANOVA) with a Tukey post-hoc test, if a significant difference was detected (Figure
2.6A). To test non-normally distributed data or data with unequal variances with no
repeated measures a Kruskall-Wallis test was used with a Dunn’s post-hoc test if a p value
of <0.05 was found (Figure 2.6B). Finally, for non-normally distributed data with repeated
measures a Friedman test was utilised (Figure 2.6C). The exception came in chapter 6
(Figure 6.8), comparing reproductive tissues between sexes as matching was present
between the tissues within each sex (uterus and cervix had matching, as did penis, vas
deferens/epididymis and prostate) but these tissues were considered independent so
comparison of all tissues between the sexes could be made.

2.8.5. Comparing groups on more than one variable.
To compare groups on more than one level a Two-way ANOVA was employed (Figure
2.7).
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Table 2.1. List of probes used for qRT-PCR
Gene name

Gene Symbol

GAPDH
F4/80
Major Basic Protein
Neutrophil granule protein
CD3 antigen
CD19 antigen
Forkhead box P3

Gapdh
Emr1
Prg2
Ngp
Cd3
Cd19
FoxP3

Applied
Biosciences no.
4352932E
Mm00802529_m1
Mm00435905_m1
Mm01250218_m1
Mm00438095_m1
Mm00515420_m1
Mm00475162_m1

CX3CL1
CCL2
CCL3
CCL7
CCL12
CX3CR1
CCR2

Cx3cl1
Ccl2
Ccl3
Ccl7
Ccl12
Cx3cr1
Ccr2

Mm00436454_m1
Mm00441242_m1
Mm99999057_m1
Mm00443113_m1
Mm01617100_m1
Mm00438354_m1
Mm00438270_m1

NCBI sequence
NM_008084.2
NM_010130.4
NM_008920.4
NM_008694.2
NM_009850.2
NM_009844.2
NM_001199347.1
NM_001199348.1
NM_054039.2
NM_009142.3
NM_011333.2
NM_011337.2
NM_013654.3
NM_011331.2
NM_009987.3
NM_009915.2
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A

B

C

Figure 2.1. Camera set up for accuracy in timing parturition.
A) Filter top cage pictured from the side before addition of cameras. B) Cage from above
showing minimal nesting material and red shelter. C) Cage with cameras attached to film
nesting area (blue arrows indicate camera placement).
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Table 2.2. Antibodies used for detection of myeloid cells by flow cytometry.
Target
CD11b
Ly6C
CD115
F4/80
CD45

Fluorophore
V450
FITC
PE
PE-Cy7
APC-Cy7

Supplier
BD
BD
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
Biolegend

Dilution
1/200
1/200
1/150
1/200
1/200

Table 2.3. Antibodies used for detection of CD3+ cells by flow cytometry.
Target
CD3
CD25
CD8
CD4
CD45

Fluorophore
VioBlue
FITC
PE
PE-Cy7
APC-Cy7

Supplier
BD
BD
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
Biolegend

Dilution
1/150
1/150
1/200
1/200
1/200

Table 2.4. Antibodies used for detection of CD3+ DN cells and NK cells by flow cytometry.
Target
CD3
CD25
CD8
CD4
NK1.1
CD45

Fluorophore
VioBlue
FITC
PE
PE
PE-Cy7
APC-Cy7

Supplier
BD
BD
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
BD
Biolegend

Dilution
1/150
1/150
1/200
1/200
1/200
1/200

Table 2.5. Antibodies used for characterisation of thymocytes by flow cytometry.
Target
CD44
CD25
CD8
CD4
CD45

Fluorophore
V450
FITC
PE
PE-Cy7
APC-Cy7

Supplier
BD
FITC
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
Biolegend

Dilution
1/200
1/150
1/200
1/200
1/200
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Table 2.6. Antibodies used for characterisation of CD3+ DN cells.
Target
CD3
CD25
TCR-β
CXCR5
CTLA-4
CD8
CD4
NK1.1
B220
TCR-γδ
PD-1
CD45

Fluorophore
VioBlue
FITC
FITC
FITC
PE
PE/PE-Cy7
PE/PE-Cy7
PE-Cy7
AF647
APC
APC
APC-Cy7

Supplier
BD
BD
BD
BD
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
BD
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
Biolegend

Dilution
1/150
1/150
1/200
1/150
1/150
1/200
1/200
1/200
1/200
1/200
1/100
1/200

Table 2.7. Antibodies used for detection of markers on CD3+DN cells by flow cytometry.
Target
CD3
TCR-β
CD8
CD4
NK1.1
TCR-γδ
CD45

Fluorophore
VioBlue
FITC
PE
PE
PE-Cy7
APC
APC-Cy7

Supplier
BD
BD
eBiosciences
eBiosciences
BD
eBiosciences
Biolegend

Dilution
1/150
1/200
1/200
1/200
1/200
1/200
1/200
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B

C
B

Count

A

Emission wavelength
Figure 2.2. Setting up parameters for flow cytometry.
A) Gating of cell populations using fluorescent antibodies. B) Determination of cell size
and granularity using FSC and SSC. Diffraction of the laser allows measurement of FSC
and refraction detects cell granules. C) Histogram to highlight how compensation removes
spillover fluorescence from antibody signal.
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Table 2.8. Antibodies used to detect myeloid cells using four-colour flow cytometry.
Target
Fluorophore Supplier Dilution
Ly6C
FITC
BD
1/200
CD11b
PE
BD
1/200
Isotype IgM
FITC
BD
1/200
Isotype IgG2b PE
BD
1/200
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Table 2.9. Critical values for n numbers up to 20 with significance of p=0.05.
N number

Critcal value of G
3
4

1.15
1.48

5
6
7

1.71
1.89
2.02

8
9

2.13
2.21

10
11
12

2.29
2.34
2.41

13
14

2.46
2.51

15
16
17

2.55
2.59
2.62

18
19

2.65
2.68

20

2.71
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With outlier

Without outlier
BM Eosinophils

BM Eosinophils
3.010 6

2.010 6

2.010 6

Cells

Cells
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1.010 6

1.010 6

0

0
WT

B

WT

CCR2 KO

With outliers

Without outliers
NK1.1+ TCR+ DN T cells

50

25

40

20

% CD3

% CD3

NK1.1+ TCR+ DN T cells

30
20

15
10
5

10

0

0
UH

C

CCR2 KO

Cervix Penis

PG

VD/Epi

UH

Cervix Penis

PG

VD/Epi

Blood Ly6Clo monocytes

%CD45+ Cells

10
8
6
4
2
0
NP

1DPP

7DPP

Figure 2.3. Outliers were excluded using the Grubb’s test.
A) A set of data from Figure 3.21 with and without a detected outlier. B) A set of data
from Figure 6.8 with and without 3 detected outliers. C) Graph showing an example where
no outliers were detected from Figure 3.9.
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Figure 2.4. Examples of data presentation.
A) An example graph from Figure 3.4 showing mean±SEM (left) and the data points alone
(right). B) An example graph from Figure 3.7 showing median + IQR (left) and the data
points alone (right). C) An example graph from Figure 3.2 showing linked data points
alone.
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80
60
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20
0
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CCL2+ CD3+ DN cells
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0
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Figure 2.5. Different techniques for comparing two groups.
A) An unpaired Student’s t-test, as used in Figure 3.22 B) An unpaired Student’s t-test
with Welch’s correction for unequal variances, as used in Figure 3.1. C) A paired Student’s
t-test, as used in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 2.6. Statistical tests used for 3 or more groups.
A) An example of a one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-hoc test as in Figure 4.4. B) An
example of a Kruskall-Wallis test with a Dunn’s post-hoc test as in Figure 3.7. C) An
example of a Friedman repeated measures test with a Dunn’s post-hoc test as in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 2.7. An example of a two-way ANOVA.
An example of a two-way ANOVA with matching as seen in Figure 4.13.
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Chapter 3: Myeloid cells in post-partum murine
reproductive tissues
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Introduction
The leukocyte composition of reproductive tissues in the post-partum period remains
largely unknown. As discussed in section 1.3.5 of the Introduction, some data exist
suggesting that macrophages and other myeloid cell types may be responsible for
remodelling reproductive tissues after birth (Brandon, 1994, Timmons and Mahendroo,
2006, Mackler et al., 2000, Mackler et al., 1999, Stewart and Mitchell, 1992). Brandon
(1994) suggests that macrophages are present throughtout the uterine tissue during the
post-partum period, but are found in high numbers in the detachment wound. It has also
been suggested that though macrophages (identified by Mac-1/CD11b) are present, they
are not responsible for scavenging debris (Stewart and Mitchell, 1992). Macrophages
appear to be increased in the 1DPP uterine horn in both the endometrium and myometrium,
compared to NP animals (Mackler et al., 1999, Mackler et al., 2000), which when taken
together with the idea that macrophages decline during the post-partum period (Brandon,
1994), suggests that the early post-partum period may be the time when macrophages are
most abundant. There is much that could be done to improve on these data, for example
using markers other than CD11b and F4/80, investigating several post-partum time-points
and different methods such as flow cytometry. Focussing on the post-partum period and
not labour might reveal more about the resolution of inflammation after parturition. Initial
investigations examined the uteri of ex-breeders, but then a timed mating strategy was set
up and techniques such as qRT-PCR and flow cytometry were used to profile the cells in
reproductive and peripheral tissues in the early post-partum period (1DPP-7DPP). Due to
the focus of the literature on monocytes and macrophages in tissue remodelling, these cells
were the principal focus of study in this chapter, but other myeloid cells were also
investigated. As discussed in chapter 1, in the absence of inflammation, Ly6Clo CX3CR1hi
monocytes patrol the blood vessels and have been shown to exhibit CX3CR1 dependent
recruitment to non-inflamed tissues (Geissmann et al., 2003, Gordon and Taylor, 2005,
Sunderkotter et al., 2004), whilst during inflammation Ly6Chi monocytes migrate to the
inflamed tissue using CCR2 and become resident macrophages involved in the resolution
of inflammation (Gordon and Taylor, 2005, Geissmann et al., 2003, Sunderkotter et al.,
2004). Therefore CCR2 was of considerable interest and could be the key to understanding
monocyte migration to healing reproductive tissue, and the development of macrophages
therein. Thus, the hypothesis that CCR2 regulates the recruitment of monocytes and
macrophages into post-partum reproductive tissues was tested. The expression of
chemokines that bind this receptor was examined in the post-partum uterine horn, and
CCR2 expression on leukocytes in reproductive tissues and elsewhere was explored. In
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addition, the impact of CCR2 deletion on leukocyte abundance in post-partum reproductive
tissues was examined by comparing CCR2 KO mice to WT counterparts.
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Results
3.1. Expression of the gene encoding the macrophage marker F4/80 in detachment sites
is not affected by deletion of chemokine receptors that drive monocyte migration.
The leukocyte components participating in post-partum remodelling have been a subject of
debate. Detachment sites that develop in the post-partum uterus at the site of placental
attachment have been reported to be likely sites of remodelling and have displayed
accumulations of macrophages (Brandon, 1994). These detachment sites form in a line
along the tissue, as seen in the photograph of a 7DPP uterine horn (Figure 3.1A). Since
CCR2 and CX3CR1 control monocyte recruitment to tissue, the presence of detachment
sites, and the macrophages they contain, might be compromised in mice lacking these
chemokine receptors. Female ex-breeders lacking these receptors, and WT counterparts,
were available. These animals had been used to maintain colonies at our animal facility so
I initially undertook a speculative experiment to explore if these chemokine receptors
affected detachment sites. From gross examination, it was clear that deletion of CCR2 had
no effect on the size or number of detachment sites following a single pregnancy (Figure
3.1B), showing that CCR2 was not required for the formation of these structures. This was
also the case in CX3CR1gfp/gfp mice (data not shown). These mice have had both copies of
CX3CR1 replaced with GFP, although this reporter gene was not used in this study. The
detachment sites in both strains expressed equivalent amounts of the macrophage marker
F4/80, suggesting that deletion of neither receptor affected macrophage accumulation in
these structures. Surprisingly, expression of CCR2 was significantly different between WT
and CX3CR1gfp/gfp mice (Figure 3.1E), suggesting that CXCR1gfp/gfp mice may have had a
deficit in CCR2-expressing cells in the detachment sites of these mice. However, due to
developments in other areas of the work, this observation was not pursued further.

3.2. No specific enrichment in expression of genes encoding leukocyte markers in
detachment sites.
Next, to attempt to address the question of which leukocyte subsets were present in
detachment sites, the expression of genes encoding leukocyte markers was measured in
different areas of the reproductive tract of WT female ex-breeders. To do this effectively,
ex-breeders that had had multiple litters were chosen as the source of the tissues because
by the end of their reproductive life they would have accumulated many detachment sites
and so sufficient quantities of RNA could be extracted. Gene expression in these samples
was compared to cervix, and to uterine horn tissue that had detachment sites removed. The
markers chosen were F4/80 (expressed predominantly by monocytes and macrophages),
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CD19 (B cells), CD3 (T cells), FoxP3 (Tregs), Major Basic Protein (MBP, eosinophils)
and Neutrophil Granule Protein (NGP, neutrophils).

F4/80, CD19, CD3, FoxP3 and NGP had been used regularly in-house before and in the
literature to identify specific leukocyte subsets (eBioscience). A postdoctoral scientist in
the group (Fiona Menzies) had previously validated GAPDH as an appropriate endogenous
control for murine reproductive tissues by (F Menzies, personal communication). The three
distinct tissue samples did display an overall significant difference in CD3 (p=0.046,
Figure 3.2C) and NGP (p=0.044, Figure 3.2F) but all post-tests were not significant. Gene
expression of F4/80 (Figure 3.2A), CD19 (p=0.063, Figure 3.2B), FoxP3 (Figure 3.2D)
and MBP (p=0.058, Figure 3.2E) was not significantly different between groups. Thus,
expression of these markers was not enhanced in detachment sites suggesting that these
structures were not enriched for leukocyte subsets expressing these genes.

3.3. Alteration of the structure of the uterine horn in the post-partum period.
These initial investigations into detachment sites were disappointing. Ex-breeder tissue had
been used due to its availability and the presumed remodelling present in the tissue,
particularly around detachment sites. However, these ex-breeders were a heterogeneous
population as they varied in age, number of litters, and time between litters. Thus, attention
turned to reproductive tissues shortly after delivery of the first litter when they are likely to
be undergoing more dynamic and extensive remodelling. First, uterine horn tissue from
aged ex-breeders was analysed alongside uterine horn tissue from 1DPP and 7DPP mice
following their first pregnancy to attempt to reveal any differences in the architecture of
the uterine horn over this time period. Sections of tissue were stained with haematoxylin
and eosin, and examined by light microscopy. Tissue harvested at 1DPP had a more
stretched appearance than at 7DPP. At 1DPP the architecture of the uterine horn was
clearly different from later time points with the myometrium and endometrium being less
well defined (Figure 3.3A). The structure of both the myometrium and the endometrium
appeared to be more defined at 7DPP (Figure 3.3B), compared to 1DPP (Figure 3.3A).
This is consistent with the tissue changes that take place with decidualisation, where cells
increase in size and the water content of the tissue increases. Uterine tissue from exbreeder mice at the end of their reproductive life appeared far more cellular than 1DPP,
and more closely resembled 7DPP tissue (Figure 3.3C). These images added some weight
to the idea that substantial changes occur in uterine tissue between 1DPP and 7DPP.
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3.4. The expression of genes encoding CCR2-binding chemokines varies in the uterine
horn over the post-partum period.
RNA was extracted from uterine tissue 1, 4 and 7 days after delivery of the pups and used
to examine expression of chemokines and markers of myeloid cells. Any changes in
chemokine expression in the uterine horn in the post-partum period could potentially drive
leukocyte recruitment. Expression of the genes encoding CCR2-binding chemokines
(CCL2, CCL3, CCL7 and CCL12) was explored in the uterine horn. A NP level was added
for reference obtained from a study from our group (Menzies et al., 2012) and this was
verified using plate controls. Representative samples from that study were run alongside
current samples in order to show that the results were comparable between plates. Though
not previously thought of as a CCR2-binding chemokine, work in our group had
demonstrated that CCL3 blocks CCL2 internalisation mediated by CCR2, suggesting that it
is a CCR2 ligand (Hansell et al., 2011b). CCL8 was not included in this analysis. Human
CCL8 binds human CCR2, but mouse CCL8 binds mouse CCR8 and not mouse CCR2
(Islam et al., 2011).

Interestingly, CCL2, CCL7 and CCL12 were highest at 1DPP, whereas CCL3 was highest
at 4DPP (Figure 3.4). CCL2 expression in the uterine horn was substantially increased at
1DPP, compared with 4DPP and 7DPP (Figure 3.4A). CCL3 expression was significantly
increased at 4DPP compared with 7DPP (Figure 3.4B). CCL7 expression was at its peak at
1DPP, at a roughly NP level before dropping at 4DPP and 7DPP (Figure 3.4C). CCL12
expression in the uterine horn was also at its highest at 1DPP compared to 4DPP and 7DPP
(Figure 3.4D). These data convincingly showed that there were considerable changes in the
expression of CCR2-binding chemokines in the post-partum period in the uterine horn
consistent with a role in mediating leukocyte recruitment, particularly at 1DPP.

3.5. Expression of selected genes encoding myeloid cell markers during the post-partum
period.
Next, the project explored whether qRT-PCR could be used to gauge leukocyte recruitment
to the uterus in the post-partum period. However, expression of genes encoding monocyte
and macrophage markers did not change significantly over the post-partum period (F4/80
Figure 3.5A, CX3CR1 Figure 3.5B). Although CCR2 expression did not change over the
post-partum period (Figure 3.5C) it did appear to be elevated compared to NP expression.
Other myeloid cell markers were also tested. MBP expression had increased significantly
at 4DPP and 7DPP compared to 1DPP (Figure 3.5D), while NGP, a marker for neutrophils
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did not vary over the post-partum period (Figure 3.5E). These results suggested relatively
minor changes in leukocyte recruitment during the post-partum period. However, the qRTPCR approach may not provide an accurate picture of changes in leukocyte abundance in
the uterus. Thus, flow cytometry was explored as a more accurate, detailed and quantitative
way of analysing and phenotyping leukocytes in the uterine horn and cervix.

3.6. Optimising digestion techniques for liberating leukocytes from the uterine horn.
Flow cytometry is a highly accurate method of simultaneously measuring multiple cell
surface markers using fluorescently conjugated antibodies. Co-expression of cell surface
markers helps provide definitive identification of a variety of cell types, and cells can be
analysed according to their size, known as Forward SCatter (FSC), and their granularity,
known as Side SCatter (SSC). A dead cell exclusion dye 7-AminoActinomycin D (7-AAD
or Viaprobe) is included so that dead cells can be gated out of the subsequent analysis as
these cells often bind non-specifically to antibodies. One of the challenges facing any
attempt to perform flow cytometry of solid tissues, is the generation of a single cell
suspension using tissue digestion that liberates cells without causing too much cell death or
cleaving epitopes recognised by the antibodies (Abuzakouk et al., 1996). Two digest
methods were tested. Digest 1 was adapted from (Collins et al., 2009), where it had been
used to successfully liberate DCs from uterine tissue. It contained Liberase Blendzyme 3
and DNase I. Digest 2, adapted from Kammerer et al (Kammerer et al., 2003), had been
used to isolate DCs from the decidua and contained hyaluronidase, collagenase type IV,
and DNase I and buffer containing BSA/fraction V. Further details are provided in the
Materials and Methods section.

Several pilot experiments were carried out: Figure 3.6 shows a typical test. A simple stain
using fluorescently labelled antibodies against Ly6C and CD11b was used to identify
myeloid cells. Cells were gated as shown (Figure 3.6A). Gates were drawn using spleen as
a template due to its clear staining. Staining was not always consistent between tissues: as
splenocytes stained the most clearly they were used to set gates. This meant that gates
could be drawn reproducibly between subjects and that gating was identical for all tissues.
Gates for each antibody used were drawn using fluorescent minus one (FMO) controls,
which contained all of the fluorescent antibodies and 7-AAD except the channel being
gated in order to provide a negative control for that marker to gate out background
fluorescence. Although more cells were retrieved from the uterine tissue treated with digest
2, a higher number of Ly6C+/CD11b+ cells were consistently identified from uterine tissue
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treated with digest 1, making it a more effective digest at liberating myeloid cells of
potential interest (Figure 3.6B-C). Although digest 2 appeared more effective for cervix,
higher quality uterine horn results were pursued as this formed the main focus of the
project.

3.7. Experimental design for the flow cytometric analysis of myeloid cells
(CD45+CD11b+) cells in post-partum and NP mice.
The sections above aimed to find a method to accurately analyse myeloid cell abundance in
the uterine horn in the early post-partum period. qRT-PCR was used to analyse expression
of chemokines and myeloid cell markers between 1DPP-7DPP, and although this was
useful for assessing chemokine expression, it was seen as far inferior to flow cytometry in
analysing the presence of specific leukocyte subsets. A digestion protocol was devised in
order to analyse leukocytes by flow cytometry from the uterine horn and the cervix.
Although digest 1 was chosen as the method to take forward, it had to be adapted because
the type of Liberase originally used was not available. Instead of Liberase Blendzyme 3, an
equivalent product was used, namely Liberase Blendzyme TM. One observation from
these early experiments was that spleen had a much more defined pattern of antibody
staining which was distinct from that seen in the uterine horn and cervix, indicating that
different cell types were present or perhaps that tissue digestion and disruption had some
effect on the cells that were liberated. With no other method of tissue dissociation
available, this potential confounding factor had to be accepted. Spleen staining was used to
define gates in these and future experiments because too few cells were retrieved from
reproductive tissues to allow for staining controls and because placing gates on more
robustly defined populations reduced the variability in this practice between experiments.
Nonetheless, despite the technical difficulties associated with preparing solid tissues for
analysis by flow cytometry, it was felt that the application of this technique to the analysis
of cells in reproductive tissues was a major advance and was subsequently used to provide
detailed insights into the specific cell types present during the post-partum period.

Thus, armed with an optimised digestion protocol using DNase I and Liberase Blendzyme
TM, I sought to analyse myeloid cells in the uterine horn and cervix in NP mice, and at
1DPP and 7DPP. Monocytes and macrophages were an important cellular focus of the
work, so antibodies against Ly6C, F4/80 and CD115 were included along with anti-CD45
and anti-CD11b in the cell staining cocktail. Peripheral tissues were also examined in
order to determine both local and systemic responses during the post-partum period. There
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was also the opportunity to examine expression of CCR2 by flow cytometry, which was of
particular interest. In our lab it had been discovered that it was difficult to reliably detect
CCR2 using available anti-CCR2 antibodies, and an alternative method using fluorescently
conjugated CCL2-AF647 had been developed.

Internalisation of this chemokine by

leukocytes gives an indication of their expression of CCR2, which can be verified by using
cells from CCR2 KO mice as controls. Thus, to investigate CCR2 activity in the monocyte
and macrophage populations in reproductive and peripheral tissues, single cell suspensions
of these tissues were incubated with CCL2-AF647 before being labelled with fluorescently
labelled antibodies. Cells were then assessed by flow cytometry. NP, 1DPP and 7DPP
samples from WT mice were analysed in the first instance, and the data then compared to
that generated from similar experiments performed on cohorts of CCR2 KO mice. Below
the findings of this study are presented, first broadly focussing on myeloid cells
(CD45+CD11b+), then specifically on monocytes and macrophages, and finally the results
relating to other CD11b+ myeloid cells are presented.

3.8. Large increase in myeloid cells in the uterine horn at 1DPP.
To facilitate the analysis of myeloid cells (CD45+CD11b+) in reproductive tissues, gates
were first drawn using spleen samples to remove small cell fragments and cells on the
extremes of each of the physical characteristics (Figure 3.7A). Dead cells were then
excluded as 7-AAD+ and then CD45+ cells gated to identify the leukocytes in the
preparation (Figure 3.7A). Subsequent gates were drawn from these CD45+ cells to
identify specific leukocyte cell types. Reproductive tissue samples were analysed using
these same gates. Using this approach, the first clear difference was that at 1DPP at least
11-fold more CD45+ cells were retrieved from the uterine horn compared with a NP
uterine horn (Figure 3.7B).

There was also a significant increase in the number of

leukocytes retrieved from the cervix at 1DPP (Figure 3.7B). The number of CD45+ cells
significantly decreased at 7DPP compared with 1DPP in both uterine horn and cervix
(Figure 3.7B). From this CD45+ population a gate was drawn to identify CD11b+ myeloid
cells (Figure 3.7A). Most of the CD45+ cells in the uterine horn and cervix in NP, 1DPP
and 7DPP expressed CD11b (Figure 3.7C). In the uterine horn 9-fold more CD11b+ cells
were retrieved at 1DPP than from NP mice and at 7DPP this was back down to
approximately NP levels. No significant change in CD11b+ cell number was seen in the
cervix between the time points studied.
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The striking increase in cells retrieved from the uterine horn, and to a lesser extent the
cervix, at 1DPP is most likely linked to a certain degree to an increase in the overall size of
the tissue. Although some of this increase may be due to local leukocyte proliferation,
many of these cells have presumably been recruited from the blood at some point over the
course of pregnancy up to 1DPP, and these cells are lost as the uterine horn contracts to
7DPP. The constituents of the myeloid compartment in the uterine horn and cervix
changed between NP, 1DPP and 7DPP. The data relating to a specific cell type are
presented as the total number of cells retrieved, but also as a percentage of the entire
CD45+ population because this gives an indication of whether that cell type becomes overor under-represented in the myeloid compartment of reproductive tissues during the postpartum period. Lymphoid tissues and blood were also examined in a similar way to
compare local and systemic changes during the post-partum period.

3.9. Monocytes and macrophages are abundant at 1DPP in the uterine horn.
Following selection for cells expressing CD45 and CD11b, SSC was plotted against antiLy6C staining. An inverted L shape gate was drawn for monocytes and macrophages to
select Ly6C+SSClo-intermediate (int) cells (Figure 3.8). This gate was designed using the spleen
sample to capture most of the cells that could be described as monocytes or macrophages
and avoided cells that were too granular to be monocyte/macrophages, especially
Ly6CintSSCint cells that were likely to be neutrophils (see below). All the cells in this
inverted L-shaped gate expressed F4/80, which is found on monocytes, and which is more
highly expressed by tissue macrophages. Staining of blood was used to set the gate for
macrophages. Macrophages are absent from blood, so applying this gate to reproductive
tissues would identify those cells that are F4/80hi. Thus, for this study, resident
macrophages were defined as CD45+CD11b+SSClo-intF4/80hi. Ly6Clo monocytes were
CD45+CD11b+SSClo-intF4/80loLy6Clo

and

Ly6Chi

monocytes

defined

as

CD45+CD11b+SSClo-intF4/80loLy6Chi. Representative images for these gates in uterine
horn tissue are included in Figure 3.8A. Although discrete populations are not apparent in
the Ly6C/SSC plot of uterine horn, the majority of cells in the inverted L-shaped gate
expressed F4/80, consistent with a monocyte/macrophage identity. Clearly these cells only
represented a small proportion of CD11b+ cells in the uterine horn, and the same was true
in the cervix.

Mirroring the increase in CD11b+ cells in 1DPP uterine horn, substantially greater
numbers of Ly6Clo monocytes, Ly6Chi monocytes and macrophages were retrieved from
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1DPP uterine horn than from NP or 7DPP samples (Figure 3.9, right). Interestingly, when
presented as a percentage of CD45+ cells, only Ly6Clo monocytes showed evidence of
being specifically enriched in the myeloid cell compartment of 1DPP uterine horn
compared to NP animals, although there was a marked reduction in the representation of
all three cell types in the CD45+ population by 7DPP when compared to 1DPP (Figure 3.9,
left). In the cervix, although significantly more Ly6Chi monocytes were retrieved from
1DPP tissue compared with 7DPP, no other statistically significant differences were seen.

Monocytes and macrophages were also enumerated in lymphoid tissues (spleen, BM,
PALN) and blood taken at the same time as the uterine horn and cervix. This enabled
investigation into whether the striking increase in these cells in the 1DPP uterine horn was
mirrored by changes in their abundance elsewhere in the mouse (i.e. were these local or
systemic changes?) or whether it led to their depletion from other tissues. The staining
profiles of spleen, blood, BM, PALN gated for resident macrophages, Ly6Clo monocytes,
Ly6Chi monocytes (Figure 3.9A, gates [2], [3] and [4] respectively) differ slightly: gates
were drawn as in Figure 3.8 to ensure consistency between tissues. In short, very few
differences were found in these tissues between samples from NP, 1DPP or 7DPP mice
(Figure 3.9), although there was an increase in the number of Ly6Clo monocytes in the BM
at 1DPP compared to NP, and an increase in the percentage of BM CD45+ cells classified
as Ly6Chi monocytes at 1DPP vs NP. Thus, despite the substantial increase in monocytes
and macrophages in the 1DPP uterine horn, no major changes in these cells were seen
elsewhere in mice at this time.

Collectively, these results clearly demonstrate that monocytes and macrophages are
abundant in the uterine wall at 1DPP, far exceeding the numbers found in NP uterine horn,
and that these cells have gone from the uterine horn by 6 days later (7DPP). This appears
to have minimal impact on these populations of cells elsewhere in the mouse. In addition,
the data suggest that Ly6Clo monocytes are increased as a proportion of leukocytes present
in 1DPP uterine horn.

3.10. CCL2-AF647 uptake is at its lowest at 7DPP in reproductive tissues.
Ligands for CCR2 are good candidates for directing the migration of monocytes into
reproductive tissues in the post-partum period, and these cells have the potential to
generate tissue macrophages. To do this, CCR2 needs to be expressed on the migrating
cells. To investigate CCR2 expression in monocyte and macrophage populations in
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reproductive and peripheral tissues, single cell suspensions of these tissues had been
incubated with CCL2-AF647 before being labelled with fluorescently labelled antibodies.
Thus, I was able to explore whether these cells showed any evidence of CCR2 expression.
Figure 3.10A shows typical fluorescence histograms for monocytes and macrophages in
the spleen and uterine horn. Compared to splenocytes that were incubated in the absence of
CCL2-AF647, Ly6Chi monocytes and resident macrophages in spleen and uterine horn
showed high levels of CCL2-AF647 uptake, indicative of expression of CCL2 receptors
(Figure 3.10A). In contrast, Ly6Clo monocytes displayed relatively little fluorescence.

CCL2-AF647 uptake by monocytes and macrophages was analysed in a range of tissues
from NP, 1DPP and 7DPP mice (Figure 3.10C-D).

A subset of Ly6Clo monocytes

internalised CCL2-AF647 in the post-partum period in all samples, but, compared with NP
animals, at 1DPP and 7DPP fewer uterine horn Ly6Clo monocytes were CCL2-AF647+,
and total fluorescence was lower in these cells at these time points (Figure 3.10B). In the
cervix, fluorescence of Ly6Clo monocytes was also reduced at 7DPP compared with NP
mice (Figure 3.10B, right). In contrast, essentially all Ly6Chi monocytes were CCL2AF647+ in spleen, blood and BM. In uterine horn and cervix, the large majority of Ly6C hi
monocytes were also CCL2-AF647+. However, the proportion that were CCL2-AF647+
was significantly reduced at 7DPP, compared with NP animals (Figure 3.10C, left), and in
the uterine horn, the total CCL2-AF647 fluorescence of Ly6Chi monocytes was reduced at
1DPP and 7DPP, compared with NP uterine horn (Figure 3.10C, right). A large proportion
of resident macrophages internalised CCL2-AF647+ and this increased in the cervix at
1DPP, compared with NP and 7DPP animals (Figure 3.10D, left). In the uterine horn,
although the proportion of macrophages that were CCL2-AF647+ was unchanged between
groups, the total fluorescence in these cells was lower at both post-partum time points than
NP animals (Figure 3.10D, right). However, it was notable that cells in the macrophage
gate consistently contained cells that had the CCL2-AF647 uptake profile of Ly6Chi
monocytes so it is possible that the resident macrophage gate was contaminated with a
fraction of Ly6Chi monocytes, although the inclusion of additional markers would be
required to verify this.

These data suggest expression of CCR2 by monocytes present in reproductive tissues and
elsewhere. This is not unexpected, but it is possible that CCL2-AF647 is internalised into
these cells by the scavenger receptor D6, which also binds CCL2, or by mechanisms that
do not involve chemokine receptors. This could be examined by including unlabelled
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chemokines, such as CCL22, to specifically compete away any D6-mediated CCL2-AF647
uptake activity (Hansell et al., 2011b). Alternatively, CCR2 KO animals could be used as a
control to confirm that CCL2-AF647 uptake by WT cells was CCR2 dependent. Data
relating to this are shown in section 3.11.

3.11. CCR2 deletion dramatically reduces CCL2-AF647 internalisation in monocyte and
macrophage populations in the reproductive tract and peripheral tissues at 1DPP.
Determining CCR2 dependence was key to understanding the significance of CCL2AF647 internalisation. Thus, data from WT mice 1DPP from Figure 3.10 were compared
to data generated from 1DPP CCR2 KO mice in order to determine how CCR2 affected
CCL2-AF647 internalisation by these cells in reproductive tissues. As with the WT
animals, the post-partum animals examined had just completed their first pregnancy.
Ly6Clo monocytes, internalised a fairly low amount of CCL2-AF647 in WT mice at 1DPP,
but still exhibited a considerable reduction in proportion and fluorescence of CCL2AF647+ Ly6Clo monocytes in CCR2 KO uterine horn and cervix (Figure 3.11A-B). In the
absence of CCR2, and in both the uterine horn and the cervix, Ly6Chi monocytes showed
an even more dramatic reduction in the percentage of cells that were classified as CCL2AF647+ and in the extent of CCL2-AF647 uptake (Figure 3.11C). Similarly, significant
reductions were seen in the CCL2-AF647+ fraction of resident macrophages, in both
reproductive tissues (Figure 3.11D, left). A similar analysis was also undertaken on 1DPP
peripheral tissues from WT and CCR2 KO mice, which clearly demonstrated that CCL2AF647 uptake by Ly6Clo monocytes, Ly6Chi monocytes, and macrophages was largely
dependent on CCR2 (Figure 3.12). These data firmly support the idea that monocytes and
macrophages in post-partum reproductive tissues and elsewhere express CCR2, and that
this CCR2 is capable of binding CCL2.

3.12. Increases in the proportions and numbers of granulocytes in reproductive tissues
over the post-partum period.
Similar analyses to those performed above were then undertaken on other CD11b+ cell
populations in the reproductive tissues, lymphoid tissues and blood from NP, 1DPP and
7DPP animals. The swell in numbers of myeloid cells in the uterine horn, and the elevated
expression of the eosinophil marker MBP during the post-partum period (Figure 3.5,
Figure 3.7), suggested that the size of granulocyte populations could vary between NP,
1DPP and 7DPP. Although the antibody panel used in the flow cytometry had been
primarily designed to identify monocytes and macrophages, it also allowed eosinophils to
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be identified as CD45+CD11b+Ly6CloSSChiCD115- cells (Rose et al., 2012) and
neutrophils as those cells with a CD45+CD11b+Ly6CintSSCintCD115- phenotype (RibeiroGomes et al., 2012) (Figure 3.13A-B). Lack of CD115 expression by these cells allowed
monocyte contamination to be reduced (Rose et al., 2012). If more flow cytometry
channels had been available, then more specific markers for these subsets could have been
included, although it was considered that the cell populations defined above would
primarily contain eosinophils and neutrophils. However, the presence of small populations
of other contaminating cells cannot be excluded.

Eosinophils and neutrophils were far more abundant than monocytes and macrophages in
the uterus and cervix at all time points (Figure 3.13C-D). The number of eosinophils and
neutrophils retrieved from the uterine horn increased significantly in the uterine horn at
1DPP compared with the other groups, and, although the proportion of CD45+ cells
defined as eosinophils was not different between the three groups, neutrophils represented
a far greater fraction of the CD45+ population at 1DPP compared to NP or 7DPP (Figure
3.13C-D). There were also fewer total neutrophils retrieved from the cervix at 7DPP,
compared with 1DPP (Figure 3.13D, right), and eosinophils comprised a greater fraction of
the CD45+ population in the cervix at 7DPP compared with NP.

Data from spleen, blood, BM and PALN were also analysed using the same gates (Figure
3.14) with cell definitions remaining constant in each tissue. Eosinophils were far less
abundant in these tissues than in the uterus and cervix. Compared to NP and 1DPP, a
significantly higher proportion of CD45+ cells in the spleen at 7DPP were classified as
eosinophils, which was also mirrored by the absolute numbers (Figure 3.14C). Eosinophils
were significantly higher at 7DPP, compared with NP in the PALN (Figure 3.14C). The
level of neutrophils in the spleen and PALN remained constant in terms of proportion and
numbers over the post-partum period (Figure 3.14D), although a greater proportion of
CD45+ BM cells were neutrophils at 1DPP compared to NP.

Thus, eosinophils and neutrophils are abundant in the uterine wall at 1DPP, far exceeding
the numbers found in NP uterine horn. These cells have disappeared from the uterine horn
by 6 days later (7DPP). Eosinophil numbers also increase in the spleen during the postpartum period. In addition, the data show that neutrophils represent a greater proportion of
the leukocytes present in 1DPP uterine horn compared to NP and 7DPP.
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3.13. Low level CCR2-dependent internalisation of CCL2-AF647 by some granulocyte
populations.
Granulocytes were also tested for their ability to internalise CCL2-AF647. Although
eosinophils and neutrophils are generally not thought to express CCR2, it has been seen in
some inflammatory or other specific situations (Borchers et al., 2002, Hartl et al., 2008,
Johnston et al., 1999, Reichel et al., 2006, Souto et al., 2011, Yang et al., 2012). In the
spleen, eosinophils showed some CCL2-AF647 uptake whereas this activity in neutrophils
was almost superimposable on the negative control.

However, in the uterine horn

neutrophils and eosinophils had similar fluorescence profiles with clear evidence that these
cells could internalise CCL2-AF647 (Figure 3.15A). Very few differences in granulocyte
CCL2-AF647 internalisation were found over the post-partum period, although the
proportion of CCL2-AF647+ eosinophils in the cervix was significantly lower at 7DPP
compared with NP and 1DPP cervix (Figure 3.15B, left). The CCR2 dependence of CCL2AF647 uptake was analysed at 1DPP by comparing WT data from Figure 3.15 with CCR2
KO data. In the absence of CCR2, fewer neutrophils in reproductive tissues were capable
of internalising CCL2-AF647, and fewer cervical eosinophils were classified as CCL2AF647+ (Figure 3.16B), indicating that subsets of these cells expressed CCR2 in WT
reproductive tissues.

The CCR2 dependence of CCL2-AF647 uptake by granulocytes in lymphoid tissues and
blood was also analysed at 1DPP by comparing WT data from Figure 3.15 with CCR2 KO
data. The data were extremely variable between individual mice, and choosing an image
representative of all the individuals was difficult. Moreover, and particularly for
eosinophils, it was difficult to make a judgement about whether uptake was CCR2
dependent in peripheral tissues and perhaps the analysis of higher numbers of mice is
required before a firm conclusion could be drawn. Nonetheless, in the WT BM a
significantly higher percentage of eosinophils were CCL2-AF647+ in WT mice compared
with CCR2 KOs (Figure 3.17A-B), suggesting that a small population of eosinophils
express CCR2 in WT animals. In addition, greater numbers of neutrophils in the PALN of
WT mice appeared to internalise CCL2-AF647 than those neutrophils present in the PALN
of CCR2 KO mice (Figure 3.17A and C).
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3.12. CCR2 deficient mice have far fewer myeloid cells in their uteri than WT mice at
1DPP.
The data so far demonstrate that: (i) the expression of CCR2-binding chemokines peaks at
1DPP in the uterine horn; (ii) eosinophils and neutrophils are abundant in the 1DPP uterine
horn, and a subset of these cells appear to express CCR2; and (iii) there is a large increase
in CCR2-expressing monocyte/macrophage cells in the 1DPP uterine horn.

These

observations led naturally to the question of whether CCR2 was required for these cells to
be present in the uterus and cervix. Thus, NP, 1DPP and 7DPP uterine horn and cervix
from CCR2 KO mice were investigated and the proportion of CD45+ cells defined as
monocytes, macrophages, eosinophils and neutrophils was calculated, along with the total
number of each cell type retrieved. These data were then compared to the results generated
from WT mice that have been presented above.

The first striking observation was that far fewer CD45+ cells were retrieved from the
uterine horn of 1DPP CCR2 KO mice compared with WT counterparts. This was less
apparent in NP uterine samples and was not seen with 7DPP uterine horn, or the cervix at
any time-point. Individual myeloid subsets were then compared in detail in these tissues.

3.12.1. Monocytes and macrophages.
In NP uterine horn, there were no significant differences in the number of Ly6Clo
monocytes, Ly6Chi monocytes, or macrophages retrieved between strains, although these
cells represented a greater proportion of the CD45+ cells (Figure 3.18). At 1DPP, all these
cell types were retrieved in far greater numbers from WT mice compared to CCR2 KO, but
only Ly6Chi monocytes represented a greater proportion of the CD45+ cells present at this
time. No effect of CCR2 deletion was seen at 7DPP, and there was no significant impact of
CCR2 deletion on Ly6Clo monocytes or macrophages in the cervix. However, Ly6Chi
monocytes were more common in the NP cervix of WT mice than CCR2 KOs, both in
terms of the number retrieved and the proportion of CD45+ cells that they represented
(Figure 3.18D). Moreover, compared with CCR2 KO, greater numbers of Ly6Chi
monocytes were retrieved from WT cervix 1DPP (Figure 3.18D, right) but this was only of
borderline significant when they were examined as a proportion of CD45+ cells (p=0.052,
Figure 3.18D, left). The number of macrophages in the cervix also appeared to be reduced
in CCR2 KO mice, but this failed to achieve statistical significance.
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Peripheral blood and lymphoid tissues had also been harvested from 1DPP CCR2 KO mice
and these samples were analysed for the various myeloid subsets that had been investigated
in the reproductive tissues. WT 1DPP data from Figure 3.9 were compared to the 1DPP
CCR2 KO data to determine how CCR2 affected the abundance of these cells in peripheral
tissues. As expected (Serbina and Pamer, 2006), Ly6Chi monocytes were reduced in the
spleen and blood of CCR2 KO mice (Figure 3.19). The proportion of CD45+ leukocytes
in the spleen that were Ly6Chi monocytes was over three times in WT mice than in those
lacking CCR2, and, even more dramatically, in WT mice the total number of Ly6Chi
monocytes in the spleen at 1DPP was over 6 times that of the CCR2 KO mice (Figure
3.19B). In the blood of WT mice, the frequency of Ly6Chi monocytes amongst CD45+
cells was over seven fold higher than that seen in CCR2 KOs (Figure 3.19B). Notably,
however, from my data it seems that these cells were not retained in the BM of CCR2 KO
mice where they are reported to get stalled in these animals (Serbina and Pamer, 2006). In
addition to these changes in Ly6Chi monocytes, the WT spleen contained nearly four times
the number of Ly6Clo monocytes as spleens from CCR2 KO mice (Figure 3.19A). Results
for resident macrophages were variable due to the fact that relatively few were found using
the method employed, although the number of resident macrophages was higher in the WT
spleen, compared with the CCR2 KO (Figure 3.19C, right).

3.12.2. Eosinophils and neutrophils.
The proportion of CD45+ cells in the uterine horn identified as eosinophils or neutrophils
was similar between WT and CCR2 KO (Figure 3.20A, left). However, at 1DPP, greater
numbers of eosinophils and neutrophils were retrieved from WT uteri than from equivalent
samples of CCR2 KO tissue (Figure 3.20A, right), and more neutrophils could be isolated
from the WT cervix at this time compared to CCR2 KO.

CCR2 deficiency had no impact on eosinophil or neutrophil abundance in spleen, blood or
PALN.

However, CCR2 deficiency was associated with an increased number of

eosinophils in the BM (Figure 3.21A). The proportion of neutrophils also increased in
CCR2 KO BM, compared with WT (Figure 3.21B). This was surprising, and indicated that
CCR2 activity might negatively regulate populations of granulocytes in the BM. Previous
studies that have reported that Ly6Chi monocytes are retained in CCR2 KO BM (Serbina
and Pamer, 2006), did not show data for other BM cell types and it is possible that the
impact of CCR2 deficiency on eosinophils is specific to animals at 1DPP.
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Thus, CCR2 deficiency was associated with substantial and systemic changes in the
distribution and abundance of monocytes, macrophages and other myeloid cells in NP
mice and during the post-partum period.

3.13. Plasma CCL2 levels are higher in CCR2 KO than WT mice.
During the preparation of blood for flow cytometry, plasma had been isolated and stored.
Previous reports have shown a role for CCR2 in scavenging CCL2 (Volpe et al., 2012) and
CCR2 KOs have been shown to exhibit higher levels of CCL2 in plasma (Cardona et al.,
2008). Thus, Luminex technology was used to measure chemokine protein in plasma
harvested from NP mice, and from mice 1, 4 or 7 days post-partum (Figures 3.22 and
3.23). CCL2 and CCL3 were investigated because (i) uterine expression of the genes
encoding these chemokines was higher during the post-partum period than in house
measurements of NP samples (Figure 3.4), and (ii) they were compatible to be measured at
the same time with the kits available. In the NP mice, and consistent with the previous
reports (Cardona et al., 2008), CCR2 KO mice had roughly double the amount of CCL2
protein in their plasma, compared to WT mice (Figure 3.22A). A significant difference was
also seen at 1DPP (Figure 3.22B) and at 4DPP (Figure 3.22C), showing this phenotype
was still seen during the early post-partum period. At 7DPP however there was no
difference between the WT and CCR2 KO levels of CCL2 in plasma (Figure 3.22D). In
contrast to CCL2, systemic CCL3 levels were not significantly different between WT and
CCR2 KO mice at any of the time points (Figure 3.23A-D). Levels of the chemokine also
appeared not to fluctuate in the plasma over the post-partum period in contrast to what was
seen for mRNA gene expression in the uterine horn (Figure 3.4).

3.14. Summary
In this chapter I have described my investigations of myeloid cell populations in
reproductive and peripheral tissues using techniques such as qRT-PCR and flow
cytometry. The main hypotheses were that monocyte and macrophage subsets would be
recruited to post-partum reproductive tissue and that this infiltration would be reliant on
CCR2. The main findings of this chapter were:


Myeloid cells are abundant at 1DPP and there is a clear increase in cells retrieved
from the uterine horn at this time. The retrieved number of cells falls to NP levels
at 7DPP. Enlarged populations of monocytes and neutrophils are responsible for the
increase in myeloid cells in this tissue at 1DPP.
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Secondary lymphoid tissues and blood did not display many changes between NP,
1DPP and 7DPP populations of myeloid cells, except Ly6Chi monocytes and
neutrophils, which were increased in BM at 1DPP compared to NP mice.



At 1DPP, all myeloid cell populations studied contained at least some cells that
expressed CCR2 in either uterine horn or cervix. In peripheral tissues monocytes
and macrophages isolated at 1DPP expressed CCR2, but CCR2 expression by
granulocytes at this time-point was influenced by the tissue studied. As expected,
Ly6Chi inflammatory monocytes demonstrated the strongest CCR2 activity,
compared to the other myeloid subsets, in all tissues studied. At 1DPP, far fewer
myeloid cells were retrieved from the uterine horn of CCR2 KO mice, compared to
WT controls. Ly6Chi monocytes were particularly strongly affected by CCR2
deletion. There was also an absence of Ly6Chi monocytes in the blood and spleen
of CCR2 KO mice, whereas granulocytes were increased in the BM when CCR2
was deleted.



In NP mice and in the early post-partum period, CCL2 was increased in the plasma
of CCR2 KO mice, compared to WT mice. However, at 7DPP circulating CCL2
was equivalent between WT and CCR2 KOs. No CCR2 dependent difference was
seen in levels of circulating CCL3.

These data support the idea of an inflammatory infiltrate containing myeloid cells in the
uterine horn in the early post-partum period and highlight the role of CCR2 in this process.
These observations are discussed in greater depth in the Discussion in Chapter 7. Chapter
4 continues this work by describing T cell populations in reproductive and peripheral
tissues in the post-partum period and further tests CCR2 activity on these cells.
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Figure 3.1. Expression of the gene encoding the macrophage marker F4/80 in detachment
sites is not affected by deletion of chemokine receptors that drive monocyte migration.
Investigation into expression of monocyte and macrophage markers in WT, CCR2 KO and
CX3CR1 detachment sites in the Uterine Horn (UH) of ex-breeder mice. Expression was
calculated as 100x2ΔCT where ΔCT=CTtarget-CTGAPDH to establish target expression as a
percentage of expression of the endogenous control. (A) Representative photograph of UH
demonstrating detachment sites lining up in the tissue. (B) Number of detachment sites on
the tissue per mouse following one pregnancy in WT (n=13) and CCR2 KO (n=18)
females. (C)-(E) Expression of markers in detachment sites of WT (n=12-13), CCR2 (n=67) and CX3CR1 (n=4); F4/80 (C), CX3CR1 (D) and CCR2 (E). Data were presented as
mean ± SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test or one-way
ANOVA as appropriate, **p<0.01.
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Figure 3.2. No specific enrichment in expression of genes encoding cell markers in
detachment sites.
Uterine horn tissue without detachment sites (UH), uterine horn tissue with detachment
sites (DS) and Cervix (C) and were compared for gene expression of cells markers in exbreeders (n=12-13). Expression was calculated as 100x2ΔCT where ΔCT=CTtarget-CTGAPDH
to establish target expression as a percentage of expression of the endogenous control.
Gene expression relative to GAPDH of: (A) F4/80 (B) CD19 (C) CD3 (D) FoxP3 (E) MBP
(F) NGP. Each set of linked points represents expression from one individual. Statistical
analysis was carried out by a Friedman test with repeated measures, with a Dunn’s posthoc test, not significant.
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Figure 3.3. Alteration of the structure of the uterine horn in the post-partum period.
Uterine horn tissue was removed from WT females at 1DPP (A), 7DPP (C) and from exbreeders (D). Tissue was fixed, processed and embedded before being cut and stained with
haematoxylin and eosin by Jim Reilly (Institute of Infection, Immunity & Inflammation,
University of Glasgow). The myometrium and endometrium can be clearly identified in all
stages of the post-partum period.
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Figure 3.4. CCR2-binding chemokine gene expression varies in the uterine horn over the
post-partum period.
Gene expression of CCR2 binding chemokines in the UH of mice at 1DPP (n=5), 4DPP
(n=6) and 7DPP (n=5) after their first pregnancy. Expression was calculated as 100x2 ΔCT
where ΔCT=CTtarget-CTGAPDH to establish target expression as a percentage of expression
of the endogenous control. (A) CCL2 (B) CCL3 (C) CCL7 (D) CCL12. Results are
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA with a
Tukey post-test, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. NP samples were produced and processed by
Fiona Menzies and Abdul Khan (Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Glasgow) and
re-analysed for this project.
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Figure 3.5. Expression of genes encoding monocyte and macrophage markers does not
vary over the post-partum period.
mRNA expression of myeloid cell markers in the UH of mice in at 1DPP (n=5), 4DPP
(n=6) and 7DPP (n=5) after their first pregnancy. Expression was calculated as 100x2ΔCT
where ΔCT=CT

target

-CTGAPDH to establish target expression as a percentage of expression

of the endogenous control. Gene expression relative to GAPDH: (A) F4/80 (B) CX3CR1
(C) CCR2 (D) MBP (E) NGP. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was
carried out by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-test, **p<0.01. NP samples were
produced and processed by Fiona Menzies and Abdul Khan (Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
University of Glasgow) and re-analysed for this project.
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Figure 3.6. Optimising digestion techniques for liberating Ly6C+CD11b+ cells from the
uterine horn.
Two digests were tested for their ability to liberate Ly6C+CD11b+ cells from the NP UH.
Digest 1; Liberase + DNase 1. Digest 2; hyluronidase + collagenase + DNase 1. A) Gating
strategy for all tissues shown for splenocytes. Physical gate removes cells at the extremes
(top; unstained cells, bottom; stained cells), 7-AAD negative live cells (top; unstained
cells, bottom, stained cells), Ly6C+/CD11b+ quadrant is a simple gate for monocyte-like
cells (top; FMO controls). Gates placed on spleen cells were used for all tissues. B)
Ly6C/CD11b staining for spleen and digested UH and cervix for both protocols. C) Table
showing numbers of cells from the UH that were retrieved, gated as live and stained
Ly6C+/CD11b+ in the two digest conditions.
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Figure 3.6. Optimising digestion techniques for liberating Ly6C+CD11b+ cells from the
uterine horn (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.7. Large increase in myeloid cells in the uterine horn at 1DPP.
Total leukocytes or myeloid cells in reproductive tissues in the post-partum period,
measured by flow cytometry. (A) Representative plots of the gating strategy for detection
of CD45+CD11b+ myeloid cells by flow cytometry. Physical and live gates drawn as in
Figure (fig) 3.5, CD45 and CD11b gates drawn from staining in the spleen. Ly6C aided
CD11b gating by separating CD11b+ cell populations. (B) Left; CD45+ cells retrieved
from the UH and cervix of NP, 1DPP 7DPP mice (n=7-12), expressed as median and IQR.
Analysed by Kruskall-Wallis test with a Dunn’s post-hoc test to compare all groups
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Right; representative plots showing CD45+ gate for
1DPP UH and cervix. (C) Left; CD45+CD11b+ cells retrieved from the UH and cervix of
NP, 1DPP and 7DPP mice (n=4-5), expressed as mean±SEM. Analysed by one-way
ANOVA with a Tukey post-hoc test ***p<0.001. Right; representative plots showing
CD45+CD11b+ gate from the 1DPP UH and cervix.
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Figure 3.7. Large increase in myeloid cells in the uterine horn at 1DPP (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.8. Ly6Clo and Ly6Chi monocytes are abundant at 1DPP in the uterine horn.
Measurement of monocyte and macrophage subsets in reproductive tissues using flow
cytometry in NP females and at 1DPP and 7DPP during the post-partum period (n=3-5).
Cells pregated as CD45+CD11b+. (A) Representative images of gating strategy in spleen,
blood and UH at 1DPP for isolation of resident macrophages, Ly6Clo monocytes and
Ly6Chi monocytes. From the Ly6C/SSC plot an inverted L gate is drawn to capture
Ly6C+SSClo-int cells, these cells were then split based on F4/80; [1] was defined as
monocytes, F4/80hi cells were defined as resident monocytes [2]. Gate [1] was then split by
expression of Ly6C in the spleen, separating two clear populations, Ly6C lo monocytes [3]
and Ly6Chi monocytes [4]. (B) Ly6Clo monocytes as a percentage of CD45+ cells (left)
and total Ly6Clo monocytes retrieved (right). (C) Ly6Chi monocytes as a percentage of
CD45+ cells (left) and total Ly6Chi monocytes retrieved (right). (E) Resident macrophages
as a percentage of CD45+ cells (left) and total resident macrophages retrieved (right). Data
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA with a
Tukey post-test, *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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Figure 3.8. Ly6Clo and Ly6Chi monocytes are abundant at 1DPP in the uterine horn
(legend opposite).
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Figure 3.9. Monocyte and macrophage subsets remained largely unchanged in the postpartum period in peripheral tissues.
Measurement of monocyte and macrophage subsets in spleen, blood, BM and PALN in the
post-partum period using flow cytometry (n=4-5). (A) Representative gating as in fig 3.8.
Absolute numbers were calculated by taking a live cell count and multiplying the
proportion of the population as a total of live cells. (B) Ly6C lo monocytes as a percentage
of CD45+ cells (left) and absolute numbers of Ly6Clo monocytes (right). (D) Ly6Chi
monocytes as a percentage of CD45+ cells (left) and absolute numbers of Ly6C hi
monocytes (right). (E) Resident macrophages as a percentage of CD45+ cells (left) and
absolute numbers of resident macrophages (right). Data were presented as mean±SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-test, *p<0.05.
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Figure 3.9. Monocyte and macrophage subsets remained largely unchanged in the postpartum period in peripheral tissues (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.10. CCL2-AF647 uptake is at its lowest at 7DPP in reproductive tissues.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2 was measured by flow cytometry in spleen (n=4-5), UH (n=35), cervix (n=3-5), blood (n=4-5), BM (n=4-5), PALN (n=4-5) and in NP, 1DPP and 7DPP
mice. Cells were incubated with CCL2-AF647 for 65mins. Gates are drawn as in fig 3.8.
(A) Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2 uptake of monocyte and macrophage
populations in the spleen, with the FMO (no CCL2) control for the total CD11b population
shown in red. (B) Left; Proportion of Ly6Clo monocytes internalising CCL2. Right;
geoMFI of CCL2+ Ly6Clo monocytes. (C) Left; Proportion of Ly6Chi monocytes
internalising. Right; geoMFI of CCL2+ Ly6Chi monocytes. (D) Left; Proportion of resident
macrophages internalising. Right; geoMFI of CCL2+ resident macrophages. Data were
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA with a
Tukey post-test, *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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Figure 3.10. CCL2-AF647 uptake is at its lowest at 7DPP in reproductive tissues (legend
opposite).
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Figure 3.11. CCR2 deletion dramatically reduces CCL2 internalisation in monocyte and
macrophage populations in the reproductive tract at 1DPP.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2 was measured by flow cytometry in UH (n=3-5) and cervix
(n=3-5) at 1DPP in WT and CCR2 KO mice. Cells were incubated with CCL2-AF647 for
65mins. Gates are drawn as in fig 3.8. (A) Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2 uptake
of Ly6Clo monocyte (left), Ly6Chi monocyte (centre) and resident macrophage (right)
populations in the UH. A representative WT profile is shown in blue and a representative
CCR2 KO profile is shown in orange. The FMO (no CCL2) control for the total CD11b
population for the spleen is shown in red as a negative control. (B) Left; Proportion of
Ly6Clo monocytes internalising CCL2. Right; Geometric mean fluorescence intensity
(geoMFI) of CCL2+ Ly6Clo monocytes. (C) Left; Proportion of Ly6Chi monocytes
internalising. Right; geoMFI of CCL2+ Ly6Chi monocytes. (D) Left; Proportion of resident
macrophages internalising CCL2. Right; geoMFI of CCL2+ Ly6Chi resident macrophages.
Data are presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired
Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction for unequal variances when appropriate *p<0.05
**p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.11. CCR2 deletion dramatically reduces CCL2 internalisation in monocyte and
macrophage populations in the reproductive tract at 1DPP.
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Figure 3.12. CCR2 dependent CCL2-AF647 internalisation by monocytes and
macrophages in peripheral tissues at 1DPP.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2 was measured by flow cytometry in spleen (n=3-5), blood
(n=3-5), BM (n=3-5) and PALN (n=3-5) at 1DPP. Cells were incubated with CCL2-AF647
for 65mins. Gates are drawn as in fig 3.9. (A) Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2
uptake of Ly6Clo monocyte (top) and Ly6Chi monocyte (middle) and resident macrophage
(bottom) populations. A representative WT profile is shown in blue and a representative
CCR2 KO profile is shown in orange. The FMO control for the total CD11b population for
the spleen is shown in red as a negative control. Resident macrophage populations were
negligible in blood and PALN. (B) Left; Proportion of Ly6Clo monocytes internalising
CCL2. Right; Geometric mean fluorescence intensity (geoMFI) of CCL2+ Ly6C lo
monocytes. (C) Left; Proportion of Ly6Chi monocytes internalising CCL2. Right; geoMFI
of CCL2+ Ly6Chi monocytes. (D) Left; Proportion of resident macrophages internalising
CCL2. Right; geoMFI of CCL2+ resident macrophages. Data are presented as mean±SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction
for unequal variances when appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.12. CCR2 dependent CCL2-AF647 internalisation by monocytes and
macrophages in peripheral tissues at 1DPP (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.13. Increases in the proportions of granulocytes in reproductive tissues over the
post-partum period.
Measurement of granulocytes in reproductive tissues using flow cytometry stained for
CD45, CD11b, Ly6C and CD115 in NP, 1DPP and 7DPP mice (n=4-5). (A) Gating
strategy based on splenocytes for isolation of eosinophils and neutrophils. Cells gated for
CD11b+ were then split by Ly6C/SSC with Ly6CloSSChi cells [1] then being gated as
CD115- to remove monocytes and macrophages, these cells were defined as eosinophils
for this study. Ly6CintSSCint [2] cells were also gated as CD115- and these cells were
defined as neutrophils. (B) A representative image of Ly6C/SSC for UH (left) and cervix
(right) at 1DPP. (C) Left; Eosinophils as a percentage of CD45+ cells. Right; Eosinophils
retrieved. (D) Left; Neutrophils as a percentage of CD45+ cells. Right; Neutrophils
retrieved. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way
ANOVA with a Tukey post-test, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.13. Increases in the proportions of granulocytes in reproductive tissues over the
post-partum period (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.14. Peripheral tissues show changes in proportions of neutrophils and eosinophils
in the post-partum period.
Measurement of eosinophils and neutrophils in spleen, blood, BM and PALN in NP
females and at 1DPP and 7DPP (n=3-5). (A) Gating strategy based on splenocytes for
isolation of eosinophils and neutrophils as in fig 3.13. CD11b+ gate was split by
Ly6C/SSC with Ly6CloSSChi cells [1] then being gated as CD115- to be defined as
eosinophils. Ly6CintSSCint [2] cells were also gated as CD115- and defined as neutrophils.
(B) Ly6C/SSC profiles in spleen, blood, BM and PALN. (C) Eosinophils as a proportion of
CD45+ cells (left) and absolute numbers of eosinophils (right). Absolute numbers were
calculated by taking a live cell count and multiplying the proportion of the population as a
total of live cells. (D) Neutrophils as a proportion of CD45+ cells (left) and absolute
numbers of neutrophils (right). Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was
carried out by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-test, *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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Figure 3.14. Peripheral tissues show changes in proportions of neutrophils and eosinophils
in the post-partum period (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.15. Granulocytes internalise low levels of CCL2-AF647.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 was measured by flow cytometry in spleen (n=4-5),
UH (n=3-5), cervix (n=3-5), blood (n=4-5), BM (n=4-5), PALN (n=4-5) in NP, 1DPP and
7DPP mice. Cells were incubated with CCL2-AF647 for 65mins. Gates are drawn as in fig
3.13. (A) Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 uptake of eosinophil and
neutrophil populations in the spleen, with the FMO control for the total CD11b population
shown in red. (B) Proportion of eosinophils internalising CCL2-AF647. (C) Proportion of
neutrophils internalising CCL2-AF647. Data were presented as mean±SEM. Statistical
analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-test, *p<0.05 **p<0.01
***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.16. CCR2 deletion reduces CCL2-AF647 internalisation in reproductive tract
eosinophils and neutrophils at 1DPP.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2 was measured by flow cytometry in UH (n=3-5) and cervix
(n=3-5) at 1DPP in eosinophils and neutrophils. Cells were incubated with CCL2-AF647
for 65mins. Gates are drawn as in fig 3.13. (A) Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2
uptake of eosinophil (left) and neutrophil (right) populations in the 1DPP UH. A
representative WT profile is shown in blue and a representative CCR2 KO profile is shown
in orange. The FMO control for the total CD11b population for the spleen is shown in red
as a negative control. (B) Proportion of eosinophils internalising CCL2 in the UH and
cervix at 1DPP in WT and CCR2 KO mice. (C) Proportion of neutrophils internalising
CCL2 in the UH and cervix at 1DPP in WT and CCR2 KO mice. Data are presented as
mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test with a
Welch’s correction for unequal variances when appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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Figure 3.17. Peripheral tissues tend not to have a reduced proportion of granulocytes
internalising CCL2-AF647.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 was measured by flow cytometry in spleen (n=3-5),
blood (n=3-5), BM (n=3-5) and PALN (n=3-5) at 1DPP in WT and CCR2 KO mice. Cells
were incubated with CCL2-AF647 for 65mins. Gates were drawn as in fig 3.14. (A)
Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 uptake of eosinophil (top) and neutrophil
(bottom) populations in the spleen, blood, BM and PALN. A representative WT profile is
shown in blue and a representative CCR2 KO profile is shown in orange. The FMO control
for the total CD11b population for the spleen is shown in red as a negative control. (B)
Proportion of eosinophils internalising CCL2-AF647. (C) Proportion of neutrophils
internalising CCL2-AF647 in peripheral tissues at 1DPP. Data presented as mean±SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction
for unequal variances when appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.18. CCR2 deficient mice have far fewer monocytes and macrophages in their
reproductive tissues at 1DPP.
Measurement of monocytes and macrophages in reproductive tissues in WT and CCR2 KO
mice using flow cytometry at NP (n=3-6), 1DPP (n=3-5) and 7DPP (n=3-6) time points.
Gates are drawn as in fig 3.8. (A) Left; Ly6Clo monocytes as a proportion of CD45+ cells.
Right; Total Ly6Clo monocytes retrieved. (B) Left; Ly6Clo monocytes as a proportion of
CD45+ cells. Right; Total Ly6Clo monocytes retrieved. (C) Left; Ly6Chi monocytes as a
proportion of CD45+ cells. Right; Total Ly6Chi monocytes retrieved. (D) Left; Ly6Chi
monocytes as a proportion of CD45+. Right; Total Ly6Chi monocytes retrieved. (E) Left;
Resident macrophages as a proportion of CD45+ cells. Right; Total Resident macrophages
retrieved. (F) Left; Resident macrophages as a proportion of CD45+ cells. Right; Total
Resident macrophages retrieved. Data were presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis
was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction for unequal
variances when appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.18. CCR2 deficient mice have far fewer monocytes and macrophages in their
reproductive tissues at 1DPP (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.19. The spleens of CCR2 KO mice contain fewer monocytes and macrophages
than WTs at 1DPP.
Monocytes and macrophages in spleen (n=3-5), blood (n=3-5), BM (n=3-5) and PALN
(n=3-5) in WT and CCR2 KO mice at 1DPP measured using flow cytometry. Gates are
drawn as in fig 3.9. (A) Left; Ly6Clo monocytes as a proportion of CD45+ cells. Right;
Absolute cell numbers of Ly6Clo monocytes. Absolute numbers are calculated by taking a
live cell count and multiplying the proportion of the population as a total of live cells. (B)
Left; Ly6Chi monocytes as a proportion of CD45+ cells. Right; Absolute cell numbers of
Ly6Chi monocytes. (C) Left; Resident macrophages as a proportion of CD45+ cells. Right;
Absolute cell numbers of resident macrophages. Data are presented as mean±SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction
for unequal variances when appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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Figure 3.20. CCR2 deletion reduces the number of granulocytes in reproductive tissues at
1DPP.
Measurement of granulocytes in reproductive tissues in WT and CCR2 KO mice using
flow cytometry at NP (n=4-6), 1DPP (n=3-5) and 7DPP (n=3-4) time points. Gates are
drawn as in fig 3.13. (A) Left; Eosinophils in UH as a proportion of CD45+ cells in the
post-partum period. Right; Total eosinophils retrieved from the UH in the post-partum
period. (B) Left; Eosinophils in cervix as a proportion of CD45+ cells in the post-partum
period. Right; Total eosinophils retrieved from the cervix in the post-partum period. (C)
Left; Neutrophils in UH as a proportion of CD45+ cells in the post-partum period. Right;
Total neutrophils retrieved from the UH in the post-partum period. (D) Left; Neutrophils in
cervix as a proportion of CD45+ cells in the post-partum period. Right; Total neutrophils
retrieved from the cervix in the post-partum period. Data are presented as mean±SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction
for unequal variances where appropriate *p<0.05 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 3.20. CCR2 deletion reduces the number of granulocytes in reproductive tissues at
1DPP (legend opposite).
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Figure 3.21. Numbers and proportion of eosinophils in CCR2 KOs are double that of WTs
in BM at 1DPP.
Granulocytes in spleen (n=3-5), blood (n=3-5), BM (n=3-5) and PALN (n=3-5) in WT and
CCR2 KO mice at 1DPP measured using flow cytometry. Gates are drawn as in fig 3.14.
(A) Left; Eosinophils as a proportion of CD45+ cells in spleen, blood, BM and PALN.
Right; Absolute cell numbers of eosinophils from spleen, BM and PALN. Absolute
numbers were calculated by taking a live cell count and multiplying the proportion of the
population as a total of live cells. (B) Neutrophils as a proportion of CD45+ cells in spleen,
blood, BM and PALN. Right; Absolute cell numbers of neutrophils from spleen, BM and
PALN. Data are presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired
Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction for unequal variances when appropriate
**p<0.01.
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Figure 3.22. CCL2 levels are higher in CCR2 KO than WT plasma in the early post-partum
period.
CCL2 measured in the plasma of WT (n=4-8) and CCR2 KO (p=5-6) mice in the postpartum period following their first litter. (A) CCL2 in NP mice in WT and CCR2 KO
plasma. (B) CCL2 at 1DPP in WT and CCR2 KO plasma. (C) CCL2 at 4DPP in WT and
CCR2 KO plasma. (D) CCL2 at 7DPP in WT and CCR2 KO plasma. Data are presented as
mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test, *p<0.05,
**p<0.01. Assistance in testing the samples was given by Chris Hansell (Institute of
Infection, Immunity & Inflammation, University of Glasgow).
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Figure 3.23. No difference is seen in levels of CCL3 in the plasma of CCR2 KO and WT
mice.
CCL3 measured in the plasma of WT (n=4-9) and CCR2 KO (n=5-8) mice in the postpartum period following their first litter. (A) CCL3 in NP mice in WT and CCR2 KO
plasma. (B) CCL3 at 1DPP in WT and CCR2 KO plasma. (C) (D) CCL3 at 7DPP in WT
and CCR2 KO plasma. Data are presented as median and IQR are shown. Statistical
analysis was carried out by Mann-Whitney U test, not significant. Assistance in testing the
samples was given by Chris Hansell (Institute of Infection, Immunity & Inflammation,
University of Glasgow).
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Chapter 4: CD3+ cells in murine reproductive tissues
before and after pregnancy
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Introduction
After profiling myeloid cell subsets in post-partum reproductive tissues, examining CD3+
cell subsets was a natural progression because T cells, the principal CD3+ cell type, and
myeloid cells closely interplay during inflammation and one subset can readily affect the
behaviour of the other. The role of T cells during the post-partum period has received
minimal attention, but population changes have been observed in both reproductive (Hoger
et al., 1996, Kallikourdis et al., 2007, Kallikourdis and Betz, 2007, Ivanisevic et al., 2010)
and peripheral tissues (Carter et al., 1983, Newport and Carter, 1983) during the
reproductive process, giving cause to believe that T cells are sensitive to changes in
reproductive status. Interestingly, human T cells have exhibited chemotaxis to CCL2 (Carr
et al., 1994). Furthermore, expression of CCR2 has been found on subsets of CD4+ T cells
in mice and humans (Bruhl et al., 2004, Connor et al., 2004, Rabin et al., 1999) and CD8+
T cells (Nansen et al., 2000, Terwey et al., 2005) in humans11,12. The effects of CCR2
deletion during models of inflammation have been investigated, and many of these studies
have attempted to tease apart these effects on cells such as monocytes and T cells. This has
been attempted in EAE (Fife et al., 2000, Izikson et al., 2000) and CIA (Bruhl et al., 2004)
and during Herpes simplex infection (Iijima et al., 2011) but not in a model of post-partum
inflammation. Having already analysed which myeloid cells were present in reproductive
and peripheral tissues, demonstrated CCR2 expression by these cells, and explored the
impact of CCR2 deletion, investigating CD8+ and CD4+ T cell populations was a priority
in order to glean the wider leukocyte context of these changes. The main questions were:
(i) Are increases in myeloid cells in post-partum reproductive tissues specific to these cells,
or are CD3+ cell populations also increased? (ii) Is CCR2 active on CD3+ cell populations
during this period? and (iii) Does CCR2 deficiency alter CD3+ cell distribution and
abundance post-partum? T cell populations contain many subsets and investigating which
subsets predominate during the post-partum period was another key research question.

In the work described in this chapter CD3+ cells were examined in reproductive and
peripheral tissues to give an idea of both local and systemic changes in these cells during
the post-partum period. The results showed that a high proportion of CD3+ cells in
reproductive tissues were CD3+ ‘double-negative’ (DN) cells i.e. lacked expression of
CD8 and CD4, and so this subset of cells was examined in depth. CD4+CD25+ T cells
were also assessed in the same way to investigate whether counting the CD4+ T cell
population as a whole masked effects on this subset. The CD4+CD25+ T cell population
contains a high proportion of regulatory T cells. At the same time the CCL2/CCR2 axis in
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CD3+ cells was explored in an effort to identify if any potential changes in leukocyte
distribution could be potentially driven by this chemokine/receptor interaction. CCR2 KO
and WT females were examined to see if there were any direct or indirect effects of
deletion of CCR2 on CD3+ cells in these sites. This also included an analysis on postpartum CD3+ DN cells and CD4+CD25+ T cells.
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Results
4.1. Large increase in CD3 transcripts and CD3+ cells in the uterine horn during the
post-partum period.
First, two common T cell markers were chosen, CD3 and FoxP3, and their expression was
examined by qRT-PCR in RNA samples prepared from the post-partum uterine horn. CD3
is a surface protein that associates with the TCR and is well established as a pan T cell
marker (Kindt et al., 2007). CD3 was found to increase significantly over the post-partum
period, with gene expression being increased at 4DPP and 7DPP compared with 1DPP
(Figure 4.1A). FoxP3 is a transcription factor expressed by a major population of
regulatory T cells (Sakaguchi et al., 2010). No significant differences were observed for
expression of FoxP3 over the post-partum period (Figure 4.1B). However, as discussed in
the previous chapter, there are distinct limitations to using gene expression analysis as an
indicator for the presence of cells in the tissue being studied. Thus, to investigate cell
markers on individual cells more accurately, flow cytometry was used.

A gating strategy was used to identify CD45+CD3+ cells. These cells would commonly be
described as T cells, as CD3 is a pan T cell marker, but other cell types can express CD3.
Therefore in this report CD3+ cells are only described as T cells when the presence of
another T cell marker was confirmed. CD3 expression was defined using splenic samples
in which all antibodies were included, except for anti-CD3 (CD3 FMO, Figure 4.1C).
Splenocytes stained more cleanly and provided the basis for gating strategies across all
tissues studied.

CD3+ cells constituted between approximately 25-30% of CD45+ in the uterine horn and
cervix across all time-points studied (Figure 4.1D, left). The picture for the number of
retrieved cells was quite different, with a large increase in the number of cells retrieved
from the uterine horn at 1DPP compared to NP and 7DPP, though no statistically
significant changes were seen in the cervix (Figure 4.1D). These results are consistent
with those in the previous chapter in that far greater numbers of leukocytes were retrieved
from 1DPP tissue. However, the proportion of these cells that are CD3+ is unchanged
between the time points studied.

Interpretation of results from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 side by side should be done
cautiously because the results were obtained from different individuals during different
experiments. Firstly, experimental variation was high, and secondly, T cells can express
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CD11b in some circumstances and it was not possible to definitively rule these out from
the analysis in Chapter 3.

PALN CD3+ cells were reduced at 1DPP, compared to NP animals (Figure 4.1E). The
numbers of CD3+ cells retrieved from the spleen was higher at 1DPP, compared to NP and
7DPP, although CD3+ cells did not increase as a proportion of CD45+ cells, perhaps
indicating that there was an overall increase in the cellularity of the spleen at this timepoint (Figure 4.1E). In Chapter 3, other than eosinophils, no significant increases in
myeloid cell types were observed in the spleen at 1DPP, compared to NP mice.

4.2. The majority of CD3+ cells in the reproductive tract lack expression of CD4 and
CD8.
CD3+ cells express other markers that identify different subtypes with distinct functions.
CD4 and CD8 are co-receptors and are represented on different subsets. CD8 is generally
found on Tc cells and CD4 is generally found on Th cells, and both types of cells have
been found to vary in abundance in reproductive and peripheral tissues during the
reproductive process (Carter et al., 1983, Newport and Carter, 1983, Hoger et al., 1996,
Ivanisevic et al., 2010). Therefore, these cells were profiled using flow cytometry in the
uterine horn and cervix.

Gating for CD4+ and CD8+ cells within the CD3+ population was based on the clear
separation of these populations in the spleen (Figure 4.2A). Strikingly, in contrast to the
spleen, reproductive tissues gated for CD45 and CD3 positivity contained a majority of
cells that were CD4-CD8- (i.e. ‘double negative’ (DN); Figure 4.2A). CD8+ T cells
displayed a wide spread as a percentage of CD3+ cells, particularly in NP and 7DPP mice
and no significant differences were observed in either reproductive tissue (Figure 4.2B,
left). CD8+ T cells tended towards increasing as a number of retrieved cells in the uterine
horn but this was not significant (p=0.067). There was no difference seen in CD4+ T cells
in the proportion or numbers in either tissue over the post-partum period or in NP females
(Figure 4.2C).

Though CD3+ DN cells have been reported in reproductive tissues before (Johansson and
Lycke, 2003, Fidel et al., 1996, Flynn et al., 2000, Dambaeva et al., 2009), my work
demonstrates how dominant this population is in these tissues. In uterine horn and cervix,
CD3+ DN cells on average comprised between ~60-85% of CD3+ cells between NP, 1DPP
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and 7DPP (Figure 4.2D, left). In terms of cells retrieved from the tissues, 1DPP uterine
horn had over 9 times as many CD3+ DN cells as were found in NP uterine horn (Figure
4.2D, right). CD3+ DN cells in the cervix were over 5 times more numerous at 1DPP
compared with NP females (Figure 4.2D, right). Thus, compared to CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells, there appeared to be specific recruitment of CD3+ DN cells into the uterine horn and
cervix at 1DPP.

Within the CD4+ T cell population, CD4+CD25+ T cells were also explored. These cells
contain a population described as playing a role in a variety of reproductive situations,
including participating in mediating tolerance to the foetus in mice (Mold et al., 2008,
Kallikourdis and Betz, 2007, Aluvihare et al., 2004, Kallikourdis et al., 2007). They also
have been described as being reduced in human ectopic reproductive tissues (Basta et al.,
2010) and fluctuating during the murine oestrous cycle (Kallikourdis and Betz, 2007).
They are regarded as having regulatory or suppressive functions and have often been
termed Tregs (Sakaguchi et al., 2010, Peterson, 2012). CD25 was included in the T cell
stain in order to allow for discrimination of these cells from the CD4+ T cell population as
a whole.

When looking at retrieved cells, in the uterine horn there was a large increase in
CD4+CD25+ T cells at 1DPP, compared with NP females and 7DPP mice (Figure 4.2E,
right). In the cervix there was also an increase in CD4+CD25+ T cells at 1DPP, compared
to NP cervix (Figure 4.2E, right). Though numbers were low, this increase in CD4+CD25+
T cells in 1DPP reproductive tissues, which paralleled changes in CD3+ DN cell
abundance, could indicate a shift in T cell function to more regulatory CD3+ cell
phenotypes in the early post-partum period.

4.3. An increased proportion of CD3+ cells in the blood were DN at 1DPP.
Although reproductive tissues appeared not to display any change in CD4+ or CD8+ T
cells subsets in the post-partum period (Figure 4.2), there have been reports of systemic
lymphocyte subset changes during pregnancy and the post-partum period in mice and
humans (Carter et al., 1983, Newport and Carter, 1983, Hoger et al., 1996). CD8+ T cells,
CD4+ T cells, CD3+ DN cells and CD4+CD25+ T cells were therefore identified and
quantified in spleen, blood and PALN in NP, 1DPP and 7DPP animals (Figure 4.3).
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No changes in CD3+ cell subsets were observed for PALN. Spleen displayed a general
increase in CD3+ cell subsets, with CD8+, CD4+, CD3+ DN and CD4+CD25+ subsets all
increased in number at 1DPP (Figure 4.3). One curious observation was the population of
CD8+CD4+ (DP) cells in spleen and PALN. Though this only comprised a small
population and CD3+ DP cells have been described previously (Ortolani et al., 1993, Parel
and Chizzolini, 2004), the possibility that they may have been doublets was noted.
Doublets are two cells associating together that the flow cytometer recognises as one
‘event’, so the markers of both cells appear to be expressed by only one cell.

Blood displayed no change in the percentage of CD3+ cells that were CD8+ or
CD4+CD25+ across the time points studied (Figure 4.3C, Figure 4.3F, left). Strikingly
however, there was a lower proportion of CD4+ T cells amongst blood CD3+ cells at
1DPP compared to NP (Figure 4.3D, left), and a concomitant increase in CD3+ DN cells
(Figure 4.3E, left). Representative dot plots from the blood of NP and 1DPP females are
shown in Figure 4.3B. By 7DPP, CD4+ T cells had returned to NP levels, but CD3+ DN
cells were still elevated in the blood. Thus, there were clearly a greater number of CD3+
DN cells in the blood at 1DPP, compared with NP, and this appeared to be retained up to
7DPP.

4.4. CCR2-mediated internalisation of CCL2-AF647 by CD3+ DN cells and
CD4+CD25+ T cells in blood during the post-partum period.
As with the myeloid cells in the previous chapter, CCL2-AF647 internalisation by CD3+
cells was measured to determine whether there was any CCR2 on these cells that could be
potentially facilitating cell migration into reproductive tissues from the blood. When
lymphoid tissues and blood were examined, representative histograms showed that only
minimal amounts of fluorescent chemokine were internalised by CD8+ T cells and CD4+
T cells, although uptake by CD3+ DN cells and CD4+ CD25+ T cells was much more
marked (Figure 4.4A). Cells of all types showed a marginally higher percentage of CCL2AF647+ CD3+ cells in the blood than in lymphoid tissues. No differences in proportion of
CCL2-AF647+ CD8+ T cells and CCL2-AF647+ CD4+ T cells over the post-partum
period were seen in blood or either of the other tissues (Figure 4.4B-C). However, the
proportion of CCL2-AF647+ CD3+ DN cells was ~45% at 1DPP, while in NP females it
was only ~27% (Figure 4.4D, left). The lymphoid tissues showed no fluctuation in the
proportion of CD3+ DN cells that were CCL2-AF647+ (Figure 4.4D), and the number of
CCL2-AF647+ CD4+CD25+ cells was unchanged in all tissues between the groups
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(Figure 4.4E). Since a greater proportion of blood CD3+ cells were DN at 1DPP, and a
higher percentage of these cells were capable of internalising CCL2-AF647+, the actual
number of CCL2-AF647+ CD3+ DN cells in the blood was presumably far greater at
1DPP than NP (Figure 4.3).

To determine whether CCL2-AF647+ uptake was mediated by CCR2, 1DPP WT and
CCR2 KO samples were compared (Figure 4.5). No CCR2 dependent CCL2-AF647
uptake was observed in CD8+ T cells (Figure 4.5B). Uptake by blood CD4+ T cells
required this receptor (Figure 4.5C), and it was responsible for CCL2-AF647 uptake by
CD4+ CD25+ T cells at 1DPP, most notably in blood (Figure 4.5E). CCR2 deficiency also
reduced CCL2-AF647+ uptake by CD3+ DN cells in blood and PALN, but not spleen
(Figure 4.5D). Thus, at 1DPP, CCR2 appears to be expressed by small subsets of CD4+
and CD4+CD25+ T cells, and most notably by CD3+ DN cells, particularly those
circulating in the blood. In the case of CD3+ DN cells, this could be linked to the large
increase in CD3+ DN cells in reproductive tissues 1DPP.

4.5. CCR2 is not detectably expressed by CD3+ cells in reproductive tissues.
Next, CCR2 expression by CD3+ cells in reproductive tissue was examined (Figure 4.6 &
4.7). CD4+ and CD8+ T cells internalised very little CCL2-AF647, although some could
be classified as CCL2-AF647+. The proportion of CD8+ T cells internalising CCL2AF647 varied between 20-40% over the time-points in the uterine horn and 35-60% in the
cervix but no significant change was seen in either tissue over time (Figure 4.6B). Fewer
CD4+ T cells appeared to be CCL2-AF647+, between approximately 5-30% in uterine
horn and 30-45% in the cervix and there was no significant change between NP, 1DPP and
7DPP (Figure 4.6C). The proportions of CCL2-AF647+ CD3+ DN cells and CCL2AF647+ CD4+ CD25+ T cells were relatively high, compared with the other cell types but
neither changed significantly in the reproductive tissues across the different groups (Figure
4.6D).

However, uptake between 1DPP WT and CCR2 KO animals was roughly

equivalent for all four cell types in both tissues, as indicated by the representative
histograms and graphs shown in Figure 4.7. Thus, the small amount of internalisation seen
with WT cells could not convincingly be attributed to CCR2 expression, and may have
been mediated by non-specific mechanisms or by a receptor other than CCR2, such as the
scavenger receptor D6.
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4.6. CCR2 deficiency has no impact on the abundance of CD3+ cell subsets in
reproductive tissues.
Next, the impact of CCR2 deficiency on CD3+ cell abundance was explored in
reproductive tissues and elsewhere. Although CCR2 was not active on CD8+ T cells,
CD4+ T cells, CD3+ DN cells and CD4+ CD25+ T cells in reproductive tissues at 1DPP, it
was present on some of these subsets in blood and could theoretically have been downregulated by ligand-driven internalisation upon arrival in the reproductive tissues.
Moreover, as seen in the previous chapter, myeloid cells were subject to marked changes in
CCR2 KOs at 1DPP and knock on effects disturbing CD3+ cell populations could have
occurred. Reproductive tissues from CCR2 KO females were studied and the data
presented alongside WT data from Figure 4.2 in order to determine if they displayed a
deficit in CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, CD3+ DN cells and CD4+ CD25+ T cells at 1DPP
(Figure 4.8). There was quite a lot of variation between individuals, but it was clear that
there were no differences between WT and CCR2 KO at 1DPP when any CD3+ cell subset
was examined. Thus, in contrast to myeloid cells (Chapter 3), CCR2 deficiency has no
effect on CD3+ cell recruitment to post-partum reproductive tissues.

4.7. Effects of CCR2 deletion on CD3+ cell populations vary depending on reproductive
status.
CD3+ cells were also enumerated in the blood, spleen and PALN of 1DPP CCR2 KO mice
and compared to 1DPP WT data from Figure 4.3 (Figure 4.9). Although there were some
subtle effects of CCR2 deficiency in spleen and PALN, the most striking result was in the
blood where there was a substantial difference in CD3+ DN cells. The proportion of CD3+
cells with a DN phenotype in the blood of WT mice was over 2.5 times that observed in
CCR2 KO animals (Figure 4.9C, left). Representative plots in Figure 4.9E illustrate this
difference. CD4+ T cells were somewhat more frequent amongst CCR2 KO CD3+ cells,
although this failed to achieve statistical significance (Figure 4.9B, left). This surprising
difference may not have been post-partum specific, so the experiment was repeated in NP
animals (Figure 4.10A-B). BM was included on this occasion, and it was notable that a
high proportion of CD3+ cells in this tissue were DN (Figure 4.10A, left). However, in
spleen, PALN, BM and blood there were no differences in the percentage or numbers of
CD3+ DN cells between WT and CCR2 KO. Unexpectedly, therefore, these data suggest
that CCR2 is required for a post-partum switch in the CD3+ population in the blood
characterised by an increased frequency of DN cells.
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The CD3+ DN cells in the reproductive tissues of NP WT and CCR2 KO mice were also
analysed. On this occasion, DN cells constituted a higher percentage of CD3+ cells in NP
reproductive tissues (Figure 4.10B, left) than previously seen (Figure 4.2). However, no
difference was seen between WT and CCR2 KO animals either for the percentage of DN
cells in the CD3+ population or for the number of cells retrieved (Figure 4.10B). This was
consistent with findings from comparisons done on 1DPP tissues (Figure 4.8).

4.8. DN cells in the NP thymus show a subtle change in their developmental stages when
CCR2 is deleted.
This investigation into the effect of CCR2 deficiency on NP lymphoid tissues was also
extended to the thymus. Thymocytes were gated differently to other tissues as CD3 does
not label all T cells in the thymus (Turka et al., 1992, Godfrey et al., 1993). Instead, as
shown in Figure 4.11A, cells were gated by CD45 and separated by CD4 and CD8. This
staining was clearly very different to that seen in other tissues studied, with a large DP
population, which was not present when CD4/CD8 staining was examined in other tissues
such as the spleen (Figure 4.3). When the proportions were examined around 70% of
CD45+ cells in both WT and CCR2 KO were DP cells (Figure 4.11B, left). Proportions
and numbers of CD8+ cells, CD4+ cells and DN cells in the thymus were similar between
WT and CCR2 KO (Figure 4.11B). DN cells were then split by their expression of CD25
and CD44, markers which define the developmental stages of DN cells. CD44+CD25+ DN
cells, corresponding to stage DN2, were reduced in CCR2 KOs compared to WTs (Figure
4.11C, left). The reduction in proportion of CD44+CD25+ DN cells in CCR2 KOs may
indicate some role for CCR2 in the progression of cells through the developmental stages
in the thymus.

4.9. Some CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells in NP peripheral tissues was CCR2
dependent.
CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells was also investigated in CCR2 KO and WT NP
mice (Figure 4.12). Typical fluorescence profiles for lymphoid tissues and blood are
displayed in Figure 4.12A. In NP females, there was a reduction in CCL2-AF647+ CD3+
DN cells in CCR2 KO spleen and PALN, compared to these tissues from WT mice,
demonstrating that some of these cells express CCR2 (Figure 4.12B). The percentage of
CCL2-AF647+ CD3+ DN cells from BM was not different between WT and CCR2 KO
mice (Figure 4.12B). Finally, NP blood exhibited no consistent CCR2 based difference in
percentage of CCL2-AF647+ CD3+ DN cells (Figure 4.12B), contrary to the large
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difference seen at 1DPP (Figure 4.9). These results indicated that the relationship between
CCL2-AF647 uptake and CD3+ DN cells was dynamic and was sensitive to reproductive
status.

4.10. CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells is CCR2-dependent in NP uterine horn.
No CCR2-dependent CCL2-AF647 uptake had been seen at 1DPP by CD3+ DN cells in
reproductive tissues (Figure 4.7), but in NP females the proportion of WT CD3+ DN cells
in the uterine horn that internalised CCL2-AF647 was at least double that seen in CCR2
KO uterine horn indicative of CCR2 expression by some of these cells (Figure 4.13B).
However, no CCR2 dependent CCL2-AF647 uptake was seen in the cervix (Figure 4.13B).

The CCR2 dependence of CCL2-AF647 uptake by WT CD3+ DN cells was confirmed by
competition experiments in which excess unlabelled CCL2 or CCL22 was included during
the incubation step. Unlabelled CCL2 should block uptake mediated by CCR2 and the
scavenger receptor D6, while CCL22, which is a ligand for D6 and not CCR2, should only
block D6-mediated CCL2-AF647 internalisation (Hansell et al., 2011b). CCL2-AF647
internalisation by WT uterine CD3+ DN cells was unaffected by CCL22 competition
(Figure 4.13C-D), but was successfully blocked by an excess of unlabelled CCL2 (Figure
4.13E-F). This confirmed that the majority of CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells in
the NP uterine horn of WT mice was mediated by CCR2.

4.11. Summary
In this chapter the project focussed on T cell subsets in the post-partum period. The broad
increase in myeloid cells in the uterine horn in Chapter 3 suggested the T cells may also
have been recruited to the tissue as part of a typical inflammatory response to the process
of labour. CCR2, shown in Chapter 3 to be active on myeloid cells during the post-partum
period, was also investigated on T cells for its activity and whether CCR2 deletion affected
T cell populations at 1DPP and in NP mice. Potential regulatory populations were also
investigated, namely CD3+ DN cells and CD4+CD25+ T cells.


In terms of the number of retrieved cells, there was a large increase in CD3+
cells in the uterine horn, driven mainly by the rise in the numbers of CD3+ DN
cells and CD4+CD25+ T cells. CD3+ DN cells were found to constitute the
overwhelming majority of CD3+ cells in reproductive tissues.
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At 1DPP there was a CCR2-dependent shift from CD4+ T cells towards CD3+
DN cells in the blood, resulting in a large increase in these cells at 1DPP
compared to NP animals.



At 1DPP, subsets of blood borne CD3+ DN cells and CD4+CD25+ T cells
displayed CCR2 activity. No CCR2 activity was seen by any T cell subset in
reproductive tissues at 1DPP, and CCR2 deletion had no effect on T cell
populations in uterine horn or cervix.



In NP blood, no CCR2 activity was seen on CD3+ DN cells, and no baseline
CCR2-related differences were seen in the CD3+ DN cell population.



When NP uterine horn was examined, there was no effect of CCR2 on the
proportion or numbers of CD3+ DN cells. However unlike at 1DPP, CCR2
activity was confirmed on these cells.

These results indicate that CCR2 is responsible for the increase in the proportion of CD3+
DN cells in the blood at 1DPP, and that these cells are the dominant lymphocyte
population seen in the uterine horn. Therefore, further characterisation was desirable in
order to draw conclusions about their possible function. Chapter 5 describes the use of
multicolour flow cytometry to characterise this population in far greater detail based on
carefully selected surface markers.
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Figure 4.1. Large increase in CD3 transcripts and CD3+cells in the uterine horn during
the post-partum period.
(A-B) Expression of genes encoding CD3 and FoxP3 in the UH of mice in at 1DPP (n=5),
4DPP (n=6) and 7DPP (n=5) after their first pregnancy. Expression was calculated as
100x2ΔCT, where ΔCT=CTtarget-CTGAPDH to establish target expression as a percentage of
expression of the endogenous control GAPDH. NP mRNA samples were produced and
processed by Fiona Menzies and Abdul Khan (Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of
Glasgow) and re-analysed for this project. (C-D) CD3+ cells in reproductive tissues in NP
(n=4), 1DPP (n=5), 7DPP (n=5) mice, measured by flow cytometry were also examined.
(C) Representative plots of the gating strategy for detection of CD45+CD3+ cells by flow
cytometry. After a physical gate to remove cell debris and aggregates (not shown), cells
were gated live by 7-AAD-, then as CD45+ for total leukocytes and finally CD3+ cells.
Gates were drawn using the CD3 FMO (no CD3) splenocyte control. (D) Reproductive
tissues. Left; CD3+ cells as a percentage of retrieved CD45+ cells. Right; Total CD3+ cells
retrieved. (E) Peripheral tissues. Left; CD3+ cells as a percentage of retrieved CD45+
cells. Right; Absolute number of CD3+ cells. Results presented as mean±SEM. Statistical
analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-test, *p<0.05 **p<0.01
***p<0.001.
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Figure 4.1. Large increase in CD3 transcripts and CD3+cells in the uterine horn during
the post-partum period (legend opposite).
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Figure 4.2. CD3+ DN cells in the reproductive tract increase dramatically at 1DPP.
Measurement of CD3+ cells in single cell suspensions of reproductive tissues using flow
cytometry stained with antibodies against CD45, CD3, CD4 and CD8 in NP, 1DPP and
7DPP mice (n=3-5). (A) Splenocytes from each individual were stained to construct a
gating strategy for identification of [1] CD8+ T cells, [2] CD4+ T cells, [3] CD3+ DN cells
and [4] CD4+CD25+ T cells. Representative images of CD4/CD8 staining in spleen and
reproductive tissues at 1DPP from one individual are shown. (B) Left; CD8+ T cells as a
percentage of CD3+. Right; Total CD8+ T cells retrieved. (C) Left; CD4+ T cells as a
percentage of CD3+ cells. Right; Total CD4+ T cells retrieved. (D) Left; CD3+ DN cells
as a percentage of CD3+. Right; Total CD3+ DN cells retrieved. (E) Left; CD4+CD25+ T
cells as a percentage of CD3+ cells. Right; Total CD4+CD25+ T cells retrieved. Data
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA, with a
Tukey post-test *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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Figure 4.3. An increased proportion of CD3+ cells in the blood are DN at 1DPP.
CD3+ subsets in the spleen (n=3-9), blood (n=5-9), and PALN (n=4-9) of NP females, at
1DPP and 7DPP by flow cytometry. (A) Gating strategy based on splenocytes as in fig 4.2,
[1] CD8+ T cells, [2] CD4+ T cells, [3] CD3+ DN cells and [4] CD4+CD25+ T cells. (B)
Plots showing large increase in CD3+ DN cells in blood at 1DPP, gated for CD45 and
CD3. (C) Left; CD8+ T cells as a proportion of CD3+ cells. Right; absolute numbers of
CD8+ T cells. (D) Left; CD4+ T cells as a proportion of CD3+ cells. KW. Right; absolute
numbers of CD4+ T cells. (E) Left; CD3+ DN cells as a percentage of CD3+ cells. KW.
Right; Absolute CD3+ DN cell numbers. (F) Left; CD4+ T cells as a proportion of CD3+
cells. KW. Right; absolute numbers of CD4+ T cells. Data presented as mean±SEM. Data
were analysed using one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post-test, except where indicated by
KW where a Kruskall-Wallis test with a Dunn’s post-test due to unequal variances was
used *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 4.3. An increased proportion of CD3+ cells in the blood are DN at 1DPP (legend
opposite).
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Figure 4.4. Internalisation of CCL2-AF647 is highest in CD3+ DN cells and CD4+CD25+
T cells in peripheral tissues during the post-partum period.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 by CD3+ cells measured by flow cytometry in spleen
(n=6-9), blood (n=6-9) and PALN (n=6-9) in NP, 1DPP and 7DPP females. Single cell
suspensions were incubated with 25nM CCL2-AF647 for 65mins. Gates were drawn as in
fig 4.3. (A) Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 uptake of CD3+ cell
populations in peripheral tissues at 1DPP, with the FMO control (no CCL2-AF647) shown
for CD3+ spleen in red. Proportion of cell type internalising CCL2-AF647 (B) CD8+ T
cells (C) CD4+ T cells (D) CD3+ DN cells (E) CD4+CD25+ T cells. Data presented as
mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey posttest *p<0.05.
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Figure 4.5. In blood and PALN CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+DN cells and CD4+CD25+
T cells is CCR2 dependent at 1DPP.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 by CD3+ cells was measured by flow cytometry in
spleen (n=5-9), blood (n=4-9) and PALN (n=4-9) in 1DPP WT and CCR2 KO females.
1DPP WT data shown in fig 4.4. Single cell suspensions were incubated with 25nM CCL2AF647 for 65mins. (A) Typical histograms of fluorescent CCL2 uptake by CD3+ cells
subsets, with the WT FMO control (no CCL2-AF647) for CD3+ spleen shown in red.
Proportion of cell type internalising CCL2-AF647 (B) CD8+ T cells (C) CD4+ T cells (D)
CD3+ DN cells (E) CD4+CD25+ T cells. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical
analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, with a Welch’s correction where appropriate
*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 4.6. No variation in CCL2-AF647 internalisation in any CD3+ subset studied in
reproductive tissues during the post-partum period.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 by CD3+ cells was measured by flow cytometry in
UH (n=3-5), cervix (n=3-5) in NP, 1DPP and 7DPP mice. Single cell suspensions were
incubated with 25nM CCL2-AF647 for 65mins. (A) Typical histogram of fluorescent
CCL2-AF647 uptake of CD3+ cell populations, with the FMO control (no CCL2-AF647)
from CD3+ spleen shown in red. Percentage of cell population internalising CCL2-AF647
(B) CD8+ T cells (C) CD4+ T cells (D) CD3+ DN cells (E) CD4+CD25+ T cells. Data
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by one-way ANOVA, not
significant.
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Figure 4.7. CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ cells in reproductive tissues was not CCR2
dependent at 1DPP.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 by CD3+ cell subsets measured by flow cytometry in
UH (n=4-5) and cervix (n=4-5) in 1DPP WT and CCR2 KO females. 1DPP WT data
shown in fig 4.6. (A) Typical histograms of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ cell
populations, with the FMO (no CCL2-AF647) control for CD3+ spleen shown in red.
Proportion of cell population internalising CCL2-AF647 (B) CD8+ T cells (C) CD4+ T
cells (D) CD3+ DN cells (E) CD4+CD25+ T cells. Data presented as mean±SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, with a Welch’s correction where
appropriate, not significant.
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Figure 4.8. No difference in abundance of CD3+ cell subsets in WT and CCR2 KO
reproductive tissues.
CD3+ cells measured by flow cytometry in UH (n=3-5), cervix (n=3-5) in 1DPP WT and
CCR2 KO females. 1DPP WT data from fig 4.2. (A) Left; Proportion of CD8+ T cells.
Right; CD8+ T cells retrieved. (C) Left; Proportion of CD4+ T cells. Right; CD4+ T cells
retrieved. (D) Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells. Right; CD3+ DN cells retrieved. (E)
Left; Proportion of CD4+CD25+ T cells. Right; CD4+CD25+ T cells retrieved. Data
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, not
significant.
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Figure 4.9. The dramatic rise in blood CD3+ DN cells at 1DPP is not seen in CCR2 KOs.
CD3+ cells measured by flow cytometry in spleen (n=4-9), blood (n=4-9) and PALN (n=49) in 1DPP WT and CCR2 KO females. 1DPP WT data shown in fig 4.3. (A) Left;
Proportion of CD8+ T cells. Right; Numbers of CD8+ T cells. (B) Left; Proportion of
CD4+ T cells. Right; Numbers of CD4+ T cells. (C) Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells.
Right; Numbers of CD3+ DN cells. (D) Left; Proportion of CD4+CD25+ T cells. Right;
Numbers of CD4+CD25+ T cells. (E) Comparable plots gated for CD45 and CD3 from
blood showing the larger proportion of CD3+ cells that were DN in WT, compared with
CCR2 KO at 1DPP. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by
Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction where appropriate, *p=0.05.
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Figure 4.9. The dramatic rise in blood CD3+ DN cells at 1DPP is not seen in CCR2 KOs
(legend opposite).
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Figure 4.10. No difference in CD3+ DN cell percentage or numbers between WT and
CCR2 KO in NP tissues.
Measurement of CD3+ DN cells using flow cytometry in spleen (n=4), blood (n=4-6),
PALN (n=4), BM (n=4) UH (n=3-4) and cervix (n=3-4) in WT and CCR2 KO NP females.
(A) Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells. Right; Retrieved CD3+ DN cells. (B) Left;
Proportion of CD3+ DN cells. Right; Retrieved CD3+ DN cells. (C) CD3+ DN cells per ml
of blood. Statistical analysis carried out by Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction where
appropriate, not significant.
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Figure 4.11. CD44+ CD25+ DN cells make up a lower percentage of DN cells in the
thymus of CCR2 KO mice, compared with WTs.
Measurement of thymocyte subsets, including DN cells, using flow cytometry in the
thymuses (n=3-4) from CCR2 KOs and WTs. (A) New gating strategy of CD45+
thymocytes using CD4/CD8 staining and CD44/CD25 expression of DN cells.
CD44/CD25 gating drawn up using CD44 and CD25 FMO controls. (B) Left; Percentages
of CD45+ cells in each CD4/CD8 quadrant. Right; Numbers of cells in each CD4/CD8
quadrant. (C) Left; Percentages of DN cells in each CD44/CD25 quadrant. Right; Numbers
of DN cells in each CD44/CD25 quadrant. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical
analysis carried out by Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction where appropriate
*p<0.05.
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Figure 4.12. Some CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells in NP peripheral tissues was
CCR2 dependent.
Measurement of CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells using flow cytometry in spleen
(n=4), blood (n=4-6), PALN (n=4) and BM (n=4) in WT and CCR2 KO NP females. (A)
Representative histograms for CCL2-AF647 uptake in peripheral tissues, CCL2-AF647
FMO for CD3+ spleen shown in red. (B) Proportion of CD3+ DN cells internalising
CCL2-AF647. (C) Example of fluorescent CCL2-AF647 uptake in spleen with unlabelled
chemokine comp. CCL2-AF647 FMO for CD3+ spleen shown in red. Data presented as
mean±SEM. Statistical analysis carried out by Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction
where appropriate *p<0.05.
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Figure 4.13. CCL2-AF647 uptake was CCR2 dependent in NP uterine horn.
Measurement of CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells using flow cytometry in UH
(n=3-4) and cervix (n=3-4) in WT and CCR2 KO NP females. Including competition of
CCL2-AF647 uptake with an excess of unlabelled CCL22 and CCL2 in UH (n=4). CCL2AF647 FMO for CD3+ spleen shown in red. (A) Gating for identifying CCL2-AF647
uptake based on CCL2-AF647 FMO in the spleen. Representative images for UH and
cervix with CCL2-AF647+ gate. (B) Proportion of CD3+ DN cells internalising CCL2AF647. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis carried out by Student’s t-test,
with Welch’s correction where appropriate *p<0.05.

(C) Representative histograms

showing CCL2-AF647 uptake with and without CCL22 comp. (D) Effect of CCL22 comp
on the proportion of CD3+ DN cells internalising CCL2-AF647. Data presented as
mean±SEM. Statistical analysis carried out by paired Student’s t-test, not significant. (E)
Representative histograms showing CCL2-AF647 uptake with and without CCL2 comp.
(F) Effect of CCL2 comp. Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells internalising CCL2-AF647.
CCR2 effect p=0.098, CCL2 comp effect p<0.05, interaction p<0.05. Data presented as
mean±SEM. Statistical analysis carried out by two-way ANOVA with matching.
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Figure 4.13. CCL2-AF647 uptake was CCR2 dependent in NP uterine horn (legend
opposite).
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Chapter 5: Characterisation of CD3+ DN cells in
reproductive tissues
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Introduction
The previous chapter showed that most CD3+ cells in the reproductive tissues of mice lack
expression of CD4 and CD8. Compared to NP and 7DPP, at 1DPP these CD3+ DN cells
were present at much higher numbers in the uterine horn, and their frequency as a
proportion of the CD3+ population was higher in the blood. Unexpectedly, this increase in
the blood was found to be CCR2-dependent. CCR2 expression was examined on CD3+
DN cells throughout the mice, but expression of no other markers was explored and the
precise cellular constituents of this population were undefined. As this population was
defined based on CD3 expression, a major hypothesis was that it would contain CD4-CD8T cells of the type described by Johansson and Lycke (Johansson and Lycke, 2003). In
humans, ~30% of CD3+ cells in the decidua during term labour are also CD3+ DN cells,
and this study suggested that the majority of these cells were DN T cells (Gomez-Lopez et
al., 2013). In addition, some of these cells could be NKT cells, which are known to be
CD3+. NKT cells can be separated into different phenotypes based on surface expression
of certain markers and the cytokines they produce. Th1-like iNKT cells, Th2-like iNKT
cells and Th17-like iNKT cells have all been described, although only Th1-like iNKT cells
and Th17-like iNKTcells could be described as CD3+ DN cells, as the Th2-like iNKT cells
reportedly express CD4 (Brennan et al., 2013). Th1-like iNKT cells were of particular
interest in the context of post-partum inflammation as they have been described in the
endometrium during the pregnancy and may contribute to inflammation-induced pre-term
birth (Li et al., 2012, Ito et al., 2000, Boyson et al., 2008).

A more in depth characterisation of CD3+ DN cells was therefore a natural progression for
the work. Defining cells due to a lack of expression of markers is imprecise and gives very
little insight into the nature of the population being studied. Therefore, a search for
additional markers to classify the cells in the CD3+ DN cell subset was a high priority. The
varied expression of CCR2 in different tissues gave some weight to the idea, supported by
the literature, that cells defined as CD3+CD4-CD8- contain several distinct cell types.
Flow cytometry allows the profiling of this population, within the limits of channel and
antibody availability. One of the main issues to resolve was whether some, or all, of the
cells were true T cells, and antibodies against TCRs were therefore included. A panel of
antibodies against other markers was also chosen, based on likely candidates discussed in
the literature. These markers were tested in a number of tissues and the data are presented
in this chapter. Thus, having identified in Chapter 4 that the majority of CD3+ cells in
reproductive tissues at all time-points were CD3+ DN cells, I hypothesised that these cells
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were a mixed population, likely to contain i) ‘true’ DN T cells, expressing TCR-αβ, ii)
NKT cells, expressing NK1.1 and TCR-αβ and iii) TCR- T cells and other CD3+ DN
cells. While following this line of investigation I identified three major subsets of cells
within the CD3+ DN population, and these cells were further profiled in NP and 1DPP
animals. It was also clear from this work that by analysing larger numbers of mice and by
using more fluorescent channels it is possible that these subsets could be subdivided
further.
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Results
5.1. CD25 and NK1.1 are expressed on subsets of CD3+ DN cells.
To begin to try to fractionate CD3+ DN cells into more clearly defined subsets, antibodies
against NK1.1, a marker of NK and NKT cells, had been included in the NP samples
analysed at the end of Chapter 4. NKT cells show characteristics of NK cells and T cells,
and express CD3, so they could be present in the CD3+ DN population. Splenocytes
stained in the presence or absence of NK1.1 antibodies were used to draw gates to help
identify NK1.1+ cells in samples prepared from other tissues (Figure 5.1A). When CD3+
DN cells in reproductive tissues were analysed using these gates, ~30% to ~50% of CD3+
DN cells in the uterine horn and cervix were classified as NK1.1+ in both WT and CCR2
KO mice (Figure 5.1A-B). It was also striking that NK1.1 was expressed at a lower level
on splenic NK1.1+ cells than on NK1.1+ cells retrieved from reproductive tissues,
although the significance of this observation is not clear. Thus, in NP females, CD3+ DN
cells are a mixed population and NK1.1+ was present on a significant proportion of CD3+
DN cells in reproductive tissues. These cells are likely to be NKT cells. NK1.1 expression
was also examined on CD3+ DN cells in lymphoid tissues and blood of NP mice analysed
at the end of Chapter 4 (Figure 5.1B). The smallest NK1.1+ population of CD3+ DN cells
was seen in the PALN and thymus comprising only ~10% of these cells. In the spleen 2025% of CD3+ DN cells expressed NK1.1 (Figure 5.1B), while in the blood and BM this
rose to between 30-60%. No significant differences in the abundance of NK1.1+CD3+ DN
cells were seen between WT and CCR2 KO mice.

Another marker ascribed to CD3+ DN cells in the literature is CD25 (Lee et al., 2011a,
Fischer et al., 2005, Takeuchi et al., 1992, Lider et al., 1991, Mixter et al., 1999, Utting et
al., 2000, Voelkl et al., 2011, Zhang et al., 2000, Duncan et al., 2010), and it has been
reported to be expressed by these cells in the uterine horn (Johansson and Lycke, 2003).
CD25 is a marker associated with conventional Treg cells and is the IL-2 receptor α chain.
Antibodies against CD25 had been included in the samples analysed at the end of Chapter
4, primarily to allow detection of CD4+CD25+ Treg, but I also examined its expression on
CD3+ DN cells with a view to separating an NKT-like subtype from a Treg-like subtype.

CD25+CD3+ DN cells were defined based on gates set using FMO staining from the
spleen (Figure 5.1C). In WT mice, around half of the CD3+ DN cells in NP uterine horn
and cervix were CD25+. CCR2 did not exert any effect on the abundance of either
population (Figure 5.1D). CD25 expression was also detectable on a subset of CD3+ DN
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cells in spleen, BM and PALN, and particularly in blood, and again CCR2 deficiency had
no effect on cell abundance (Figure 5.1D).

5.2. CD25 is expressed by most NK1.1+CD3+ DN cells in NP reproductive tissues and
blood.
The pattern of CD25 expression and NK1.1 expression suggested some overlap in their
expression in reproductive tissues and elsewhere. Thus, a quadrant gate was constructed
based on the CD25 and NK1.1 FMO gating used previously. An example of these
quadrants is seen in Figure 5.2A. These plots clearly showed that CD3+ DN cells from
different tissues varied in their extent of co-expression of NK1.1 and CD25. The top right
gate, representing CD25+NK1.1+ CD3+ DN cells, appeared to only have a well-defined
population in the uterine horn, cervix and blood (Figure 5.2A). When the data from several
individuals were expressed together graphically (Figure 5.2B), it was clear that most
NK1.1+ CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn and cervix were CD25+. In stark contrast,
most NK1.1+ CD3+ DN cells in spleen and PALN lacked CD25 expression. A small
proportion of NK1.1+ CD3+ DN cells in the BM expressed CD25, and this population was
more prominent in the blood. Interestingly, the NK1.1+CD25+ CD3+ DN cell population
is phenotypically similar to Th1-like iNKT cells, which exist in an activated state and
respond to lipid antigens presented by CD1d (Brennan et al., 2013). My data show that
these cells make up a greater proportion of CD3+ DN cells in uterine horn, cervix and
blood, than elsewhere in the mouse. However NK1.1+CD25- and NK1.1-CD25+ cells
were also present amongst CD3+ DN cells in NP reproductive tissues.

5.3. CCR2 is expressed primarily by NK1.1-CD25- cells in the CD3+ DN population.
Some of the CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn, spleen and PALN of NP mice showed
evidence of CCR2 expression (Figures 4.12 and 4.13). When CCL2-AF647 uptake by the
four populations defined by expression of CD25 and NK1.1 was analysed, it was clear that
the large majority of CCR2-dependent uptake was found amongst CD25-NK1.1- CD3+
DN cells in spleen, blood and uterine horn (Figure 5.3). CCR2-dependent uptake was also
found in uterine horn in the small NK1.1+CD25- CD3+ DN cell population, but this was
not seen in any other tissue (Figure 5.3A). Perhaps the most striking CCR2-mediated
internalisation of CCL2-AF647 was seen from NK1.1-CD25+ CD3+ DN cells in the
PALN, where ~70% of WT cells were CCL2+ but <10% of CCR2 KOs had internalised
the fluorescent chemokine (Figure 5.3C). These data seem to support the idea that CD3+
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DN cells represent a mixed population and that different tissues contain different types of
CD3+ DN cells, with different levels of CCR2 activity.

5.4. Expression of additional markers by CD3+ DN cells.
The results above indicated that, as expected, CD3+ DN cells in NP mice are a mixed
population. According to the literature, several other surface markers can be expressed by
CD3+ DN cells. Although limited time and resources prevented them from all being
thoroughly tested, experiments were performed on NP female WT mice in order to draw
up a panel of markers to be studied further. CD3+ DN cells were identified in reproductive
tissues, and staining was compared with staining in the spleen.

B220 has been reported to be a marker of uterine CD3+ DN cells (Johansson and Lycke,
2003). However, just by comparing the images in Figure 5.4A, it was clear that very few
CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn detectably expressed B220, whereas a population of
B220+ CD3+ DN cells was clearly observed in the spleen. In order to get an idea of
whether a TCR complex was present on CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn, antibodies
recognising TCR-β and the TCR-γδ complex were both tested. TCR-β appeared to be
expressed by many CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn, and a defined population of TCRβ+ CD3+ DN cells was also clearly visible in the spleen (Figure 5.4B). TCR-γδ was
present on a distinct population of CD3+ DN cells in the spleen however only a small
population of TCR-γδ+ cells could be identified in the uterine horn (Figure 5.4C).

CD3+ DN cells have been described as being CTLA-4+ (Gao et al., 2011) or CTLA-4(Voelkl et al., 2011, Duncan et al., 2010). However in this experiment CTLA-4 staining of
CD3+ DN cells was not convincing in either uterine horn or spleen (Figure 5.4D). PD-1 is
associated with CD3+ DN cells in the thymus (Keir et al., 2005) and a small proportion of
CD3+ DN cells were PD-1+ in the uterine horn and spleen (Figure 5.4E). The final marker
tested was CXCR5, a chemokine receptor associated with recruitment of cells into follicles
in secondary lymphoid organs that has been reported to be expressed on DN T cells (Ansel
et al., 1999, Lee et al., 2005, Lee et al., 2006). Although very few CD3+ DN cells in the
spleen expressed CXCR5, the uterine horn CD3+ DN cells appeared to contain a much
higher percentage of cells that showed CXCR5 positivity (Figure 5.4F).

This analysis was then extended to the peripheral tissues studied in earlier experiments.
Markers on CD3+ DN cells in peripheral tissues were gated as in Figure 5.5. B220
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appeared to produce a clear population in each tissue, except for the thymus (Figure 5.5A).
This suggested that in many peripheral tissues the mixed CD3+ DN cell population
contained a B220+ CD3+ DN cell population, which was not present in uterine horn
(Figure 5.4). A cluster of TCR-β+ and TCR-γδ+ cells was clearly visible in the CD3+ DN
cell population in each lymphoid tissue examined (Figure 5.5B-C). Compared to these
tissues, a higher proportion of CD3 DN cells in the blood were TCR-β+, and fewer were
TCR-γδ+ (Figure 5.5B-C), rather like the uterine horn (Figure 5.4B). Again, CTLA-4 did
not stain CD3+ DN cells in any of the tissues studied (Figure 5.5D). This may have been
due to a lack of optimisation or reagent failure because no convincing CTLA-4+ cells were
identified even outside of the CD3+ DN population (data not shown). As expected there
was good staining for PD-1 in the thymus, and some staining was seen on CD3+ DN cells
in the spleen, but few PD-1+ cells were observed in the blood, PALN and BM (Figure
5.5E). The last marker in the panel was the chemokine receptor CXCR5. This receptor
was present on a substantial proportion of CD3+ DN cells in blood, and, to a lesser extent,
those in BM, but very few CXCR5+ CD3+ DN cells were present in the spleen, PALN and
thymus (Figure 5.5F).

The percentage of CD3+ DN cells expressing each individual marker were calculated
(Figure 5.6). The percentage of CD3+ DN cells expressing NK1.1 and CD25 had also been
determined in these experiments, and these data are also presented in Figure 5.6 to attempt
to correlate their expression to that of the other markers. As only limited animals were
available at this time, the n number for some of the markers was as low as 2, which must
be taken into account when assessing these results. However, it was notable that the pattern
of markers expressed by CD3+ DN cells was very similar between uterine horn and cervix,
suggesting that the populations of CD3+ DN cells were very similar in these two tissues
(Figure 5.6A). Cells expressing NK1.1, TCR-β, CD25, or CXCR5 were most prominent in
uterine horn and cervix, where few CD3+ DN cells were positive for B220, TCR-γδ,
CTLA-4 and PD-1 (Figure 5.6A). Interestingly, a similar pattern was observed amongst
CD3+ DN cells in blood (Figure 5.6B), although a somewhat lower percentage expressed
CD25 and a higher proportion were B220+. In spleen and PALN, TCR-γδ+ cells were
more highly represented, while those expressing NK1.1 or TCR-β were less abundant. In
all tissues, the sum of cells expressing TCR-β or TCR-γδ was 80-90%. Since these two
markers are unlikely to be co-expressed, it seemed that most CD3+ DN cells carried a
TCR. This is investigated further in the section below. As might be expected, CD3+ DN
cells in the thymus demonstrated a very different pattern of expression, most strikingly,
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strong expression of PD-1 (Figure 5.6B). Clearly, CD3+ DN cells in the thymus were quite
distinct from those found in the other organs studied in this project. Having a different
surface phenotype did not necessarily rule them out as precursors for cells found
elsewhere. These cells might migrate from the thymus and give rise to other types of DN
cells.

5.5. NKT cells are a major CD3+ DN cell population, particularly in reproductive tissues
and blood.
Next, I wanted to identify any markers that might be co-expressed in order to provide a
more definitive identification of CD3+ DN cell subsets. Due to only certain channels
being free on the flow cytometer and the availability of antibodies in those colours, only
selected combinations of markers were successfully tested. Quadrant gates were based on
FMO staining as in Figure 5.4 and 5.5. Across all tissues, very few CD3+ DN cells could
be classified as TCRβ+TCRγδ+ (Figure 5.7A, left), which was reassuring as these
receptors are usually seen as mutually exclusive. Moreover, with the exception of the
spleen and PALN, nearly all CD3+ DN cells carried a TCR. When NK1.1 and TCR-β
were studied together, it was found that a sizeable proportion of CD3+ DN cells in the
uterine horn, cervix and blood could be defined as NK1.1+TCRβ+ (Figure 5.7B, left).
These cells were a much smaller proportion of the CD3+ DN cells in the spleen, PALN,
BM and thymus (Figure 5.7B left). Co-expression of NK1.1 and TCR-β is consistent with
an NKT cell identity. There were also plenty of TCRβ+NK1.1- cells amongst the CD3+
DN population in all tissues examined: these cells can be classified as DN T cells.
Expression of NK1.1 and B220, TCR- and B220, and CXCR5 and PD-1, was largely
mutually exclusive in all tissues examined (Figure 5.7 C-E).

5.6. Summary 1.
The main findings of these studies were:


There is a clear delineation in the expression of markers on CD3+ DN cells
from different anatomical locations;



Most CD3+ DN cells express a TCR, irrespective of their location;



A sizeable proportion of the CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn, cervix and
blood

of

NP

mice

are

NKT

cells

defined

as

CD3+CD4-CD8-

NK1.1+TCR+CD25+;


TCRβ+NK1.1- cells are present amongst the CD3+ DN population in the
uterine horn, cervix and blood of NP mice;
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Many CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn, cervix and blood of NP mice
express the chemokine receptor CXCR5.

5.7. The composition of CD3+ DN cells appears to change towards a more TCRβ+
NK1.1- phenotype at 1DPP.
Having defined cells in the CD3+ DN population more clearly, next I wished to investigate
how these populations differed between NP and 1DPP mice. To do this, CD3+ DN cells
were to be split into three major subsets based on expression of NK1.1 and TCR-β i.e.
NK1.1+TCRβ+ NKT cells, NK1.1-TCRβ+ DN T cells, and NK1.1-TCRβ- cells. NK1.1TCRβ- cells were also tested for expression of TCR-γδ. First, reproductive tissues were
analysed (Figure 5.8). In uterine horn, the smaller populations of NK1.1+TCRβ- CD3+
DN cells and NK1.1-TCRβ- CD3+ DN cells were decreased as a proportion of total CD3+
DN cells at 1DPP compared to NP (Figure 5.8B, left). In the cervix the very low
percentage of the NP CD3+ DN population defined as NK1.1+TCRβ- had decreased
further at 1DPP (Figure 5.8B, right). In both uterine horn and cervix, TCRβ+NK1.1- CD3+
DN cells dominate, and this population significantly increases in uterine horn in terms of
proportion and numbers at 1DPP (Figure 5.8B-C). Compared to Figure 5.7, there are fewer
NK1.1+TCRβ+ cells in the CD3+ DN population from the uterine horn and cervix. The
differences in these results can be easily explained as the data from Figure 5.8 onwards
were generated from different mice to the rest of the chapter and therefore would have
been subject to the natural experimental variation, which has been seen throughout this
project.

For the rest of the experiments in this chapter the number of cells retrieved was calculated,
because cells were divided into aliquots in order to be stained with multiple antibody
cocktails. A significant increase was observed in the number of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN
cells seen in the 1DPP females in the cervix (Figure 5.8C).

To address the question of whether cells increased in number in proportion to the size of
the reproductive tissues, the uterine horn and cervix were weighed and the number of cells
per g of tissue was calculated. This showed that overall the number of CD3+ DN cells per
g did not seem to change between NP and 1DPP uterine horn tissue. No change in the two
largest populations was seen in either tissue (Figure 5.8D).
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5.8. An increase in the proportion of TCRβ+NK1.1- in the CD3+ DN population in
1DPP blood, compared with NP mice.
CD3+ DN cells in the spleen, blood and PALN were also examined. Spleen CD3+ DN
cells had a distinct profile, with TCRβ+NK1.1- cells and particularly TCRβ-NK1.1- cells,
dominating the CD3+ DN population in terms of proportion and numbers in NP and 1DPP
samples (Figure 5.9A). The percentage and number of cells in the NK1.1+ subgroups were
tiny. No differences between NP and 1DPP were observed although the double positive
TCRβ+NK1.1+ CD3+ DN cells displayed a change in their percentage of the CD3+ DN
population that could be seen as approaching significance (p=0.063, Figure 5.20A, left).

As hinted at before, CD3+ DN cells in the blood were comprised of different ratios of
NK1.1/TCRβ cells than spleen or PALN. In fact the composition of CD3+ DN cells in the
blood was more similar to the pattern seen in uterine horn and cervix. Though not the main
CD3+ DN cell population, NK1.1+TCRβ+ CD3+ DN cells formed a much more visible
population in the blood compared with the spleen and PALN, where these cells were
barely detectable. Like uterine horn, the blood displayed an increased proportion of
TCRβ+NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in the early post-partum period, compared to NP females
(Figure 5.9B, left). The most important result from this figure showed that CD3+ DN cells
do not increase per ml in blood. This is crucial and suggests that the change in proportions
of CD3+ populations at 1DPP, compared to NP mice is not driven by an increase in CD3+
DN cells. It therefore follows that the differences in populations are due to a CCR2
dependent decrease in CD4+ T cells.

PALN CD3+ DN cells, which only made up a small percentage of CD3+ cells in both NP
and 1DPP females were predominantly TCRβ-NK1.1- and these increased in number in
1DPP females (Figure 5.20C, right).
5.9. The proportion of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells expressing TCRγδ increases at
1DPP in the uterine horn.
TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells were an intriguing population, seen in all tissues studied.
These cells were obviously a mixed population and the studies earlier in the chapter
attempting marker characterisation suggested strongly that these cells were γδ T cells.
Expression of TCR-γδ was studied in the TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in the NP and
1DPP mice examined in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.
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Expression of TCR-γδ was low in reproductive tissues (Figure 5.10), consistent with
previous results (Figure 5.6). Interestingly, in the uterine horn, expression of TCR-γδ more
than doubled at 1DPP, compared to NP mice (Figure 5.10A, left). Numbers of
TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in both tissues, tended to increase at 1DPP but this
was not significant (Figure 5.10B).
Even at 1DPP it cannot be said that most TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells have a γδ T cell
phenotype, so these remain a largely unidentifiable population. However, in the uterine
horn at 1DPP there is a shift with γδ T cells constituting more of these cells than is seen in
NP females.
5.10. TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells are more abundant in spleen at 1DPP,
compared with NP mice.
TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells were also examined in spleen, blood and PALN for their
expression of TCR-γδ. Contrary to reproductive tissues, the majority of these cells in the
spleen and PALN expressed TCR-γδ, so are likely to be γδ T cells (Figures 5.11A and C).
Numbers of TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells were increased in the spleen at 1DPP
(Figure 5.11A) but this was not seen in the other tissues and no significant changes in
proportion of TCRγδ+ cells were recorded. Blood TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells
expressed lower levels of TCR-γδ (Figure 5.11B), echoing findings for reproductive tissues
(Figure 5.10) but no changes were seen between NP and 1DPP individuals. Compared to
secondary lymphoid organs, fewer TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells could be classified as γδ
T cells.

5.11. Summary 2.
CD3+ DN cells in tissues were split into NK1.1+TCRβ- cells, NK1.1+TCRβ+ NKT cells,
NK1.1-TCRβ+ DN T cells and NK1.1-TCRβ- cells. The main findings were:
 Almost all NK1.1+ cells were TCRβ+, and this NK1.1+TCRβ+ NKT population
constituted around ~20-40% of CD3+ DN cells in uterine horn, cervix and blood.
 NK1.1-TCRβ+ DN T cells were a large population in uterine horn, cervix and
blood and these increased as a proportion of CD3+ DN cells in uterine horn and
blood at 1DPP, compared to NP mice.
 No increase in the number of CD3+ DN cells per ml of blood was seen at 1DPP,
compared to NP blood.
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 In spleen and PALN, NK1.1-TCRβ- cells dominated and most of these cells were
found to express the alternative TCR, TCR-γδ.
 NK1.1-TCRβ- cells were also seen in uterine horn, cervix and blood although
TCRγδ+ cells were not as abundant as they were in secondary lymphoid tissues.
Interestingly, in uterine horn, the proportion of cells expressing TCR-γδ was
increased at 1DPP, compared to NP individuals.
CD3+ DN cells were successfully segregated into cells that had surface phenotypes
consistent with them being NKT cells, DN T cells, and γδ T cells. There was also a small
population of CD3+ DN cells that lacked expression of a TCR or NK1.1. The abundance
of these cell populations did not appear to change dramatically between NP and 1DPP
tissues. These different cell types, and their possible functions in reproductive tissues and
elsewhere, are discussed in greater depth in the Discussion section (Chapter 7).
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Figure 5.1. CD25 and NK1.1 are expressed on subsets of CD3+ DN cells.
Measurement of NK1.1 and CD25 surface expression on CD3+ DN cells and using flow
cytometry in WT (n=3) and CCR2 KO (n=4) NP females. (A) Representative gating of
NK1.1+ gate based on NK1.1 FMO staining of the spleen. (B) Proportion of CD3+ DN
cells expressing NK1.1. (C) Representative gating of CD25+ gate based on CD25+ FMO
staining of the spleen. (D) Proportion of CD3+ DN cells expressing CD25. Data presented
as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis carried out by Student’s t-test, not significant.
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Figure 5.2. Identification of NK1.1+ CD25+ CD3+ DN cells in NP reproductive tissues
and blood.
Measurement of NK1.1 and CD25 on CD3+ DN cells from NP WT mice using flow
cytometry (n=3). NK1.1 and CD25 horizontal and vertical gating based on FMO staining
(as shown in fig 5.1). (A) Representative images of quadrant gate for CD25/NK1.1. (B)
Proportion of CD3+ DN cells expression CD25 and NK1.1. Results shown as mean±SEM.
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Figure 5.3. CCR2 is expressed primarily by NK1.1-CD25- cells in the CD3+ DN
population.
Measurement of CCL2-AF647 uptake by CD3+ DN cells in NP WT and CCR2 KO
females using flow cytometry. Uptake histograms are displayed with WT shown in orange,
CCR2 KO in blue, CCL2 FMO for spleen in red. (A) Left; Percentage of NK1.1+CD25CD3+ DN cells internalising CCL2-AF647. Right; Representative histograms showing
CCL2 uptake in NK1.1+CD25- CD3+ DN cells. (B) Left; Percentage of NK1.1+CD25+
CD3+ DN cells internalising CCL2-AF647. Right; Representative histograms showing
CCL2 uptake in NK1.1+CD25+ CD3+ DN cells. (C) Left; Percentage of NK1.1-CD25+
CD3+ DN cells internalising CCL2-AF647. Right; Representative histograms showing
CCL2 uptake in NK1.1-CD25+ CD3+ DN cells. (D) Left; Percentage of NK1.1-CD25CD3+ DN cells internalising CCL2-AF647. Right; Representative histograms showing
CCL2 uptake in NK1.1-CD25- CD3+ DN cells. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical
analysis carried out by Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction where appropriate
*p<0.05.
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Figure 5.3. CCR2 is expressed primarily by NK1.1-CD25- cells in the CD3+ DN
population (legend opposite).
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Figure 5.4. Example staining of additional markers on CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn.
Measurement of CD3+ DN cells in NP WT females and markers on the surface using flow
cytometry. Representative images of gating for markers based on FMO controls in the
spleen. (A) B220 (B) TCRβ (C) TCRγδ (D) CTLA-4 (E) PD-1 (F) CXCR5.
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Figure 5.4. Example staining of additional markers on CD3+ DN cells in the uterine horn
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Figure 5.5. Example staining of additional markers on CD3+ DN cells in peripheral
tissues.
Measurement of CD3+ DN cells and markers on their surface in NP WT females using
flow cytometry. Representative images of gating for markers based on FMO controls in the
spleen. (A) B220 (B) TCRβ (C) TCRγδ (D) CTLA-4 (E) PD-1 (F) CXCR5.
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Figure 5.6. Different patterns of expression of markers on CD3+ DN cells are observed in
different tissues.
Pilot measurement of CD3+ DN cells and markers on their surface in NP WT females
using flow cytometry (n=2-6). Gating shown as in fig 5.4 and fig 5.5. (A) Expression of
markers in reproductive tissues. (B) Expression of markers in peripheral tissues. Data
presented as mean±SEM.
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Figure 5.7. Tests indicated that NKT cells were a major CD3+ DN cell population,
particularly in reproductive tissues and blood.
Pilot measurement of CD3+ DN cells and co-expression of markers on their surface using
flow cytometry (n=1-4). Horizontal and vertical gating shown as in fig 5.4 and fig 5.5. (A)
Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells expressing TCRβ and NK1.1. Right; Representative
images of quadrant. (B) Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells expressing B220 and NK1.1.
Right; Representative images of quadrant. (C) Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells
expressing TCRβ and TCRγδ. Right; Representative images of quadrant. (D) Left;
Proportion of CD3+ DN cells expressing TCRβ and B220. Right; Representative images of
quadrant. (E) Left; Proportion of CD3+ DN cells expressing CXCR5 and PD-1. Right;
Representative images of quadrant. Results are shown as mean±SEM.
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Figure 5.7. Tests indicated that NKT cells were a major CD3+ DN cell population,
particularly in reproductive tissues and blood (legend opposite).
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Figure 5.8. The composition of CD3+ DN cells appears to change towards a more TCRβ+
NK1.1- phenotype at 1DPP.
TCRβ and NK1.1 measured in the CD3+ DN cell population from reproductive tissues of
NP and 1DPP mice (n=4-8). (A) Plots representing spread of NK1.1 and TCRβ on CD3+
DN cells. (B) Left; TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated populations as a percentage of CD3+ DN
cells. Right; TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated CD3+ DN cells calculated to be retrieved from
UH. (C) Calculated retrieved cells per g of UH. (D) Left; TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated
CD3+ DN cells as a percentage of CD3+ DN cells. Right; TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated
CD3+ DN cells calculated to be retrieved from cervix. (E) Calculated retrieved cells per g
of cervix. Results presented as mean±SEM, data analysed using Student’s t-test, with
Welch’s correction where appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01. Outliers not excluded.
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Figure 5.8. The composition of CD3+ DN cells appears to change towards a more TCRβ+
NK1.1- phenotype at 1DPP (legend overleaf).
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Figure 5.9. An increase in proportion of TCRβ+NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells was seen at 1DPP
in the blood, compared with NP mice.
TCRβ and NK1.1 measured in the CD3+ DN cell population from peripheral tissues of NP
and 1DPP mice (n=4-8). (A) Left; TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated CD3+ DN cells. Right;
Numbers of TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated CD3+ DN cells. (B) Left; TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant
gated CD3+ DN cells. Right; Numbers of TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated cells per ml of
blood. (C) Left; TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated CD3+ DN cells. Right; Numbers of
TCRβ/NK1.1 quadrant gated cells. Results presented as mean±SEM, data analysed using
Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction where appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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Figure 5.10. The proportion of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells expressing TCRγδ increases
at 1DPP in the uterine horn.
TCRγδ expression measured on TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in UH and cervix (n=3-5)
by flow cytometry. (A) Proportion of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells expressing TCRγδ in
UH (left) and cervix (right). (B) TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells retrieved from UH
(left and cervix (right). (C) TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells per g of UH (left) and
cervix (right). Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis carried out using an
unpaired Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction for unequal variances where appropriate,
*p<0.05.
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Figure 5.11. TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells are more abundant in spleen at 1DPP,
compared with NP mice.
TCRγδ expression measured on TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in spleen, blood and PALN
(n=4-5) by flow cytometry. (A) Left; Proportion of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells
expressing TCRγδ. Right; Number of TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in the spleen.
(B) Left; Proportion of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells expressing TCRγδ. Right; Number
of TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells per ml of blood. (C) Left; Proportion of TCRβNK1.1- CD3+ DN cells expressing TCRγδ. Right; Number of TCRγδ+TCRβ-NK1.1CD3+ DN cells in the PALN. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis carried
out using an unpaired Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction for unequal variances
where appropriate, *p<0.05.
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Chapter 6: Hormonal influences on leukocytes in
reproductive and peripheral tissues
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Introduction
This chapter includes work carried out throughout the project that attempted to address
whether hormones can play a role in the control of chemokines and leukocytes in the
tissues studied so far in this project. As discussed in chapter 1, female sex hormones have
been shown to control chemokine production in various circumstances. As with previous
chapters, the chemokine receptor of interest during this chapter was CCR2, and existing
data suggest that activation of this receptor might be hormonally regulated. For example, in
previous studies, in order to discern the effect of oestrogen on systemic chemokine levels,
ovariectomised mice were treated with estradiol, and this led to increased protein levels of
the CCR2 ligands, CCL2 and CCL3 (Abu-Taha et al., 2009). In a mouse model of the
menstrual cycle, CCR2 mRNA increased following progesterone withdrawal, peaking at
48hrs post-withdrawal, and gene expression of CCL2 and CCL3 both peaked at 24hrs
(Menning et al., 2012). In pregnancy, CCL2 expression is present throughout gestation
with peaks after mating, at implantation, and during the second half of pregnancy (Wood et
al., 1999). Results from our lab indicate that at the end of pregnancy, CCR2 and the
chemokines CCL2 and CCL3 are increased during labour compared to gestational day 18
(Menzies et al., 2012). These chemokine changes in different hormonal situations could be
similar to the kind seen in the post-partum period, and may give insight into the
mechanism driving the changes in leukocyte composition seen in this project. Comparing
males and females could also reveal potential roles for sex hormones in the recruitment of
leukocytes. I was interested in examining whether male reproductive tissues contained
infiltrating leukocyte populations, as very little literature has focused on the role of
leukocytes in the male reproductive tract. This led me to question whether leukocytes
present in the male reproductive tract were phenotypically similar to those found in
females or if the leukocyte composition of reproductive tissues was specific to the sex of
the mouse.

Another avenue of investigation was the role of prolactin, a hormone associated with the
post-partum period. Lactation can have dramatic effects on the immune system and can
induce worsening of autoimmune conditions (Shelly et al., 2012). In both humans and mice
circulating prolactin declines after birth and its production is then stimulated by offspring
suckling. Therefore in the post-partum period there may be dramatic hormonal differences
between mice that lactate and those that do not. Prolactin plays a key role in T cell
maturation in the thymus (Gagnerault et al., 1993, Carreno et al., 2005), making
examination of these cells in the post-partum period of specific interest. Examining non233

lactating mice also gave me the opportunity to see whether some of the findings regarding
CD3+ cells elsewhere in my project only occurred in mice that were lactating and therefore
were not as a result of post-partum inflammation per se.

The main questions to be addressed in the work described in this chapter were therefore: (i)
Are there sex differences in myeloid and CD3+ DN cell populations? (ii) Are CD3+ DN
cells also present in male reproductive tissues? and (iii) Does lactation affect CD3+
populations in tissues during the post-partum period?
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Results
6.1. Gating strategy for analysing myeloid subsets using only four colours.
While optimising flow cytometry techniques for the previous work described in this thesis,
only spleen and blood were studied and limited numbers of antibodies were used.
Nonetheless, this still enabled the identification of important leukocyte populations and
Figure 6.1A shows the gating strategy used for identification of certain myeloid cell
populations using four colours. Understandably, this was a simplified version of the gating
strategy eventually used when seven colours were employed (as seen in Chapter 3). Firstly,
physical extremes were excluded and 7-AAD- live cells were gated. CD11b+ cells were
then selected and these were then split between two gates based on their Ly6C/SSC
properties. Cells in gate 1 (CD11b+Ly6CloSSCint-hi) were classified as eosinophils, cells in
gate 2 (CD11b+Ly6CintSSCint) are considered to be neutrophils for this section of the
project. Gate 3 was selected as an inverted L shaped gate including Ly6Cint-hi and SSClo-int
cells that were considered to predominantly be monocytes and macrophages. As
macrophages are absent in blood, this gate only described monocytes when blood was
analysed. Ly6ChiCCL2-AF647hi cells within this gate are inflammatory monocytes (gate
5), whereas Ly6CintCCL2-AF647hi cells within gate 4 are termed ‘other CCL2
monocytes/macrophages’. CCL2int monocytes/macrophages were defined by gate 6 and
CCL2lo monocytes/macrophages fall within gate 7.

6.2. Males have a larger proportion of monocytes and fewer eosinophils in their blood,
compared to females.
In a pilot study to address the question of how hormones might affect myeloid populations
in spleen and blood, the simplest course was to analyse age-matched WT females and WT
males from our colony to identify potential sex differences for the first three populations
shown in Figure 6.1. Consistent with data from Chapter 3 (Figure 3.18), eosinophils made
up ~1% of live cells in the spleen, and no sex difference was seen (gate 1, Figure 6.2B,
left). In blood, there was a significantly reduced proportion of eosinophils in males,
compared to females (gate 1, Figure 6.2B, right). Interestingly, neutrophils were increased
as a proportion of live cells in males, compared to females in the spleen but not the blood
(gate 2, Figure 6.2C, left). Males also had an elevated total monocyte population in blood
which was around double that found in females (gate 3, Figure 6.2D, right). This difference
was not immediately obvious from the sample plots in Figure 6.2A, however the variation
between individuals meant that finding a plot representative of all the samples was
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challenging. This sex discordance was worthy of further investigation, and as shown in
Figure 6.1 this population was split into 4 distinct subsets.

6.3. No monocyte or macrophage subset was specifically affected by sex.
Gate 3 in Figure 6.1 represents monocytes and macrophages in the spleen but only
monocytes in blood. This gate was subdivided by Ly6C and CCL2-AF647 expression.
Figure 6.3B refers to other CCL2+ cells, which are Ly6Cint and therefore not inflammatory
monocytes (gate 4). No sex discordance was observed in this population, although in
spleen there was a tendency for males to have a larger population of these cells, compared
to females (p=0.064). Inflammatory monocytes constituted a large proportion of
monocytes/macrophages in both tissues studied, although no significant sex difference in
this cell population was seen in spleen or blood (gate 5, Figure 6.3C). Though Figure 6.3A
appears to show that inflammatory monocytes had higher CCL2-AF647 fluorescence in
females, compared to males, this was not a consistent finding and no significant difference
was seen (data not shown). Not all cells in gate 3 were CCL2hi so CCL2int (gate 6, Figure
6.3D) and CCL2lo (gate 7, Figure 6.3E) monocytes/macrophages were considered next, but
no sex difference was seen in either population in spleen or blood.

6.4. CCR2 deletion disrupts myeloid cell populations, particularly in blood.
One of the major focuses of this work has been the chemokine receptor CCR2, which is
required for monocyte emigration from the BM (Serbina and Pamer, 2006). The effect of
CCR2 deletion on myeloid cell populations in the spleen and blood was investigated in
female mice at 1DPP in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.19 and 3.21). Age-matched male and female
mice were compared here (Figure 6.4: note that statistical analyses are contained in the
Legend to this Figure). Interestingly, several previously undescribed differences were
observed between WT and CCR2 KO mice. First, blood from CCR2 KO mice contained
an increased proportion of eosinophils in males, but not females (gate 1, Figure 6.4A-B,
right). Second, and surprisingly, neutrophils in the blood were also diminished in both
sexes in CCR2 KO mice, compared to WT counterparts (gate 2, Figure 6.4C, right). This
was not seen in female mice at 1DPP, and may have been due to the variation between the
environmental surroundings between mice used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, or a knock-on
effect of other in cell populations changing within the tissue. Finally, a large decrease in
monocytes and macrophages was seen across both sexes as a consequence of deletion of
CCR2 (gate 3, Figure 6.4D), similar to the decreases seen in Figure 3.14 and consistent
with previously published findings (Serbina and Pamer, 2006). This is particularly visible
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in gate 3 in the plots in Figure 6.4A. These data suggest that CCR2 deletion affects
myeloid cells across both sexes, and that eosinophils are only affected by CCR2 deletion in
males.

6.5. Summary 1.
This section concentrated on addressing whether there were any differences in myeloid cell
populations in the blood and spleen of males and females. The main findings were as
follows:


Monocytes in blood are increased as a percentage of live cells in males, compared
to females, but CCR2 deletion affects both sexes equally and dramatically reduces
the monocyte population.



The proportion of eosinophils is reduced in the blood of males, compared to
females, but this is reversed in CCR2 KO mice.



Males have a higher percentage of neutrophils in their spleens, compared to female
mice, and CCR2 deletion results in a reduction in the number of neutrophils
retrieved from the blood of both sexes.

These differences could provide an insight into the sex discordances that are observed in a
large range of inflammatory diseases. This will be examined further in the Discussion
(Chapter 7). The next section continues the theme of sex differences but studies CD3+ DN
cells, the main population examined in Chapter 5.

6.6. No difference in proportion of CD3+ DN cells in peripheral tissues between males
and females.
As some interesting sex differences were present in the distribution of myeloid cells in
blood and spleen, I also wanted to investigate the other main cell type studied in this
project, CD3+ DN cells, and enumerate these cells in males and females. NP females were
compared with age-matched males for the CD3+ DN cell subsets they had in different
tissues. The female data was also shown in Figure 5.9 but were reanalysed for Figure 6.5 to
show the overall number of CD3+ DN cells in these tissues. Surprisingly, given the
changes seen in these cells in post-partum tissues, the proportion of CD3+ DN cells was
constant in the spleen, blood and PALN between males and females (Figure 6.5).
As in Chapter 5, CD3+ DN cells were then split into four subsets; NK1.1+TCRβ-,
NK1.1+TCRβ+, TCRβ+NK1.1-, TCRβ-NK1.1- and TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells. In
secondary lymphoid tissues no significant differences were seen in the two major CD3+
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DN cell subsets between males and females (Figure 6.6A and C). In blood there was a
suggestion that NK1.1+TCRβ+ DN cells (i.e. NKT cells) were reduced in males, compared
with females, though this was only seen in numbers of cells per ml and not reflected in
their percentage (Figure 6.6B).
As shown in Chapter 5, a considerable proportion of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in
peripheral tissues expressed TCR-γδ. TCR-γδ expression on TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN
cells was examined in males and females. Female data was also presented in Figure 5.11.
No difference was seen in the proportion or number of TCRγδ+ cells within this TCRβNK1.1- CD3+ DN cell population within spleen, blood and PALN (Figure 6.7).

Collectively, these data show that lymphoid tissues and blood in both males and females
are very similar in their CD3+ DN cell profile. Chapters 4 and 5 suggested that the changes
in their proportions could be an indicator of a role in post-partum inflammation. Given this
supposed reproductive function, the fact that the CD3+ DN cell composition is so similar
between males and females was perhaps something of a surprise. To explore this further,
reproductive tissues were taken from the same male and female animals and were also
analysed for their CD3+ DN cell composition. The purpose of this was to define whether
CD3+ DN cells were characteristic of the female reproductive tract, or of reproductive
tissues in general.

6.7. Reproductive tissues are broadly similar in their CD3+ DN cell composition.
Male reproductive tissues were digested in the same way as in previous chapters for uterine
horn and cervix. The male reproductive tissues tested were penis, prostate gland and vas
deferens/epididymis. Representative plots of the CD3+ DN cell populations of the tissues
are shown in Figure 6.8A. Interestingly, reproductive tissues had similar percentages of
CD3+ DN cells, compared to CD3+ cells as a whole and this was generally over 80%
(Figure 6.8B). Thus, the population of reproductive tissues by DN CD3+ cells appears to
be sex-independent.
The subsets of CD3+ DN cells were then considered, to see if the TCRβ/NK1.1 expression
on these cells varied between tissues. Though the other subsets did not fluctuate
significantly, TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells did show some changes. The prostate gland
had a smaller proportion of TCRβ-NK1.1- cells compared to uterine horn (p<0.01), cervix
(p<0.05) and penis (p<0.05, Figure 6.8C, left). When CD3+ DN cell subsets per g were
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considered the only significant difference between tissues was for NK1.1+TCRβ+ CD3+
DN cells, which showed a larger number of these cells per g of prostate gland, compared
with uterine tissue (p<0.05, Figure 6.8C, right).
Finally, TCR-γδ expression was examined on TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells in order to
get a measure of potential γδ T cells in male and female reproductive tissues. Uterine horn
data and cervix data were also shown in Figure 5.10. Interestingly, prostate gland had the
highest percentage of TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells expressing TCR-γδ, over double the
level of expression seen in the uterine horn (Figure 6.8D, left). When TCRγδ+ cells per g
were considered, the penis contained significantly more TCRγδ+ TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN
cells than were seen in the uterine horn (Figure 6.8D, right).

These results were particularly unexpected, and suggest a role for CD3+ DN cells in
reproductive immunology in both sexes, not just females. Very little data exists on T cells
in the male reproductive tissues, and this work has catalogued the CD3+ DN cell
population within penis, prostate gland and vas deferens/epididymis. Tissues such as the
testes have been described as an immune-privileged area (Witkin et al., 1996), and this is
thought to help prevent immune responses developing against the sperm produced at the
site. It is possible that both male and female reproductive tissues need to balance immune
regulation with protection against diseases of the genital tract.

6.8. Summary 2.
This section concentrated on CD3+ DN cells in males and females, including separating
this population by expression of NK1.1, TCR-β and TCR-γδ. Several tissues were studied,
including male and female reproductive tissues. The key results were:


No sex difference was seen in the overall percentage of CD3+ DN cells in any of
the tissues studied.



Prostate gland was the most distinct reproductive tissue. More cells were retrieved
per g of tissue, and the balance of populations was different, with reduced TCRβNK1.1- cells.



There may be a reduced number of NK1.1+TCRβ+ CD3+ DN cells in the blood of
males, compared to females.



TCR-γδ expression on TCRβ-NK1.1- CD3+ DN cells was higher on some male
reproductive tissues, compared to uterine horn.
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The similarities in CD3+ DN cell populations between the sexes will be explored further in
the discussion. The focus of the following section shifts to address the effect of lactation on
leukocyte populations at 7DPP. Studying lactation was a way of extending the work on
hormonal regulation of leukocytes and inflammation in females as only very subtle
differences had been observed in leukocyte abundance between males and females.

6.9. Circulating prolactin and CCL2 were reduced in non-lactating females.
Many studies have attempted to link hormonal changes with leukocyte recruitment (De and
Wood, 1990, Abu-Taha et al., 2009, Tchernitchin et al., 1974, Wood et al., 2007, Kyaw et
al., 1998, Menning et al., 2012, Critchley et al., 1996). As discussed in Chapter 1, the
hormone prolactin is associated with the post-partum period. Absence of lactation might be
expected to have an effect on the hormonal profile of a post-partum mouse and therefore
the cell populations present in the post-partum period. To begin to investigate the role of
lactation, prolactin in plasma was measured over the post-partum period and between
lactating and non-lactating mice at 7DPP. Plasma from NP and lactating mice was obtained
by terminal cardiac puncture from mice sacrificed throughout the project. Mice that were
not lactating at 7DPP became available for study when mothers cannibalised their pups, or
when pups were removed from mothers. In both cases, mice were not lactating beyond
1DPP.

I had expected that NP serum prolactin levels would be reduced compared to the later postpartum time-points, but this was not the case (Figure 6.9A). Studies in rats have previously
shown that NP animals have a lower concentration of circulating prolactin than that
observed during the post-partum period (Liu et al., 1992, Hapon et al., 2003). However it
must be considered that differences in species, experimental technique and natural
variation may account for this difference.

As would be expected, there was a lower concentration of prolactin at 1DPP, compared to
the other time-points (Figure 6.9A), as prolactin production has been reported to fall
rapidly during the early post-partum period and is stimulated again by the suckling of pups
(Glasier and McNeilly, 1990, Glasier et al., 1984). The 7DPP post-partum data was then
analysed against plasma from 7DPP mice that had not kept their pups. Circulating prolactin
was significantly reduced in non-lactating mice, compared to lactating mice, consistent
with the idea that pups stimulate prolactin production. This showed that lactating mice
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have a distinct hormonal profile and I wanted to explore whether this was associated with
changes in leukocyte distribution.

In the context of the rest of the work and due to the availability of appropriate Luminex
plates, I also sought to quantify circulating levels of CCL2 and CCL3 in lactating and nonlactating animals. CCL2 and CCL3 were measured in plasma and CCL2 but not CCL3 was
reduced at 7DPP in non-lactating mice, compared to lactating mice (Figure 6.9C-D). When
CCL2 was examined over the post-partum period in Chapter 3 there was an increase in
circulating CCL2 from 1DPP to 7DPP in WT mice (Figure 3.15). Comparing this with
Figure 6.9, this rise was not observed in non-lactating mice (Figure 6.9C). These results
provided an incentive to continue to investigate whether lactation had an effect on
populations that I had previously shown to express CCR2. Due to the predominance of
myeloid cell populations, and their clear CCR2-dependent changes in reproductive tissues,
these were investigated first.

6.10. Lactation had no effect on the expression of genes encoding myeloid cell markers
in the reproductive tract at 7DPP.
Initially expression of genes encoding myeloid cells markers was studied using Taqman in
uterine horn and cervix and no effect of lactation was seen in the expression of F4/80,
CX3CR1 or CCR2 (Figure 6.10A-C). Granulocyte markers were also measured but
lactation had no effect on the gene expression of the eosinophil marker MBP (Figure
6.10D) or the neutrophil marker NGP (Figure 6.10E). On the basis of these data the effect
of lactation on myeloid cells was not pursued further. However, elsewhere in the project
qRT-PCR was shown to have some disadvantages, so further studies with non-lactating
animals using flow cytometry to analyse myeloid cells would be merited, although time
constraints meant that this work was not possible.

6.11. Lactation appeared to decrease the overall proportion of CD3+ cells in the uterine
horn at 7DPP.
The literature describes a role for prolactin in T cell development in the thymus (Carreno et
al., 2005, Gagnerault et al., 1993) and therefore it seemed possible that hormonal changes
associated with lactation could influence CD3+ cell populations in reproductive tissues and
elsewhere. Flow cytometry allowed for greater accuracy in quantifying different cell
types, so the effect of lactation at 7DPP on CD3+ cells, including CD3+ DN cells, was
examined using this method. 7DPP data used in Chapter 4 were re-analysed alongside
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7DPP non-lactating data. Overall, CD3+ cells in uterine horn made up a lower proportion
of CD45+ cells in animals lactating at 7DPP compared to those not lactating, although this
difference was not seen in the cervix (Figure 6.11A). It appeared that CD8+ T cells
represented a higher proportion of CD3+ cells in the reproductive tissues of lactating mice,
but this was not significant in uterine horn or cervix (p=0.090, Figure 6.11B). The
proportion of CD3+ cells that were CD4+ or CD4+CD25+ was not different between the
groups (Figures 6.11C-D). CD3+ DN cells, which were the majority of CD3+ cells in
reproductive tissues in both groups, made up an average of ~80-85% of CD3+ cells in nonlactating mice and although these cells appeared to be less abundant in the uterine horn or
cervix of lactating mice compared to non-lactating counterparts (p=0.099, Figure 6.11E),
no statistically significant differences were detected.

These results indicate that, compared to other cell types, lactation appears to suppress
CD3+ cell number in reproductive tissues at 7DPP but that the various cell types within
this population were equally affected. However, it is possible that increasing the size of
each group could reveal subtle differences. Next, other tissues were explored on the basis
of previous results that have indicated that cell populations within peripheral tissues
respond differently during the post-partum period, compared to reproductive tissues.

6.12. Lactation increases the frequency of blood CD3+ cells carrying CD4.
Spleen, blood and PALN were examined at 7DPP to determine whether lactation had any
effect on the cellular composition of CD3+ cell populations. Unlike uterine horn (Figure
6.11), the proportion of CD45+ cells that were CD3+ in spleen, blood and PALN was
unaffected by lactation (Figure 6.12A). However, CD8+ T cells made up a higher
proportion of CD3+ cells in non-lactating mice in the PALN, compared to lactating mice
(Figure 6.12B). More strikingly, lactation was associated with an increase in the frequency
of CD4+ T cells in the blood CD3+ cell population (Figure 6.12C). The small population
of CD4+CD25+ T cells was unchanged between lactating and non-lactating females
(Figure 6.12D).

Compared to lactating females, the CD3+ population in the blood from non-lactating mice
appeared to contain a higher percentage of CD3+ DN cells. This was not significant but
could be regarded as borderline (p=0.057, Figure 6.12E). CD3+ DN cells in the blood were
roughly at this level at 1DPP (Figure 4.3). At 1DPP, the CD4+ T cell proportion in the
blood fell as the CD3+ DN cell proportion rose (Figure 4.3), a situation that may be being
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prolonged to 7DPP by the absence of lactation. Thus, lactation, and the associated
hormonal profile associated with this state, may allow the CD3+ DN content of the blood
to fall and the CD4+ T cell population to rise again by 7DPP. This potentially also raises
the question of whether these changes in the blood from 1DPP-7DPP relate to completion
of post-partum repair of reproductive tissues or are driven by suckling young. However, it
should be noted that (i) the study did not conclusively assert that 7DPP non-lactating
animals have a raised CD3+ DN cell level, and (ii) studying the proportion of cells of a
certain type within the CD3+ population may mask effects of lactation on the absolute
number of CD3+ DN cells and other CD3+ cell populations in reproductive tissues and
lymphoid organs. Thus, the data were further analysed to determine the total number of
cells retrieved from these tissues.

6.13. Lactation is associated with a reduction in CD3+ DN cells and CD4+CD25+ T cells
in the cervix at 7DPP.
When the total number of retrieved CD3+ cells was calculated, no significant difference
between lactating and non-lactating 7DPP females was seen in the uterine horn (p=0.090),
but far more CD3+ cells were retrieved from the cervix of non-lactating mice at 7DPP
(Figure 6.13A). To determine which CD3+ cell subsets might be the source of these
changes, individual populations were investigated. In uterine horn and cervix no significant
differences between the two groups were seen for CD8+ T cells (Figure 6.13B) and CD4+
T cells (Figure 6.10C). The number of CD4+CD25+ T cells retrieved from the uterine horn
did not change significantly between the two groups, but these cells were far more
abundant in the cervix of non-lactating mice, compared with those harvested from lactating
mice (Figure 6.13D). This was also seen for the CD3+ DN cell subset, with higher
numbers were retrieved from the cervix of non-lactating mice (Figure 6.13E). Thus,
lactation was associated with a reduction in the number of CD3+ DN cells and
CD4+CD25+ T cells that could be retrieved from the cervix.

6.14. Lactation is associated with a reduction in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the spleen.
The number of cells within the various CD3+ cell populations was also determined in the
spleen and PALN of lactating and non-lactating 7DPP mice. Strikingly, in the spleen
CD3+ cells were far more abundant in non-lactating females (Figure 6.14A), primarily due
to increases in the abundance of CD8+ T cells (Figure 6.14B) and CD4+ T cells (Figure
6.14C). This was not seen in the PALN. CD4+CD25+ T cells and CD3+ DN cells were
minor subsets in the spleen and PALN (Figure 6.14D-E). CD3+ DN cells appeared to be
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more abundant in the spleen of non-lactating mice, but this failed to reach statistical
significance (Figure 6.14E p=0.082). Thus, lactation is associated with a major change in
the cellularity of the spleen, and contrary to a previous report (Bustamante et al., 2008),
this difference is in favour of non-lactating mice. Previously, spleen weight has been found
to be increased in lactating mice (Bustamante et al., 2008). This was found to be due to an
increase in the size of the red pulp and an upregulation of genes associated with erythroid
cells (Bustamante et al., 2008). This might reflect a reduction spleen resident leukocytes in
order to increase the red blood cell compartment, meaning that proportions of CD3+ cells
would not change, but cell numbers would decrease in lactating mice.

6.15. Spleen and blood from non-lactating mice contain a higher percentage of CCL2AF647+ CD4+ T cells and CD3+ DN cell subsets, compared with lactating females.
Previously I found that at 1DPP that there was a reduction in CD4+ T cells in the blood,
and that this was accompanied by a CCR2-dependent increase in CD3+ DN cells (Figures
4.3 and 4.9). A similar reduction in CD4+ T cells was seen in non-lactating animals at
7DPP (Figure 6.12). Further to this, lactating animals have higher circulating amounts of
CCL2 than non-lactating animals (Figure 6.9), which led me to question whether CCR2
was also involved in the CD4+ T cell/CD3+ DN cell dynamic at 7DPP. CCL2-AF647
internalisation by CD3+ cells was investigated in blood and secondary lymphoid organs
between lactating and non-lactating animals.

In the spleen, lactation to 7DPP appeared to suppress internalisation of CCL2-AF647
across the board (Figure 6.15B-E). Blood did not exhibit such clear-cut differences. As
seen in Figure 6.15A and Figure 6.15C the blood of non-lactating animals had a higher
percentage of CD4+ T cells internalising CCL2-AF647 at 7DPP (Figure 6.15C), however
when the CD4+CD25+ subset was examined, no change between the groups was seen
(p=0.082, Figure 6.15D). CD3+ DN cells also showed a higher percentage of CCL2AF647+ cells in the blood of mice that had not been lactating (Figure 6.15E).

In reproductive tissues, none of the CD3+ subsets investigated showed significant
differences in the proportion of cells internalising CCL2-AF647 (Figure 6.16). The
CD4+CD25+ T cell subset showed a tendency towards increased CCL2-AF647
internalisation in non-lactating uterine horn (p=0.069, Figure 6.16D).
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It was clear that CCL2-AF647 internalisation is altered depending on lactation status,
particularly in spleen and blood. It was possible that either the populations present in the
tissues affected CCL2-AF647 internalisation or that altered expression of CCR2 results in
a change in the populations present. The increased circulating CCL2 in lactating mice
could also result in increased desensitisation of CCR2. Finally, reproductive tissues were
tested for their ability to internalise CCL2-AF647 in order to determine whether any
lactation dependent difference could be detected. It is clear that several factors interplay in
the post-partum period and given the results up to now it is plausible that the distribution of
CD3+ populations depends on a mechanism that incorporates lactation and CCL2/CCR2.

6.16. Summary 3.
Lactation does appear to affect CD3+ cell populations. 7DPP non-lactating mice were used
to examine this difference. Taking the results together it seems that in a few respects such
as circulating prolactin, CCL2 and CD4+ T cells/CD3+ DN cell populations in blood,
7DPP non-lactating mice bear some resemblance with 1DPP mice.


Prolactin and CCL2 in the plasma were significantly reduced in non-lactating mice,
compared to lactating animals. 1DPP mice were also shown to have low levels of
circulating prolactin.



Lactating mice have a reduced percentage of CD3+ cells in the uterine horn,
compared to non-lactating mice at 7DPP.



Non-lactating mice showed a reduced percentage of CD4+ cells, matched with a
near-significant increase in the proportion of CD3+ DN cells, compared to lactating
females.



Non-lactating mice had an increased number of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in their
spleen, compared to lactating subjects.



There was an increased number of CCL2-AF647+ CD4+ T cells and CD3+ DN
cells in the blood of non-lactating mice.

Although this chapter was unable to show a causal link between levels of hormones and
leukocyte populations, it utilised comparisons of males and females and lactating and nonlactating animals to begin to tease out these associations. The effects of lactation in the
post-partum period were compelling and indicate a possible avenue for future work. These
findings are explored further in the Discussion (Chapter 7).
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Figure 6.1. Gating strategy for analysing myeloid subsets using only four colours.
Measurement of myeloid subsets in spleen and blood using flow cytometry. (A) Gating
strategy for isolation of monocytes, macrophages and neutrophils. First physical extremes
were excluded, followed by exclusion of 7-AAD+ cells, cells were then gated as CD11b+.
Cells were then classified by their Ly6C/SSC properties. Cells were gated as follows; [1]
eosinophils, [2] neutrophils, [3] monocytes/macrophages. Gate [3] was then divided further
by its Ly6C/CCL2 properties; [4] other CCL2+ monocytes/macrophages, [5] inflammatory
monocytes, [6] CCL2int monocytes/macrophages and [7] CCL2lo monocytes/macrophages.
These definitions remained constant for this section.
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Figure 6.1. Gating strategy for analysing myeloid subsets using only four colours (legend
opposite).
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Figure 6.2. Males have a larger proportion of monocytes and fewer eosinophils in their
blood, compared to females.
Measurement of monocyte and macrophage subsets in spleen (n=8-9) and blood (n=6)
using flow cytometry in males and females. Gating as in fig 6.1. (A) Typical Ly6C/SSC
plots from female and male blood and spleen. (B) Proportion of live cells defined as
eosinophils in spleen (left) and blood (right). (C) Proportion of live cells defined as
neutrophils in spleen (left) and blood (right). (D) Proportion of live cells defined as
monocyte and macrophages in spleen (left) and monocytes in blood (right). Data pooled
from 3 experiments and presented as mean±SEM. Data analysed by Student’s t-test with a
Welch’s correction, where appropriate, *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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Figure 6.2. Males have a larger proportion of monocytes and fewer eosinophils in their
blood, compared to females (legend opposite).
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Figure 6.3. No monocyte or macrophage subset was specifically affected by a sex
difference.
Measurement of monocyte and macrophage subsets in spleen (n=6) and blood (n=6) using
flow cytometry in males and females. Gating as in fig 6.1. (A) Typical Ly6C/CCL2-AF647
plots from female and male blood and spleen. (B) Proportion of live cells defined as other
CCL2+ monocytes and macrophages in spleen (left) and other CCL2+ monocytes in blood
(right). (C) Proportion of live cells defined as inflammatory monocytes in spleen (left) and
inflammatory monocytes in blood (right). (D) Proportion of live cells defined as CCL2int
monocytes and macrophages in spleen (left) and CCL2int monocytes in blood (right). (E)
Proportion of live cells defined as CCL2lo monocytes and macrophages in spleen (left) and
CCL2lo monocytes in blood (right). Data pooled from 3 experiments and presented as
mean±SEM. Data analysed by Student’s t-test, not significant.
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Figure 6.3. No monocyte or macrophage subset was specifically affected by a sex
difference.
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Figure 6.4. CCR2 deletion disrupts myeloid cell populations, particularly in blood.
Measurement of monocyte and macrophage subsets in WT (n=6-9) and CCR2 KO (n=3)
spleen and blood using flow cytometry in males and females. WT data taken from fig 6.2.
(A) Typical Ly6C/SSC plots from WTs and CCR2 KOs with female and male blood and
spleen. (B) Proportion of live cells defined as eosinophils in spleen (left) and blood (right).
(C) Proportion of live cells defined as neutrophils in spleen (left) and blood (right). (D)
Proportion of live cells defined as monocyte and macrophages in spleen (left) and
monocytes in blood (right). Data presented as mean±SEM. Data analysed by two-way
ANOVA. (B) Left; CCR2 effect p=0.43, sex effect p=0.90, interaction p=0.45. Right;
CCR2 effect p=0.021, sex effect p=0.60, interaction p=0.0069. (C) Left; CCR2 effect
p=0.91, sex effect p=0.03, interaction p=0.97. Right; CCR2 effect p<0.001, sex effect
p=0.74, interaction p=0.45. (D) Left; CCR2 effect p<0.001, sex effect p=0.40, interaction
p=0.73. Right; CCR2 effect p<0.001, sex effect p=0.033, interaction p=0.0203.
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Figure 6.4. CCR2 deletion disrupts myeloid cell populations, particularly in blood (legend
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Figure 6.7. TCRγδ+ expression is constant on CD3+ DN cells in females and males in
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Figure 6.8. Male reproductive tissues are remarkably similar to female reproductive
tissues in their CD3+ DN cell composition.
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*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 6.10. Lactation has no effect on the expression of genes encoding myeloid cell
markers in the reproductive tract at 7DPP.
Gene expression of myeloid cell markers in the reproductive tract in lactating (n=4-5) and
non-lactating (n=4-5) mice in the UH and cervix at 7DPP following their first pregnancy.
Expression was calculated as 100x2ΔCT where ΔCT=CTtarget-CTGAPDH to establish target
expression as a percentage of expression of the endogenous control. (A) F4/80 relative to
GAPDH. (B) CX3CR1 relative to GAPDH. (C) CCR2 relative to GAPDH. (D) MBP
relative to GAPDH. (E) NGP relative to GAPDH. Data presented as mean ± SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by unpaired Student’s t-test with a Welch’s correction
for unequal variances when appropriate, not significant.
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Figure 6.11. Lactation appeared to decrease the overall proportion of CD3+ cells in the
uterine horn at 7DPP.
CD3+ cell subsets measured by flow cytometry at 7DPP in UH (n=4-5) and cervix (n=4-5).
Gates are drawn and 7DPP data from fig 4.2. (A) CD3+ cells as a percentage of CD45+
cells. The proportions of CD3+ cell subsets as a proportion of CD3+ (B) CD8+ T cells (C)
CD4+ T cells (D) CD4+CD25+ T cells (E) CD3+ DN cells. Data presented as mean±SEM.
Statistical analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, with Welch’s correction where
appropriate, *p<0.05.
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Figure 6.12. Lactation increases the frequency of blood CD3+ cells carrying CD4.
CD3+ cell subsets measured by flow cytometry at 7DPP in spleen (n=4-8), blood (n=4-8)
and PALN (n=4-8). Gates drawn and 7DPP lactating data as in fig 4.3. (A) CD3+ cells as a
percentage of CD45+ cells. The proportions of CD3+ cell subsets as a proportion of CD3+
(B) CD8+ T cells (C) CD4+ T cells (D) CD4+CD25+ T cells (E) CD3+ DN cells. Data
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, with
Welch’s correction where appropriate, **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 6.13. CD3+ DN cells and CD4+ CD25+ T cells are more numerous in the cervix at
7DPP of non-lactating females.
CD3+ cell subsets measured by flow cytometry at 7DPP in UH (n=3-5) and cervix (n=3-5).
Gates drawn and female data from fig 4.2. CD3+ cell subsets retrieved from reproductive
tissues (A) CD3+ T cells. (B) CD8+ T cells (C) CD4+ T cells (D) CD4+CD25+ T cells (E)
CD3+ DN cells. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by
Student’s t-test, *p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 6.14. Non-lactating spleens contain more CD4+ and CD8+ T cells at 7DPP.
Measurement of CD3+ cells in the spleen (n=3-4) and PALN (n=4) of lactating and nonlactating females at 7DPP by flow cytometry. Gates are drawn and lactating data as in fig
4.3. Absolute numbers from peripheral tissues (A) CD3+ cells. (B) CD8+ T cells (C)
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Statistical analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, with a Welch’s correction where
appropriate *p<0.05 **p<0.01.
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Figure 6.15. Spleen and blood from non-lactating mice contain a higher percentage of
CCL2+ CD4+ T cells and CD3+ DN cell subsets, compared with lactating females.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2 by CD3+ cells was measured by flow cytometry in Spleen
(n=3-7), blood (n=4-7) and PALN (n=3-8) in 7DPP lactating and non-lactating mice. Cells
were incubated with CCL2-AF647 for 65mins. Lactating data as in fig 4.4. (A) Typical
histogram of fluorescent CCL2 uptake of CD3+ cell populations in peripheral tissues, with
the FMO control for CD45+ T cells in spleen shown in red. Proportion of CCL2+ (B)
CD8+ T cells (C) CD4+ T cells (D) CD4+CD25+ T cells (E) CD3+ DN cells. Data
presented as mean±SEM. Statistical analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, *p<0.05
**p<0.01 ***p<0.001.
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Figure 6.16. A similar proportion of CD3+ cells from reproductive tissues of lactating and
non-lactating females internalised CCL2-AF647 at 7DPP.
Uptake of fluorescent CCL2 by CD3+ cells was measured by flow cytometry in UH (n=5),
cervix (n=4-5) in 7DPP lactating and non-lactating mice. Cells were incubated with CCL2AF647 for 65mins. Lactating data as in fig 4.6. (A) Typical histogram of fluorescent CCL2
uptake of CD3+ cell populations in reproductive tissues, with the FMO control for CD3+
cells in spleen shown in red. Proportion of CCL2+ (B) CD8+ T cells (C) CD4+ T cells (D)
CD4+CD25+ T cells (E) CD3+ DN cells. Data presented as mean±SEM. Statistical
analysis was carried out by Student’s t-test, not significant.
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7.1.

Main findings.

Much attention has focussed on the inflammatory infiltrate present in reproductive tissues,
particularly during labour (Thomson et al., 1999, Jensen et al., 2012, Gomez-Lopez et al.,
2013, Mackler et al., 1999, Timmons et al., 2009, Holt et al., 2011, Gonzalez et al., 2011),
but very few studies have examined the leukocyte populations in these tissues during the
post-partum period, or assessed whether there are systemic changes in leukocyte
distribution or abundance after delivery. My project therefore aimed to catalogue the
leukocytes in reproductive and specific peripheral tissues before and after pregnancy. To
achieve this, I developed flow cytometry based methods of analysing reproductive tissues,
so that surface immunophenotyping could be used to definitively identify and quantify
leukocyte subsets in these tissues. Throughout the work, particular emphasis was placed on
the role of CCR2 and its chemokine ligands in controlling leukocyte migration into
reproductive tissues, primarily because monocytes were one of the principal cell types
under investigation and the migration of these cells during homeostasis and inflammation
is known to be controlled by CCR2.

The first striking finding of my study was that the 1DPP uterine horn contains large
numbers of myeloid cells, and that these cells are not present at 7DPP. These myeloid
cells at 1DPP were clearly identified as monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils or
eosinophils, and these cells are likely to play key roles in the repair of damaged tissue
during the post-partum period. Many of these cells express CCR2, demonstrated by their
ability to internalise fluorescent CCL2 in a CCR2-dependent manner, and the 1DPP uterine
horn expresses CCR2 ligands.

This suggested that CCR2 might be required for the

recruitment of leukocytes into the uterine horn at 1DPP, and indeed CCR2 deletion results
in a profound reduction in the number of myeloid cells present in the uterine horn. In
addition, my studies of NP animals confirmed known phenotypes in CCR2 KO mice
relating to monocyte abundance, and identified novel phenotypes affecting eosinophils and
neutrophils.

Along with myeloid cells, CD3+ cells are abundant in the 1DPP uterine horn. Most of
these cells are CD3+ DN cells lacking CD4 and CD8. They showed lower expression of
CCR2 than myeloid cells, and, in stark contrast to myeloid cells, their presence in the
1DPP uterine horn was unaffected by CCR2 deletion. I also found that at 1DPP there was
a marked increase in the proportion of CD3+ cells in the blood that were of the CD3+ DN
cell phenotype, and unexpectedly that this change was dependent on CCR2. I showed that
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the CD3+ DN cells in reproductive tissues could be split into three identifiable populations
(NKT cells, TCR+ DN T cells and γδ T cells), and undertook some basic surface
immunophenotyping of these cells. Compared to NP animals, DN T cells were increased at
1DPP in uterine horn and blood suggesting that these cells were responding to post-partum
inflammation. NKT cells, which were mainly found in reproductive tissues and blood, did
not appear to vary between NP and 1DPP mice.

Finally, I brought together work that had been performed throughout the project that was
focused on addressing whether sex or lactation were associated with alterations in
leukocytes in a range of tissues. I found that monocytes were more abundant in males than
females, whereas eosinophils were increased in the blood of females. There were no
substantial changes in CD3+ DN cell subsets between the sexes, and interestingly most
CD3+ cells in the reproductive tissues of both sexes were CD3+ DN cells. Lactation did
appear to affect CD3+ cell subsets, and 7DPP non-lactating mice appeared to have some
features in common with 1DPP mice rather than 7DPP lactating animals, along with
similar levels of circulating CCL2 and prolactin. There also appeared to be a skew away
from CD4+ T cells towards CD3+ DN cells in the blood, perhaps indicating that prolactin
participates in the mechanism which returns the CD3+ cell populations back to their NP
proportions by 7DPP.

In the following sections I discuss all these findings in more depth, highlight other
observations made during my studies and some of the difficulties I encountered, and
attempt to put my work in the context of the existing literature. Possible future directions
for the work will also be discussed.
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7.2.

Technical considerations in the analysis of leukocytes in reproductive tissues.

This project used several different techniques to investigate leukocytes and chemokines
during the post-partum period and other contexts. At the outset of the project histology and
qRT-PCR were used to examine detachment sites in ex-breeders. These techniques had
been used extensively in the literature and in our lab, and seemed to be promising ways to
investigate my research questions. Though histology produced some interesting images of
stages of repair in the post-partum period, it was time-consuming and the concern when
viewing histology images is that only a section of tissue is being surveyed and it may not
be representative of cellular changes throughout the entire tissue. Histology does provide
information about where leukocytes in a tissue are localised, information which is not
provided by other techniques such as qRT-PCR or flow cytometry.

qRT-PCR proved to be a particularly disappointing technique. The results I gained, in
general, did not conform with what was found in the literature. For example, in Figure 3.2 I
identified that expression of leukocyte markers measured by qRT-PCR was not enriched in
detachment sites, compared to the rest of the uterine horn and the cervix. The markers
tested included F4/80, chosen because the literature had suggested macrophages might
accumulate in detachment sites during the post-partum period.

The foremost paper describing the leukocyte populations which might reside in detachment
sites was published by (Brandon, 1994). She described their formation and identified cells
consistent with macrophage, neutrophil and lymphocyte phenotypes residing in these
nodules over a period of 3 months following birth. Contrary to indications from my data,
although numbers of F4/80+ cells were lower than earlier post-partum time-points, many
F4/80+ macrophages were found to persist specifically in detachment sites (Brandon,
1994). My data were obtained using a different technique, which I think is the most likely
explanation for the disparity between my findings and those of Brandon.

Working with ex-breeders made results difficult to interpret due to: (i) the difference in the
age of the mice, (ii) the variation in the number of litters per animal and (iii) the variation
in the number of weeks post-partum the animals were sacrificed at. The work was then
refined by using animals that had only given birth to one litter. I also considered that
looking immediately post-partum was more likely to prove fruitful from an inflammatory
point of view. To profile cells using markers on a cell by cell basis in reproductive tissues,
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a method to examine uterine horn and cervix using flow cytometry was developed. This
was challenging and required considerable optimisation, however a successful protocol
emerged.

There were several problems encountered when optimising flow cytometry. For example,
at the outset I found considerable levels of cell death although I managed to reduce this
through experimenting with different digestion protocols (Figure 3.6). Cell death is a
problem with flow cytometry protocols in general and it must be remembered that specific
subsets may be more prone to cell death during processing than others. Thus, the cells that
are finally read by the flow cytometer may not be fully representative of the cells resident
in the tissue at time of sacrifice. In reproductive tissues, one of the challenges was being
able to accurately count the cells once a single cell suspension was obtained as leukocyte
numbers were low and the samples contained more debris from digestion. This was averted
by running all the retrieved cells through the flow cytometer, and this was felt to provide a
more accurate measurement of the cell populations present in those tissues. As a result, the
numbers of leukocytes from reproductive tissues were presented as the number of cells
retrieved per tissue. One potential source of variation in the data from reproductive tissue
was the digest, which was not standardised to the mass of tissue present. Further to this, the
tissues themselves had a range of numbers of detachment sites and the sizes of the tissues
varied. As it has been observed that leukocytes cluster around detachment sites (Brandon,
1994), the number of detachment sites would potentially influence the number and
proportion of leukocytes retrieved from the uterine horn.

During my optimisation of this technique, I quickly realised that there would not be
enough cells to take aliquots of the cells from tissues such as uterine horn for FMO
controls and setting gates. Initially, I thought this would be a significant problem. The
course of action I decided to take was to use spleen as the standard for setting gates. This
had the benefit that all gates would be the same in each tissue so like could be compared
with like. For example, a monocyte would be defined the same way in both the spleen and
cervix. In reality, it is likely that monocytes in the spleen and cervix would vary in surface
phenotype as they will have different functions. For this reason, if I had access to more
time, resources and assistance, it may have been preferable to pool tissues from several
individuals so gates could be set on a per-tissue basis. Ultimately, defining cells based on
the clear staining provided by the spleen was a compromise and though not ideal, it has
clearly provided an insight into leukocytes in the reproductive tract. Other parts of the
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method were also kept constant in all experiments, for example, cells from all tissues were
excluded based on physical characteristics (FSC and SSC), then by 7-AAD before any
other antibodies were taken into account, and this was kept consistent between all tissues.

Having worked with these limitations, I decided that surface immunophenotyping was the
best technique for profiling leukocytes in tissues. There were several reasons for this
decision. First, a large amount of information can be gathered from each mouse in one day
of lab-based work. For most of the project seven colours were employed so up to six
different surface antigens could be detected as well as providing information about whether
cells were live and their size and granularity. Second, in comparison to qRT-PCR, flow
cytometry is more accurate as it is measuring markers expressed as protein on the cell
surface, not gene expression. Flow cytometry also provides data on a cell by cell basis, not
as an overall level of expression. Third, in comparison to histology, all the leukocytes in an
entire tissue such as the uterine horn can be profiled, giving a view of the cells present in
the tissue as a whole. And fourth, some of the most recent papers relating to my project
had employed flow cytometry and I was keen to be able to directly compare my work with
theirs by using this technique.

When examining chemokines and prolactin in peripheral blood, I decided to use Luminex
and ELISA techniques as these detect protein, and therefore I considered this a more
accurate way of measuring these parameters than qRT-PCR, which I had previously used
for analysing chemokine expression in the uterine horn.

Immunohistochemistry would have been an incredibly useful tool throughout the project,
however time and resources prevented this from being a viable option at this stage in the
project. Immunohistochemistry would provide images which would be informative in
discerning the location of cells and the production of chemokines during the post-partum
period. My data lacked any information on the position of specific cell types and where
chemokines were produced, and this would extend the work significantly. Any future work
would definitely include immunohistochemistry as one of the key techniques to bring the
project forward.
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7.3.

Myeloid cells are abundant in the post-partum uterine horn.

Chapter 3 focussed on characterising myeloid cells that reside in the reproductive tissues of
mice in the post-partum period, and examining the role of CCR2 in regulating myeloid cell
abundance in these tissues. There were a far larger number of leukocytes retrieved from the
uterine horn at 1DPP, compared to NP and 7DPP animals, and the majority of these
leukocytes were CD11b+, indicative of the myeloid lineage. This is consistent with studies
from the labouring myometrium, which showed increased populations of macrophages and
neutrophils, compared to the non-labouring myometrium at term (Thomson et al., 1999).
Cells are likely to continue to be recruited to the uterine horn in the early post-partum
period in order to assist with post-partum repair, a process that appears to be resolved by
7DPP. This would be broadly consistent with results from rodents that show that by 7DPP:
(i) few apoptotic cells are seen in the uterus (Huang et al., 2012), (ii) a stromal cell derived
epithelium has been generated (Huang et al., 2012), (iii) uterine weight may have returned
to pre-pregnant levels (Nilsen-Hamilton et al., 2003) and (iv) MMPs expressed in the early
post-partum period have fallen (Manase et al., 2006).
7.3.1. Ly6Chi monocytes and neutrophils may play a crucial role in remodelling of
reproductive tissues at 1DPP.
The 1DPP CD11b+ cell population contained monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils and
eosinophils.

Monocyte and macrophage subsets were far more abundant at 1DPP,

compared to NP or 7DPP, indicating an expansion or recruitment of these cells at this timepoint or that they persisted from an influx occurring at labour. Ongoing recruitment seems
likely because when monocytes enter tissues they differentiate into cells such as
macrophages and dendritic cells, yet I clearly detected cells that resembled blood borne
Ly6Chi monocytes in the 1DPP uterine horn. As mentioned in the Introduction, Ly6Chi
monocytes are not found in most tissues under resting conditions but migrate in response to
an inflammatory stimulus (Sunderkotter et al., 2004, Geissmann et al., 2003). Nonetheless,
the monocytes in the 1DPP uterine horn are likely to be more heterogeneous than those
circulating in the blood and would probably include cells in the process of differentiation
in addition to recently recruited cells. In addition to Ly6Chi monocytes, Ly6Clo monocytes
have also been described as being rapidly recruited following tissue damage or infection
(Auffray et al., 2007). Similarly, both CX3CR1-CCR2+ and CX3CR1+CCR2- monocytes
have been shown to be recruited to wounded skin and wound healing macrophages have
higher expression of CX3CR1 than CCR2 (Ishida et al., 2008). CX3CR1 KO mice have a
more protracted course of skin wound healing, suggesting that recruitment of ‘homeostatic’
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monocytes is also important for tissue remodelling (Ishida et al., 2008). Both monocyte
subsets have also be found to be mobilised following myocardial infarction, although they
were recruited to the heart in two phases: 0-3 days following myocardial infarction Ly6Chi
monocytes predominate, whereas Ly6Clo monocytes are the main monocyte subset from 5
days onwards (Nahrendorf et al., 2007). These data support the idea that Ly6Clo monocytes
can also be recruited to inflamed tissues, such as the 1DPP uterine horn. Neutrophil
abundance also increased dramatically at 1DPP in the uterine horn (Figure 3.13).
Neutrophils have been reported to be increased in the myometrium during labour
(Thomson et al., 1999) and it appears this recruitment continues in the early post-partum
period.

The effects of post-partum inflammation are not just local, but rather extend to the BM, the
site of leukocyte generation. Though infiltration of Ly6Chi monocytes into inflamed tissues
is well described, the increase in the proportion of Ly6Chi cells in the BM during
inflammation is less well documented. Presumably, this increase helps replenish
monocytes that have been mobilised from the BM to replace those recruited from the blood
into the uterine horn, and to prepare more monocytes while resolution is ongoing.
Increases in monocyte abundance in the BM have been seen in other scenarios. Ly6Chi
monocytes increase in number in the BM 48hrs following hindlimb ischaemia-reperfusion
injury (Capoccia et al., 2008), and in a model of burn injury, 8 days after receiving a burn,
mice had a significantly higher percentage of Ly6Chi monocytes in their BM, compared to
sham-treated animals (Noel et al., 2007). Likewise, intravenous Listeria monocytogenes
infection also led to increases in BM Ly6Chi monocytes in the days following infection and
it was determined that this occurred in a MyD88/TRIF-dependent manner, implicating a
role for TLR signalling. However, Ly6Chi monocyte numbers are reduced in the BM 2hrs
following intravenous LPS administration, compared to mice treated with saline (O'Dea et
al., 2009). This has also been demonstrated 4hrs after an intraperitoneal injection of LPS,
compared with control animals (Shi et al., 2011). Thus, it would appear that monocytes are
rapidly mobilised from the BM in response to inflammation, and then that these cells are
expanded in the BM as the inflammatory response persists. Presumably, this is likely to
ensure that sufficient numbers of monocytes are available for the inflamed tissue, with the
BM acting as a monocyte reservoir. Interestingly, the spleen has been proposed to serve a
similar function, with monocytes mobilised from this tissue in response to myocardial
infarction (Swirski et al., 2009). However, there were no changes in monocyte abundance
in the spleen when NP and 1DPP mice were analysed.
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Neutrophils also increased as a percentage of CD45+ cells in the BM at 1DPP, compared
to NP animals, providing further evidence that BM composition is altered at 1DPP in
response to post-partum inflammation. Over the post-partum period there was no
significant change in eosinophil numbers in the BM, which was surprising as eosinophils
in the BM have been shown to be regulated by estradiol (Douin-Echinard et al., 2011) and
after pregnancy, systemic oestrogen level falls (Greenstein et al., 2011). Eosinophils were
gated as CD45+CD11b+Ly6CloSSChiCD115- and were therefore unlikely to be
contaminated by CD45+CD11b+SSClo-intF4/80loLy6Chi monocytes, which were the
predominant monocyte population in the BM, as they differed so much on Ly6C and SSC
especially. Using more selective eosinophil markers would have been desirable and if
continuing this section of the project I would aim to confirm these data with a panel of
markers specific for granulocyte subsets, such as siglec F for eosinophils and markers such
as Ly6G and CXCR2 for identification of neutrophils.

Results in the cervix were difficult to interpret due to the lower number of cells and
therefore increased variation inherent in the data. However my results indicated a role for
neutrophils and Ly6Chi monocytes in cervical post-partum repair at 1DPP, and this has
been suggested previously by others (Timmons et al., 2009, Shynlova et al., 2012).
Interestingly, the 7DPP cervix contains more eosinophils than NP cervix, perhaps
indicating that they play a longer term role in restoring the tissue.

7.3.2. CCR2 expression by myeloid cells during the post-partum period.
Using qRT-PCR I found that CCR2 ligands, most notably CCL2, were most highly
expressed by the uterine horn in the early post-partum period and were reduced at 7DPP
(Figure 3.4). CCL2 in particular has been reported to be raised during inflammatory
periods of the reproductive process in the reproductive tissues, for example, during
menstruation (Menning et al., 2012), implantation (Wood et al., 1999), during the second
half of pregnancy (Kyaw et al., 1998, Menzies et al., 2012, Wood et al., 1999) and labour
(Menzies et al., 2012, Esplin et al., 2005). CCL2 is therefore likely to be one of the
chemokines responsible for the major inflammatory infiltrate at 1DPP, bringing monocytes
into the damaged uterine horn (Figure 7.1A-B). Though this qRT-PCR data was consistent
with the literature, it would be sensible to extend this work by using Luminex to measure
CCL2 protein in reproductive tissues, so that these data could be compared with data
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obtained from the blood. Immunohistochemisty could also be used to provide information
about where chemokines are expressed in the uterine horn.
Ly6Chi monocytes in reproductive and peripheral tissues express CCR2 (Figures 3.113.12), implicating CCR2 in migration of monocyte subsets into reproductive tissues at this
time-point. Expression of CCR2 was also seen in the resident macrophage population: this
was not completely unexpected as inflammatory CCR2+ macrophages have been reported
previously (Willenborg et al., 2012). Surprisingly, the other myeloid populations I
examined also expressed CCR2. Up to 30% of cells defined as Ly6Clo monocytes
expressed CCR2 and some expression was seen on these cells in all tissues studied. Ly6C lo
monocytes have usually downregulated their CCR2 expression in the circulation
(Geissmann et al., 2003), perhaps a small subset of monocytes sustain their CCR2
expression in response to inflammation. In eosinophils and neutrophils, which are not
normally thought to express CCR2, up to 20% were found to show CCR2 activity in some
tissues (Figure 3.16 and 3.17). It is possible that CCR2 also mobilises these cell types in
response to ligands such as CCL2. It would be interesting to investigate other forms of
inflammation to determine whether limited CCR2 activity is also seen in those
circumstances.

CCR2 acts to regulate the level of circulating CCL2 but not CCL3 in NP and 1DPP
animals, presumably by CCR2-mediated scavenging, although not at 7DPP (Figure 3.22
and 3.23). The role of CCR2 on monocytes as a scavenger of CCR2 has been demonstrated
previously (Volpe et al., 2012, Cardona et al., 2008). The scavenging effect can be
explained by the fact that when a ligand binds to the receptor it is internalised and
degraded, therefore removing the chemokine from environment. It is tempting to
hypothesise that at 1DPP the uterine horn is a high CCL2 environment, whereas the blood
only has modest levels, creating a gradient which would promote cell recruitment via
CCL2 (Figure 7.1B). At 7DPP, the uterine horn is a low CCL2 environment and in the
blood CCL2 is raised, disrupting the gradient and perhaps discouraging further leukocyte
infiltration to reproductive tissues. It would be interesting to use chemotaxis assays to
determine the migratory properties of monocytes at 1DPP and 7DPP.
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B) Recruitment of
monocytes due to CCR2

D) Attraction
and survival of
granulocytes

A) Production
of chemokines

C) Further
production of factors

chemokine

inflammatory
monocyte

homeostatic
monocyte

eosinophil

DN T cell

NK T cell

macrophage

dendritic cell

neutrophil

Figure 7.1. Possible mechanisms at work in mobilising leukocytes from the blood to the
uterine horn of the 1DPP WT mouse.
A) CCR2 binding chemokines such as CCL2 are produced in the uterine horn in response to tissue damage.
B) Inflammatory monocytes are recruited to the tissue. Homeostatic monocytes also patrol blood vessels and
may also be recruited in response to damage. Monocytes differentiate into macrophages and DCs following
entry into tissues. C) These cells in turn produce MMPs, cytokines and other factors which aid the
remodelling of the uterine horn. A range of inflammatory chemokines are then produced. DN T cells and
NKT cells are also present in the tissue and may contribute to cytokine production. D) Chemokines then
attract other cells such as granulocytes, their survival may also be prolonged by other factors.

7.3.3. Increase in myeloid cells in the uterine horn at 1DPP is CCR2-dependent.
As CCR2 was abundantly expressed by monocytes in 1DPP uterus and is known to control
the migration of these cells, it was perhaps not surprising that at 1DPP all monocyte and
macrophage populations were reduced in terms of numbers in CCR2 KO mice in the
uterine horn, compared to WT mice (Figure 3.21). The large disparity between the
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proportion of Ly6Chi cells in uterine horn at 1DPP in WT and CCR2 KO mice, indicates
that CCR2 deletion affects the recruitment of these cells to a greater extent than the other
cell types. These cells are reduced in the blood of CCR2 KO mice and so it is logical that
as fewer cells are released from the BM, fewer will also migrate from the circulation to
reproductive tissues. The lack of macrophages is probably due to this deficiency of
monocytes as fewer will mature into macrophages.
Surprisingly there was no increase in monocytes in the BM of CCR2 KO mice as has been
reported previously (Kuziel et al., 1997). This may indicate that the rise seen in WT mice
at 1DPP brought BM Ly6Chi monocyte levels up to those naturally seen in the CCR2 KO
and that this reached the maximum possible for this cell type. CCR2 deletion also resulted
in reduced monocytes in the blood and spleen, this was observed in males and NP females
(Figure 6.4). This might have been expected as CCR2 controls their release into the blood
from the BM and as a result fewer monocytes would accumulate in the reservoir of
monocytes which are observed in the spleen (Swirski et al., 2009).

WT reproductive tissues were not larger than those of CCR2 KOs and although the tissues
were not weighed, as I was processing the tissues, I did not notice a dramatic difference in
the size of the tissue. Moreover, as was shown in Chapter 4, CD3+ cell subsets were not
affected in this way by CCR2 deletion. As shown in Figure 3.1, the number of detachment
sites does not differ between WT and CCR2 KO animals. If the number of wounds had
been different, this could have explained the difference in myeloid cell infiltration between
the two genotypes. There was also no difference between the number of sites per number
of pups born, which would take into account resorbed pups (data not shown).
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C) No scavenging of
CCR2 ligands

B) No recruitment of
monocytes as CCR2
is absent

A) Production
of chemokines
by resident cells

D) No further production
of factors and granulocyte
chemoattractants

Figure 7.2. CCR2 deletion could result in protracted wound healing.
A) CCR2 binding chemokines such as CCL2 are produced in the uterine horn in response to tissue damage.
B) Inflammatory monocytes are not recruited to the tissue. Monocytes are only present in low numbers in
blood and cannot be recruited by CCR2. DN T cells and NKT cells are also reduced in the blood, though
recruitment to the uterus is not affected. C) CCR2 ligands are increased in blood as CCR2 is not present to
scavenge the chemokines. This may then have the effect of desensitising other receptors which would
normally attract leukocytes to the uterus in the post-partum period. D) Fewer leukocytes, particularly those
derived from monocytes are present in the uterine horn so a crucial source of cytokines, chemokines and
factors is absent. Key as in Figure 7.1.

As shown in Figure 7.1, monocyte and macrophage cells could produce cytokines and
chemokines that would promote the recruitment and survival of other types of cells,
particularly through delayed apoptosis (Yang et al., 2012). Therefore a lack of CCR2 could
have indirect effects on other cell subsets (Figure 7.2). Though the action of CCR2 on
granulocytes and the contribution of uterine monocytes and macrophages to granulocyte
recruitment/survival cannot be verified, there may also be a contribution of CCR2 as a
scavenger. As seen in my results, at 1DPP CCL2 was increased in CCR2 KOs, compared
to WTs. This was not observed for CCL3, but could also be the case for CCL7 and CCL12.
As these chemokines bind other receptors, the increase in these ligands could lead to
desensitisation of other receptors such as CCR1 and CCR3, which are expressed on
granulocytes. This has been described previously, where investigators found that CCR2
deletion resulted in downregulation of CCR1 on CD11b+ cells in the blood (Cardona et al.,
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2008). This could be another mechanism result in in a reduced inflammatory infiltrate in
the uterine horn at 1DPP in CCR2 KOs (Figure 7.2C-D).
Surprisingly, both granulocyte subsets appeared to be increased in CCR2 KO BM at 1DPP
(Figure 3.21), perhaps indicating a role for CCR2 in the release of these cells in a postpartum context. It must also be considered that there may have been some monocyte
contamination of the neutrophil population. Many gating steps were taken to minimise this
chance and had there been more channels available, more selective neutrophil markers
could have been added. The gating steps would suggest that even working within this
technical limitation, contaminating monocytes would be a small minority.

Ultimately, this lack of myeloid cell infiltrate in CCR2 KOs may lead to a more protracted
course of wound healing, which may be ineffective at reorganising uterine architecture
back towards a pre-pregnant state. As shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, the release and
attraction of monocytes by CCR2 could be a crucial step in the cascade which resolves
tissue damage in the WT uterine horn. Monocytes and monocyte derived cells may
produce cytokines and factors such as resolvins as well as phagocytosing debris. NonCCR2 binding chemokines may also be produced by these cells, which bring in
granulocytes, particularly neutrophils. In CCR2 KOs, this is absent. This may also be
because CCR2 is not available to act as a scavenger and ligands desensitise the receptors
used by these cells to position themselves in the uterine horn. As there is a possible
association between lack of CCR2 and problems during labour in mice which have had
several litters, this suggests that imperfect remodelling results in contractile difficulties.
This could be tested using myometrial strips in an organ bath and measuring the
contraction of the tissue in response of the tissue to drugs such as oxytocin. Ideally this
would include a large breeding programme so that CCR2 KOs and WTs could be tested
after several litters, perhaps even have groups after 1 pregnancy, 2 pregnancies, 3
pregnancies and 4 pregnancies to see whether CCR2 KOs decline in their ability to
contract in response to agents to a greater extent than WT myometrial strips. This would be
an incredibly difficult, time consuming and expensive but would be incredibly interesting
and would determine whether CCR2 is a key player in uterine remodelling post-partum.
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7.3.4. Myeloid cell populations are altered between males and females in blood and
spleen.
To get an insight into how leukocyte populations can differ in distinct hormonal
environments I began to study sex differences. Many inflammatory diseases exhibit sex
differences, and any sex biases in leukocyte populations could contribute to this. The first
observation between males and females was that males had a lower proportion of live cells
defined as eosinophils, and that this was dependent on the presence of CCR2 (Figure 6.2,
Figure 6.4). This contrasts with the literature which describes no sex difference in WT
circulating eosinophils at rest (Petkova et al., 2008), however females are more prone to
eosinophilia (Antunes et al., 2010). Females have an increased incidence of asthma and
this may be a manifestation of increased eosinophil migration (Melgert and Postma, 2009)
Ovariectomy has been shown to dramatically reduce lung eosinophilia in models of
allergic inflammation, suggesting a role for female sex steroids in promoting eosinophil
migration to the lungs (Riffo-Vasquez et al., 2007). When the model of OVA-induced
airway hyperresponsiveness was examined in both sexes, females show over 3 times the
number of eosinophils in the bronchoalvelar lavage fluid, compared to males, and this is
reversed with ovariectomy (Antunes et al., 2010). This perhaps would indicate that the
colony mice that I used were subject to some immunological challenge, such as an
infection. Unlike mice used for the rest of the chapter, these mice were housed in
conventional, not individually ventilated cages, increasing the possibility that the
environment could have influenced eosinophil blood counts. This study also found that
neutrophils were increased as a proportion of live cells in the spleens of males, compared
to females. In the literature, neutrophil numbers in the spleen have been shown to be equal
between males and females (Traub et al., 2012). In this section of the project only
proportions of cells were measured, therefore this difference could be a knock on effect of
changes in the numbers of other cell populations not shown.
In humans, monocytes are more abundant in the blood of males compared to females
(Bouman et al., 2004) and my results in mice were consistent with this. Diseases such as
coronary artery disease and atherosclerosis are more prevalent in men than pre-menopausal
women (Mendelsohn and Karas, 1999, Papakonstantinou et al., 2013). Though many
factors are thought to contribute to this process, the key cell type which drives progression
of atherosclerosis is the monocyte and the higher proportion of this population in male
blood may help to drive development of the disease. In atherosclerosis, low density
lipoproteins promote the recruitment of monocytes to plaques and these differentiate into
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activated macrophages which can ingest lipids in the lesions (Gautier et al., 2009).
Oestrogen has been implicated in reducing monocyte recruitment to lesions by
downregulating CCL2 production (Pervin et al., 1998, Frazier-Jessen and Kovacs, 1995,
Nilsson, 2007).
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7.4. Uterine CD3+ DN cells are a mixed population including three identifiable subsets.

7.4.1. The majority of CD3+ cells in reproductive tissues are CD3+ DN cells.
The CCR2-dependent increase in myeloid cells seen in the WT uterus at 1DPP led to the
exciting possibility that other cell types such as lymphocytes might also be recruited into
the uterus at this time. Chapter 4 aimed to characterise CD3+ cells in the post-partum
period in reproductive and peripheral tissues. A similar seven colour flow cytometry
protocol was devised to subset CD3+ T cells. Variability between animals and repeats was
considerable and therefore caution should be exercised before directly comparing the
proportions of populations and cell numbers in Chapter 4 with those shown in Chapter 3.
Though an overall view of relative leukocyte populations as a whole can be gained.
One population which was not considered was CD4+CD8+ DP cells, which were observed
in peripheral tissues. Initially these were thought to be doublets, where two cells stuck
together are measured as one by the flow cytometer, however these were still seen in
subsequent experiments when doublets were removed (results not shown). Further work
could be done to address the role of this cell population in the post-partum period.

In reproductive tissues CD3+ cells increased considerably at 1DPP and curiously this was
mainly due CD3+ DN cells and not CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). This
was an interesting finding, as CD3+ DN cells are not a common cell type in most other
tissues. CD3+ DN cells have been described in the NP female reproductive tract by
Johansson and Lycke (Johansson and Lycke, 2003). In this publication, TCR-αβ was
expressed by CD3+ DN cells, confirming their status as T cells (Johansson and Lycke,
2003). Interestingly, Johansson and Lycke found that uterine DN T cells did not change in
number between NP and early pregnant mice, perhaps indicating that the high number of
CD3+ DN cells observed in Figure 4.2 begins to accumulate after this point in the
pregnancy, or could even be post-partum specific. A recent study in humans described how
CD3+ DN cells varied in the decidua between pre-term birth, term labour and term not in
labour samples (Gomez-Lopez et al., 2013). This study suggested that fewer CD3+ DN
cells are present at term, than pre-term. The pre-term delivery level was consistent with my
data and the findings of Johansson and Lycke, which suggests that the end of pregnancy
may be associated with a dip in the CD3+ DN cell population.
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DN T cells have been described as displaying a regulatory phenotype in some
circumstances (Duncan et al., 2010, Lider et al., 1991, Chen et al., 2003, Chen et al., 2005)
and uterine DN T cells were shown to downregulate T cell proliferation in culture
(Johansson and Lycke, 2003). DN T cells in the Johansson and Lycke paper were shown to
be regulatory in nature and as these cells appear to be similar to DN T cells in this study.
This points to a role for these cells in dampening down immune responses at the
foetomaternal interface in the final stages of pregnancy or regulating the remodelling in the
early post-partum period. Further experimentation as discussed in section 7.6 would help to
confirm whether these cells were regulatory T cells.

An interpretation which was seriously considered was whether digestion of the
reproductive tissues had caused the CD4 and CD8 coreceptors to be cleaved from the cells,
therefore creating false CD3+ DN cells. If this was the case staining would appear as a
smear across the plots, however this was not observed in any of the plots and clear CD4+
and CD8+ populations, though small, were still identifiable. Digesting the tissues was a
step which was indispensable for liberating the cells from the structures of the cervix and
uterine horn. Therefore, the possibility that expression of markers might have been affected
by digestion to some extent had to be accepted. The fact that the cells were enclosed in
such a dense collagen matrix may have provided protection to the cells. Put another way,
liberating cells from a spleen using digestion might be more likely to produce overdigestion than liberating cells from a cervix.

7.4.2. CD25+ NKT cells are present in uterine horn, cervix and blood.
When phenotyping these cells I drew on the literature to find potential cell markers to
define CD3+ DN cells. By this stage the protocol had been refined further, with a
particular focus on NP animals because they were advantageous in terms of time and cost.
The main priorities were identifying NKT cells, true DN T cells and γδ T cells, which were
all expected to form part of the mixed CD3+ DN cell population described in Chapter 4.
The achievements of this chapter should not be underestimated. The simultaneous
collection of tissues and challenging protocol allowed for a large number of cells to be
profiled and analysed in a structured way. A cell population defined by a lack of markers
has been investigated and recognisable cell types identified.
The first population identified were CD25+NK1.1+TCRαβ+ CD3+ DN cells, which were
most likely iNKT cells. Interestingly, these cells were generally restricted to reproductive
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tissues and blood. They did not change at 1DPP, compared to NP animals in either
reproductive tissues or blood, suggesting a homeostatic, rather than inflammatory function
for these cells. The literature describes that up to 20% of NKT cells express CCR2
(Thomas et al., 2003), however it seemed that a higher percentage than this internalised
CCL2, with up to 80% CCL2-AF647+ CD25+ NKT cells in WT blood (Figure 5.3).
Variability was a barrier in confidently asserting the role of CCR2 in CCL2 internalisation
by potential NKT cells in the different tissues, expanding the number of subjects studied
would be of great value in determining this. These cells were consistent with the Th1-like
NKT cell phenotype, which recognise lipid antigens, though in this case the antigen
remains unknown. These cells could also contribute to the production of cytokines in the
post-partum period. Alternatively, as these cells are present in the NP and 1DPP uterine
horn and the male reproductive tract, they may provide a homeostatic role.
7.4.3. DN T cells are increased in the uterine horn and blood at 1DPP, compared to NP
animals.
Most CD3+ DN cells carry either TCR-αβ or TCR-γδ (Figure 5.7). In the uterine horn,
TCRαβ+ DN T cells drives the increase in the number of CD3+ DN cells at 1DPP. The
proportion of these cells in the blood was also increased at 1DPP, though when numbers of
these cells were measured, results were too variable to be conclusive (Figure 5.9). These
results perhaps suggest that these cells do have a function that is induced by post-partum
inflammation, such as the regulatory role suggested by Johansson and Lycke (Johansson
and Lycke, 2003).

A population of DN T cells was also found in the spleen and PALN. As CD3+ DN cells
are in a minority in these tissues and only around 30-40% of these are DN T cells, they are
not a particularly numerous subset in these tissues (Figure 5.9). There was a lot of
variability between repeats and CD3+ DN cells were defined slightly differently between
the Chapter 4 and Chapter 5; therefore a small number of findings could not be replicated.
Using larger n numbers would help to address this variability and help to define these
subtle differences with greater confidence.
7.4.4. γδ T cells were identified in low numbers in reproductive tissues but form the
majority of NK1.1-TCRβ- CD3+ DN cells in secondary lymphoid organs.
I hypothesised that the majority of CD3+ DN cells which were not NKT cells or DN T
cells would be γδ T cells. TCR-γδ is not generally thought to be expressed on the same
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cells as the TCR-αβ complex so the fact that they were not co-expressed was reassuring
(Figure 5.7). My results were broadly consistent with the proportion of γδ T cells found in
the human decidua during labour (Tilburgs et al., 2009), showing that γδ T cells are not a
major cell population in the uterine horn at these time-points. Many more γδ T cells were
identified in blood and secondary lymphoid organs.
NK1.1-TCRβ- CD3+ DN cells which were not γδ T cells were also identified. These cells
may have been identified as CD3+ due to gating error or alternatively, they may represent
other populations which express CD3 but not a TCR. Profiling with further markers might
identify these populations, however due to the technical challenge of studying this tiny
proportion of cells, it would be more practical to continue investigation of DN T cells and
NKT cells in reproductive tissues and blood.

7.4.5. CD3+ DN cells also populate the male reproductive tract.
All three main CD3+ DN cell populations; NKT cells, DN T cells and γδ T cells, were also
found in males (Figures 6.5-6.7). Males may have a small reduction in the number of NKT
cells in their blood, compared to females, though this resulted in no significant change in
proportion, consistent with data reporting no sex bias in the proportion of circulating NKT
cell subsets has been observed (Snyder-Cappione et al., 2010).

T cells have been described in the male reproductive tract, but the CD3+ DN cell content
of these tissues has not been determined (Barratt et al., 1990, Breser et al., 2013). To my
surprise I found that reproductive tissues from both females and males contained very
similar proportions of NKT cells, DN T cells and γδ T cells (Figure 6.8). Prostate gland
contained a higher density of CD3+ DN cells and high numbers of γδ T cells. This might
indicate an environment which is more focussed towards tumour defence. Epithelial γδ T
cells have been proposed to have a role in immunosurveillance (Witherden and Havran,
2011), and this may be more important in the prostate gland.
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7.5. Effects of CCR2 and lactation on CD3+ subsets in the post-partum period.
7.5.1. CCR2 dependent shift from CD4+ T cells to CD3+ DN cells in the blood at 1DPP.
From NP to 1DPP one of the main results of note was the shift from CD4+ T cells to CD3+
DN cells as a percentage of CD3+ cells in the blood (Figure 4.9). A large proportion of
these blood CD3+ DN cells expressed CCR2 1DPP, as did some CD4+ T cells (Figure
4.5). This ability to bind chemokine may contribute to the reduction in CD4+ cells and a
rise of CD3+ DN cells at 1DPP in WT blood that is not seen in CCR2 KOs. The finding
that this supposedly rare population is so increased in proportion in the blood at 1DPP in
the blood by a CCR2 dependent mechanism was perhaps one of the major findings of this
report. Another interesting observation from the blood showed a shift towards an increased
proportion of CD4+CD25+ T cells, of which around 30% expressed CCR2. It is tempting
to speculate that this could create a more regulatory environment at 1DPP than that seen in
NP female blood (Figure 4.9).

The absence of CCR2 appeared to have no effect on the number or proportion of CD4+ T
cells, CD8+ T cells, CD3+ DN cells and CD4+CD25+ T cells in reproductive tissues
(Figure 4.8), which in the context of the prominent lack of myeloid cells in CCR2 KOs was
surprising. Therefore, CCR2 was not seen as important for CD3+ DN cells increasing in
number at 1DPP in the uterine horn but was crucial for their presence in the blood. I also
discovered in Chapter 5, that the number of cells CD3+ DN cells per ml remains constant
so it appears more likely that the number of CD4+ T cells in the blood is reduced, causing
the change in proportion of CD3+ DN cells.

7.5.2. CCR2 activity on CD3+ DN cells is dependent on reproductive status.
CCR2 expression by CD3+ DN cells in tissues was dependent on whether the mice were
NP or 1DPP. This data is complementary with the data in Chapter 3, which indicated an
induction of CCR2 on cells which do not normally express it. In NP reproductive tissues
CCR2 dependent uptake was demonstrated by CD3+ DN cells, though this was not the
case at 1DPP. Blood, which had shown considerable CCR2 expression by this cell
population at 1DPP did not in the NP state. These data suggested that the CCR2 dependent
shift from CD4+ T cells to CD3+ DN cells in the blood was post-partum specific and that
CCR2 based chemokine internalisation was active during the early post-partum period but
not in NP animals. Clearly, as with myeloid cells, the activity of CCR2 varies between the
NP and the inflammatory environment at 1DPP. It was also apparent that there were
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delineations in the findings between different tissues, however the link between
reproductive tissues and blood in terms of their CD3+ DN cell content was fascinating. As
discussed above in relation to Chapter 3, this may indicate that at 1DPP the uterine horn is
a chemokine-rich environment thus causing desensitisation of CCR2 but in NP uterine
horn CCR2 based chemokine internalisation can be observed.

It was intriguing to consider how distinct the results for reproductive tissues and peripheral
tissues were. Though not analysed any further the possibility that these cells originated
from the thymus was seriously considered. CCR2 appeared to perturb DN2 cells and CCL2
uptake specifically by DN1 and DN4 cells (data not shown). CCR2 may indeed play a role
in altered DN cell development and it was tempting to speculate that it could also play a
role in the release of these cells into the blood. Limited time and resources prevented
further investigation in this area.

7.5.3. Lactation affects CD3+ cell populations in various tissues.
As well as examining the effects of CCR2 I also examined the influence of lactation on
CD3+ cells. My hypothesis was that the differences in the post-partum hormonal profiles
would influence leukocyte populations in various tissues. Lactation appears to the play a
role in regulating leukocytes in the post-partum period. Non-lactating mice displayed a
reduction in the proportion of CD4+ T cells in the blood, matched with a near-significant
increase in the proportion of CD3+ DN cells (Figure 6.12). This was incredibly
reminiscent of the profile of CD3+ cells in the blood at 1DPP. 1DPP and non-lactating
animals also have very similar prolactin and CCL2 levels in their circulation (Figures 3.15
and 6.9). As discussed in Chapter 4, the rise in the proportion of CD3+ DN cells in the
blood is CCR2 dependent. Further investigation would be beneficial in determining
whether CCR2 is also involved in the change of CD3+ cell populations in lactating
animals. CD4+ T cells and CD3+ DN cells from the blood of non-lactating mice
internalised more CCL2-AF647 than the equivalent cells in lactating mice, further
underlining that the expression of CCR2 might be altered by lactation (Figure 6.15). In the
literature, CCL2 production by macrophages has been shown to be dramatically elevated
upon in vitro treatment of prolactin (Sodhi and Tripathi, 2008). Though no causal
connection was observed between levels of circulating prolactin, CCL2 and CD3+
populations, there is clearly much more work to be done in this area. Therefore I believe
teasing out the links between lactation, prolactin, CCL2, CCR2, CD4+ T cells and CD3+
DN cells in blood could be fruitful.
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7.6. Future directions.
Though there are several lines of investigation that I could continue to follow I will briefly
outline how I would go about addressing a few. I would begin by further profiling NKT
cells in reproductive tissues and blood. I would use more fluorescent channels to measure
the expression of markers such as the invariant TCR-α chain Vα14Jα18, I would also want
to measure expression of receptors such as NKG2D and NKp46, which are involved in NK
mediated killing. Another experiment would involve sorting NKT cells from the uterine
horn and blood and culturing the cells so that I could measure cytokines in the supernatant
and verify if they are skewed towards a Th1 phenotype and whether this changes between
NP and 1DPP animals. I would also like to measure how NP and 1DPP NKT cells respond
to αGalCer/CD1 complexes in terms of marker expression and cytokine production and
how presence of DN T cells in culture with NKT cells affects this.

As well as assessing the effects of DN T cells on NKT cells I would seek to use adoptive
transfer techniques to tease apart the role of CCR2 on CD3+ DN cell populations. I would
transfer WT>CCR2 KO, WT>WT, CCR2 KO>CCR2 KO, CCR2 KO>WT and observe
whether CCR2 is required on CD3+ cells for the shift from CD4+ T cells to DN T cells at
1DPP.

Finally, I would like to investigate the role of lactation on leukocyte populations. I would
begin to do this by administering exogenous prolactin to 1DPP mice whose pups had been
removed and measure circulating CCL2, to attempt to find a causal link between prolactin
levels and CCL2 in the blood. I would also measure CD3+ cell populations to see whether
giving prolactin to non-lactating mice changes their proportions to mimic lactating mice at
7DPP. I would also like to investigate CD3+ populations in CCR2 KO non-lactating mice
and compare these to 7DPP CCR2 KO lactating mice. This would help to reveal whether
lactation and CCR2 have interacting effects.

7.7. Conclusions.
The conclusion of my work is that the majority of cells which are present in the postpartum period are myeloid cells and the accumulation of these cells is CCR2 dependent,
and monocytes and neutrophils are disproportionately increased at 1DPP. There were also
post-partum effects on CD3+ cells in the blood, at 1DPP there was a CCR2 dependent shift
away from CD4+ cells towards CD3+ DN cells, which was probably driven by an increase
in DN T cells. Hormones also appear to have some impact on leukocytes, with sex
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differences affecting myeloid cells and lactation influencing CD3+ cells. This work has
considerably furthered the available literature on leukocytes in post-partum tissues. I have
catalogued several cell subsets in various tissues around the body and focussed on the
CD3+ DN population which has previously received little attention. This work has shown
that the post-partum period is a time of systemic dynamic changes in leukocyte
populations, and that CCR2 is a key regulator of some of these populations.
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